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The Care and Feeding
of New Dancers
Some well-timed thoughts specifically aimed
at the caller/teachers but appropriate for all
of those involved in the future of square dancing. (page 15)

The author is
Bob Van Antwerp
Chairman
Callerlab

35th Anniversary of a Legend
A salute to Hall of Famer, Ralph
Page, the colorful magazine he
edits, and The Country Dance
Book. (page 24)

It's Time to Talk Taxes
Proper representation of a caller's
work could save money. (page 40)
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PMD-200

Variable-Speed Cassette Tape Recorder

Use it to record to practice!
Slow down those squares or rounds!
•
•
•
•
•

variable-speed ± 15%
one touch record
cue and review
auto or manual record level
record level/battery
strength meter

■ built-in Electret
condenser microphone
• aux. input allows you to record
direct from caller's sound system
• impact resistant Lexan case

PMD-200
$184.95
Vinyl Carrying Case . . . . $19.95
PLAID-220

$249.95

also has:
• memory rewind/replay

Use your VISA,
MasterCard, or
American Express for
same day shipment

• EQ and bias controls for use
with metal oxide tapes
ambient noise control

IIMEM
VISA

In U.S. — No Shipping Charge!
Foreign — Add $10 Surface
add $35 for Airmail

SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard
Denver, Colorado 80214
303 238-4810

ring . . . The banjo swing puts you out of
position; you are side by side, not face to face.
I resent being roughly grabbed and spun
around . . . The bumps on the weave the ring
definitely take more than the number of beats
allotted to the call. What I'd like to see is for all
this nonsense to stop, but I know that isn't
likely to happen. Perhaps instead of Quarterly
Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
Selections being new calls, Callerlab should
your comments to the editor
divide up the current list and go over it, regiving full name and address.
teaching the calls as they should be done and
Unsigned letters are ignored.
explaining to the dancers why they should be
done properly.
Ilo Smyth
Dear Editor:
New Orleans, Louisiana
I want to thank The American Square Dear Editor:
Enclosed is our renewal. Thanks for such a
Dance Society for the magazine we receive
each month. It keeps us informed as to what is good buy at such a small price . . . My husgoing on. Also for the Premium LP records. band always carries the Caller/Teacher ManWe get great enjoyment out of them. We are a ual with him. It has become his left-hand
small group of dancers who belong to the companion; a great book.
Newport Ocean Waves Club, but we also have
Missie Sewell
little dance nights in homes. So we enjoy the
Poulsbo, Washington
Dear Editor:
records you put out.
When couples have broken up, for one reaPat Burns
Sydney, Australia son or another, but would like to keep on
square dancing, it is difficult to find a partner.
Dear Editor:
My husband and I have been square danc- Perhaps they prefer to remain solo. When
ing for 15 years. We have noticed over the past they go to a dance, there is no way to distinfew years that some undesirable movements guish them from being part of a couple . . .
have unfortunately slipped into the dancing. I My suggestion would be for a solo to wear a
Please see LETTERS, page 63
refer specifically to the banjo swing instead of
do sa do and the bump and grind on weave the

FROM THE
MDR
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You are invited to the third

JACKPOT FESTIVAL WEST
August 5 August 10, 1984
Sunday thru Thursday — Five Nights

Square Dancing in Las Vegas
THE CALLERS
WADE DRIVER BOB FISK LEE KOPMAN
STEVE KOPMAN JERRY STORY BRONC WISE
ROUNDS BY:
HARMON & BETTY JORRITSMA WAYNE & NORMA WYLIE

Hurry, your lovely room is waiting for you at the fabulous Sahara
(
skHotel on the famed Strip in Las Vegas. Price includes room and
taxes, dancing and workshops. a complete breakfast, casino starters,
a Gala Poolside Party plus extra surprises including a chance to get a
total refund of your Festival fee.

Cheers!
Lee Kopman & Charles Supin
Co•Directors

Charles R. Supin, Co-Director

JACKPOT FESTIVAL WEST
6545 Edna, Las Vegas Nevada 89102

All For Only
$ 3 3 600
Per Couple Tax included
Single Room $259.00

NEw!

Yes, I want to attend the JACKPOT FESTIVAL WEST, August 5.10, 1984 at the Sahara Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada.
My deposit of $75.00 (per couple) is enclosed. Please make check payable to JACKPOT FESTIVAL '84. Cancellation may be
received by June 30th with cancellation fee of $7.50. Any cancellation received after the cutoff period will forfeit the deposit.
My preference for dancing is
Mainstream +

Names

Advanced I

Address

Advanced 2
Challenge 1

Telephone (

Challenge 2
Caller's Workshop
Enclosed is a check for

_ special Jackpot Festival Badges at $5.25 each,

American Airlines will give
a 30% discount so call their
toll free number I -800-433-1790.
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play
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Fork, Colorado
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SOUTH FORK, COLORADO

The 1984 Spring and Fall Institutes
June 17 - 23
Chuck Skaggs, Lawton, OK
Mike Bramlett, Dallas, TX
Norman & Helen Teague,
Wichita Falls, TX

September 2 - 8
Lem Gravelle, Jennings, LA
Tony Oxendine, Sumter, NC
Sonny & Charlotte Ezelle,
Longview, TX

June 3 - 9
Pat Barbour, Montgomery, TX
Johnny Wykoff, Indianapolis, IN

FALL 1984
August 19 - 25
Sleepy Browning, Jayton, TX
Jerry Story, Fairfield, IA

September 9 - 15
Lem Gravelle, Jennings, LA
Bill Wright, San Antonio, TX
George & Louise Van Courtlandt,
Lafayette, LA

June 10 - 16
John Gorski, Lawton, OK
Zack Owen, Burleson, TX
Bob & Barbara Wilder

August 26 - September 1
Allen Garrett, Tyler, TX
Randy Baldridge, Joplin, MO
Norman & Helen Teague

September 16 - 22
Wayne Baldwin, McKinney, TX
Wade Driver, Houston, TX

SPRING 1984
May 27 - June 2
Wade Driver, Houston, TX
Tony Oxendine, Sumter, NC
Bob & Barbara Wilder,
Longview TX

September 23 - 29
Wade Driver, Houston, TX
Pat Barbour, Montgomery, TX
September 30 - October 6
Randy Dibble, Redding, CA
Jerry Bradley, Medford, OR
Art & Jimmie Kebort,
Sacramento, CA
Wade Driver

Tony Oxendine

Bob & Barbara
Wilder

Johnny Wykoff

John Gorski

Zack Owens

Pat Barbour

October 7 - 12
Rocky Strickland, Duncanville, TX
Don Reeves, Lubbock, TX
Micky & Lee Graham, Amarillo, TX

Sleepy Browning

Lem Gravelle

A
Allen Garrett

Randy
Baldridge

Norman &
Helen Teague

Sonny &
Charlotte Ezelle

ihmiri
Bill Wright

WATCH
US
GROW

Not only are we expanding our facilities, we're extending our institute weeks for more of your dancing
pleasure.
Wayne Baldwin
George & Louise
Enjoy nightly dancing and FUN funshops, but you'll
Van Courtlandt
still have plenty of time for fishing, horseback riding, mini-golf and all the other activities %../f4I I G I CU dt run
Valley. Stroll through our new Lake Walk Shops for unique gift items. Shop for your favorite square
Dance apparel at "The Square Dance Shop" operated by Pat & Kim Barbour. Whether you stay in our
cabins and motels or bring your own trailer, Fun Valley offers the most rounded vacation at AFFORDABLE PRICES!!!
FUN VALLEY RESERVATIONS
For reservations call or write:
Box 208
May 1
23 Fairway Oaks Blvd.,
Oct. 1
to May 1

Abilene, Tx. 79606
phone (915) 695-2498

to Oct. 1

So. Fork, Co. 81154
phone (303) 873-5566

1/8" gingham checked skirt is topped
with a solid apron in
front and back and
tied on each side.
Three-quarter length
sleeves are doubled.
Grosgrain ribbon
sash. Machine wash

& dry. Available now
in 5 colors:(02)Black,
(05)Red, (06)Navy,
(0 7)Eirown,
and
(14) Wine.
STYLE #A1 - Sizes:
6 18, $49.99
-

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied with any
product purchased from us,
your money will be promptly
refunded.

BILL & ANNE'S
P.O. BOX 4175
West Columbia, S.C.
29171-4175
1.803-794-7015

ORDER INFORMATION
FOR C.O.D. ORDERS ADD $2.00
ADD $2.00 FOR POSTAGE PER ORDER

©1984 Bill & Anne's

For Your Dancing Vacation
of a Lifetime Come To . . .

Be

ul,
autif

King
atleita
Colorado
Bre

/A\Estes ParK7
Frank Lane's

DANE RAN(.11
OPEN SQUARE DANCING 4 to 7 NIGHTS EACH WEEK

JUNE 10th thru LABOR DAY
SPECIAL
DAN NORDBYE AND FRANK LANE
WEEK
June 17th thru 22nd
Plus Dancing

TWO ROUND DANCE WEEKS
with
JACK AND DARLENE CHAFFEE
June 10-15 easy & intermediate
July 22-27 (more advanced)

Introduction to Advanced Workshops
Round Dance Workshops
with
JACK AND DARLENE CHAFFEE

Both weeks include square dance
workshops

ANNUAL
FLIPPO DANCE
Wednesday

July 4th

CALLERS' COLLEGES
Approved Callerlab Curriculum
June 24-28
Newer Callers 2 years
or less experience
:Illy 15-19
Callers with more than
2 years experience

ROUND DANCE TEACHERS SEMINAR
July 30th thru August 3rd
Phase I. A truly outstanding
Teache
r/ Cuers School
ROUND AND SQUARE DANCE
IMPROVEMENT CLINIC
WITH
CHARLIE AND BETTYE PROCTER
July 8th thru 13th
Great workshops for the
experienced round dancer
and the "plus" square dancer

Write for Complete Details and Applications

DANCE kANOI

P•O. Box 1382, ESTES PARK, COLORADO 80517

DANCE YOUR WAY
through
the

MEXICAN RIVIERA
with

CHRIS VEAR
WADE DRIVER
PAT BARBOUR
HARMON & BETTY JORRITSMA
JOHNNIE WYKOFF
IRV & BETTY EASTERDAY

JAN 6
thru
JAN 13, 1985
On the M.S. Tropicale from Los Angeles
to Puerto Vallarta/Mazatlan/Cabo San Lucas
For Free Brochure or Further Information, Please Call or Write

OBER CRUISE CENTER/CVI TOURS
Washington, D.C.'s Oidest independent Travel Agency—Established 1920

FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22032
4036 WILLIAMSBURG COURT
TELEX: 4991882 I I
TOLL FREE: 800/368-3527 In D.C. AREA: 385-6800
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square dancing as a part
of the opening ceremonies at the
summer Olympics in Los Angeles has
aroused considerable national interest. The
deluge of mail from dancers directed to the
Olympic Organizing Committee requesting
recognition has not gone unnoticed.
Just prior to last month's deadline, we got
word that square dancing was "in" —details to
follow. Later we learned from the Production
Coordinator that plans were underway to use
500 square dancers, preferably young people
from Southern California, teamed up with
100-plus baby-grand pianos, a marching
band and more– nothing was definite.
We took the opportunity to point out the
importance of showing square dancing in its
best possible light —well rehearsed, aptly costumed and danced in a style recognized as
standard throughout the world. In this way,
we explained, the Olympics and square dancing would benefit. We have every reason to
believe that we were heard and understood.
Two weeks later, there were still no final
decisions as to who would dance, who would
call, or for that matter, if there would be
square dancing on the program. From a personal standpoint, which we feel is shared by
most dancers, we would like to be sure that if
square dancing is included in this performance — estimated to draw a television audience of over two billion persons around the
world — that it be done right! We'll keep you
informed.

T

HE THOUGHT of

Salute to a Veteran
we spotlight another publication editor, Ralph Page, of Keene, New
Hampshire. Having known this gentleman for
rr HIS MONTH
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almost 40 years, one might say we are a
member of his "fan club." Ralph is an inveterate mystery book reader and possibly, with
the exception of calling and teaching traditional American dances, his greatest joy
comes, when, late at night, he can settle in his
favorite chair, light one of his ever-present
cigars and read non-stop until almost dawn.
As with all "night" people, Ralph doesn't
become fully operative until about mid-day.
This reminds us of a time when we, along with
Ralph, served as staff members at the
Stockton, California Folk Dance Camp: Ralph
doing his traditional contras and we doing our
squares.
Wouldn't you know it, whether planned or
a twist of fate, Ralph was inevitably scheduled
for the morning session each day. And so it
was for a number of years, most of his friends
out here in the West never knew Ralph when
he wasn't a bit grumpy as he arrived, coffee
cup in hand, to do his thing. Of course, by
early afternoon he became his fun loving self.
Back some 30 years ago, when SQUARE
DANCING (Sets in Order) was still somewhat
of a baby, we visited Ralph in his New Hampshire home. Entering the living room, we
found, on the floor, stacks of half-completed
Northern Junkets the magazine he has
edited, published, written and mailed out
since 1949. Wouldn't you know it, as a sort of
postman's holiday, having left our own publication 3,000 miles behind us, we spent the
better part of a night assembling the junket so
it would go out on schedule.
You'll find the account of one of our national
treasures — Ralph Page — starting on page 24.

New Developments
an idea session on a
possible series of film or video tape prorams as a means of indoctrinating new square
dancers, along comes some news that may
make a radical change in the planning. According to reports, the current video cassettes
may be completely outdated by the end of the
year. Reports have it that RCA is putting on
the market an 8mm video system with tapes
perhaps no larger than audio cassettes and
with high quality, portable cameras and receivers that will require a different format
than presently available.
UST AS WE WERE HAVING

9

While it's still too early to know all of the
details, it does stand to reason that an innovation of this sort could very well drop the cost
and make tapes available at a much lower
price. Of course, production costs would not
be affected but there are even short cuts that
are coming to light that would help us in that
department.

SID Audio Video
video recordings have
become quite popular. They usually are
short segments, no longer than the playing
time of the featured song, dramatizing both
vocal and instrumental aspects while spotlighting singers and musicians.
This got us thinking. For years, more than
30 square dance record companies have been
putting out monthly releases of singing calls
for all of us to enjoy and, while the audio is
always fun, think of what it would mean to add
the dimension of sight.
As a dancer, you could pick up a video with

0

N TELEVISION TODAY,

Frank Lane, Marshall Flippo, Ken Bower,
Dave Taylor, or any one of your favorites calling a new release. You could invite a few
couples over and there, in your living room,
with a single square, could capture the feeling
of dancing as part of a larger crowd. The illusion becomes more realistic as the camera
captures shots, over the shoulder of the caller,
of a hall filled with happy dancers. In view of
the audio-video developments, who knows,
someone might just come out with such a
venture.
There is also on the market a voice
eliminator device that allows you to take a
stereo record, filter out the vocals, and capture just the musical accompaniment. The
idea would be that a caller could substitute his
calling for that of The Beach Boys or other
popular artists and presto, there's accompaniment the likes of which you wouldn't expect
to find in any way, unless you were working
with the live band. The price tag, $795.00,
might just limit the market a little bit.

Natural Tie ins
-
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have you attended a lecture
which was in no way directly related to
square dancing but which reminded you of the
activity, the people involved in it and the
benefits derived from it? We recently received a letter from Bernice Prior, Bayonet
Point, Florida. Here is her experience: "I attended a lecture on 'Life Extension' and
thought it was interesting on how it might
relate to our square dance activity. The lecturer used the word 'endorphins' meaning to
feel really good about yourself. Some of the
ways to get 'endorphins', are: To be with happy
people, touching (eight hugs a day are recommended), music, exercise, color, achievement, applause, laughter. Square dancing has
it all!"
Truly, when you think of it, some of the
most important elements in square dancing do
include the personal contact — the touching
of hands as one moves effortlessly through the
square, the rhythm of the music and colorful
costumes; the happy, friendly laughter and
applause at the end of the tip which says to the
caller "thank you" and to each of those with
whom we danced "We enjoyed dancing with
you!"
❑❑ ❑
OW OFTEN
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ITRAVEL SPECIAL
Square Dancers on the go

There's a Big Beautiful World
Out There For You to Enjoy
rir0THE ADVENTITBF-MINDED square dancers
I who enjoy their hobby and, in addition,
have developed an interest in travel, the
combination of these two elements is unbeatable. Whether you plan to travel within the
boundaries of your own country or set out by
plane, ship, car, bus or train to visit other
lands, the fact that you are a square dancer
opens many doors for you that otherwise may
have remained closed.
Imagine, if you will, attending a square
dance in the outskirts of Copenhagen, then
joining with a group of Danish square dancers
in one of their homes for after-the-dance refreshments and fellowship.
"Seeing how the rest of the world lives has
always held a fascination for me," one square
dancer reported recently. "My husband and I
had traveled to several parts of the world
before we got caught up in square dancing.
Then, on a recent trip we made a point of
checking beforehand on what square dancing
would be taking place in the various countries
we would be visiting. We wrote a few letters,
received answers to every one, and set out,
knowing that in almost every country we
would have the fun of attending at least one
dance.
One need not be too concerned about a
language barrier. There will be someone in
almost every group who speaks and understands English and, once the caller gets
started, you'll think you're right back dancing
with your home club. The calling is done in
English, square dance English, that is. Only
an occasional local accent will remind you that
you are outside the borders of your own
country.

Traveling On Your Own?
To the independent traveler — and there
are many of you — use the Information Volunteer system, listed in the August issue of
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

SQUARE DANCING Magazine. If you'd like
to find out what dancing is going on in a specific city, write directly to the Information
Volunteer in that area. Don't wait until the
last minute. If you're writing to someone in
the US or Canadian military, stationed overseas (there are many square dance clubs on
military and diplomatic posts around the
world) you might send a stamped, return
envelope or an International Reply Coupon.
If seeking information from a citizen of another country, it's always thoughtful to check
with your local post office on the cost of airmail
postage. You can purchase International
Reply Coupons for the cost of postage and
forward it with your request for information.
Let the dancers know your date of arrival
and how long you plan to stay in their area.
Keep in mind, however, that Information
Volunteers are under no obligation other than
to provide dance information. Sometimes,
when it's convenient, the Information Volunteer may ask you to telephone them when you
get into your hotel as a means of giving you
further directions and updating you on any
previous information they may have sent.
"We never saw anything like it," one
dancer reported after a trip to New Zealand.
"We had hoped there might be a local dance
available to us while we were in the area but
when we called our contact's home phone
number and reported in, our spirits fell when
we were told that the club dance had been
held the night before and there was no
11

scheduled dance during the time of our stay.
However, our morale rose quickly when we
learned some of the local dancers were gathering at one of the homes that evening and putting on a special dance — just for us."

Anyone for Group Travel?

Independent travel, lasting for as long as a
year, or a tour or cruise with a group of square
dancers ranging anywhere from a weekend to
three weeks or longer are all available to you,
depending upon your desires and time allowances.
As a helpful suggestion, don't deprive
yourself of the joys of planning ahead. It's
been said that 80% of thepleasure of travel
comes before leaving home — 20% after the
tour is over. While that may seem to be cutting back on the pleasures of looking at your
travel films, corresponding with others who
shared the trip with you and recalling happy
experiences, it's true that planning rates a big
share of the fun.
How does one prepare for a square dance
travel experience? Take advantage of the services of a well-established travel agent. It
shouldn't cost you any more and the services
provided by these experts are usually paid for
in commissions from airlines, hotels, etc. If
you're contemplating joining a tour, read the
travel brochure carefully, compile your questions and then be sure you get them answered
to your satisfaction.

If you prefer to leave the driving to someone else, join a square dance tour group. Over
the past 20 years or more, thousands of
groups, ranging in size from 10 to 100 dancers,
have discovered that the fun of traveling with
individuals sharing the same interests —
multiplies the pleasures of travel to other
lands.
Doug and Dot Marshall from the state of
Washington reported that although they had
made numerous trips overseas as individuals,
it wasn't until they had teamed up with 32
other square dancers from different parts of
the country and taken off for England, Holland, Germany and Switzerland that they realized how carefree and fun-filled traveling
could actually be.
"One of our fellow dancers gave us his copy
of a travel folder. We looked it over, checked
the places that were to be visited, double
How Much Square Dancing?
checked the quality of the hotels and read the
fine print to be sure of what was included and
While many tours are made up entirely of
what wasn't and then signed up. Our travel square dancers, they are constructed on the
had always been fun but now it became a basis that the average dancer enjoys regular
happy adventure. No longer did we have to dance schedules when at home. While on the
worry about decision-making, checking rail- road, visiting fascinating countries and seeing
way stations, or wrestling with our own bag- once-in-a-lifetime sights, square dancing
gage. It was all being done for us. We knew every night might be a little much.
Opt instead for a tour that provides some
beforehand what we would he seeing as a part
of the tour price and planned our free days dancing, perhaps on occasions with just the
accordingly so that we could see added things members of the tour group or, if locations
permit, dancing with members of square
of personal interest.
"Best of all," continued the Marshal's, "be- dance groups in other countries. A good forcause we were all square dancers, even mula is one dance during each week the tour is
though most of us didn't know any of the in progress. Of course, some tour experiences
others beforehand, we soon found that our incorporate more dancing, some include less,
commonly shared hobby was a great amal- depending upon the areas being visited and
gamator and in no time at all, it was as though what dancing may be available.
we were all old friends and members of the
Square dancing and travel do mix well tosame club. The very fact that those who gether. Even though you may not see a travel
shared the trip with us were square dancers experience in your immediate future, it
seemed to bring out special qualities of shar- doesn't hurt to be optimistic, to be aware of
ing, courtesy and good humor. As proof of all what is coming and then, who knows, your
this, we have kept in touch with many of our travel package may be closer than you think.
Here are listings of some of the cruises and
tour companions and a cruise we'll be taking
with some of them in 1984 will be our fifth tours announced for the coming travel season.
Bon Voyage!
square dance-oriented travel experience."
12
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SQUARE DANCE
TOUR GUIDE for 1984
UOLLOWING IS A LISTING Of square

dance trips occurring during the coming months. For specific
JU information on any of these tours, please contact the agency or sponsoring individual
directly. When a caller or dancer leader is announced as accompanying a trip, unless the name
is shown as the sponsor, you will find the name listed in parentheses. For additional square
dance tours, watch the pages of this magazine for advertisements, check your local publication
or contact any of the following to see what further trips they may be planning. A number of trips
have already taken place during the earlier months of 1984 and are not included here.

CRUISES
Rainbow Tours & Travel, 2500 Wilshire
Blvd., Suite 1024, Los Angeles, CA 90057:
ALASKA, August 18, (Buddy & Debra Weaver)
September 1 1 ; PANAMA CANAL (Herb &
Barbara Lesher) April 21; CARIBBEAN (Jay
Metcalf) May 26.
SCAT Tours, 28087 Bradley Rd., Sun City,
CA 92381: ALASKA (Bob & Ruthe Johnston) May
26; PANAMA CANAL (Howard & Georgia Wiseman) October 6.; HAWAII (Bob & Ruthe
Johnston) August 4.
The Travel Factory, 15641 Al Product Lane,
Huntington Beach, CA 92649: ALASKA, July 15;
PANAMA CANAL, October 6, October 17.
Carol's World Travel, 6640 Ridge Rd., Port
Richey, FL 33568: MEXICO (Al & Nonie Savary)
April 8; CARIBBEAN (Ken Anderson, J. Runnels)
May 12; (Bob Sams) May 5; (B. Whitten) May 12;
ALASKA (Al & Karen Saunders) May 18.
The Pacific Explorers, 1080 First St., Norco,
CA 91760: ALASKA (Steve Hanson, Carol
Brown) July 6.
Elite Travel Group, 1250 E. Chapman Ave.,
Fullerton, CA 92631: Mexico (Jim Wright) July 5.
Richards World of Travel, 1201 A Potomac
Ave., Hagerstown, MD 21740: CARIBBEAN
(Russ & Judy Tremblay) April 28.
Craig Abercrombie, PO Box 417, Elgin, OR
97827: MEXICO (Daryl Clendenin, Gary Davis,
Jim Davis) October 10.
Jerry & Becky Cope, PO Box 129, Dillard, GA
30537: CARIBBEAN (Copecrest Staff) November
19
Gulliver's Travels, 1315 Hacienda Ave.,
Campbell, CA 95008: CARIBBEAN (Mike &
Norma Degmetich, Ken & Chris Kenmille) June
24; HAWAII (Jim & Barbara Barnes) June 30.
Honey & Chuck Wolfson, 146 Skowhegan
Ct., San Jose, CA 95139: CARIBBEAN
(Wolfsons, Jack & lone Kern) May 18.
Travel Line, Inc., (206) 747-1916: CARIBBEAN (Mike DeSisto) April 7.
Seven Seas Cruises, (213) 781-4228:
SQUARE DANCING April, '84
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ALASKA (Phil & Dawn Farmer, Dave Donaldson,
John & Fran Downing) August 16.
Ocean Drive S/RID Resort, PO Box 198,
North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582: CARIBBEAN
(Tom & Shirley Heyward, Bill & Marie Nichols)
October 6.
Group Travel Specialists, Inc., 6602 E.
Grant, Tucson, AZ 85715: HAWAII (Dave & Carol
Hoffman, Lloyd & Elsie Ward) September 29.
Destinations, Inc., 5855 E. Broadway, Tucson, AZ 85711: SCANDINAVIA & NORTH CAPE
(Dave Walker) July 1.
Obercruise Center, 4036 Williamsburg Ct.,
Fairfax, VA 22032: MEXICAN RIVIERA (Chris
Vear, Wade Driver, Pat Barbour, Johnnie Wykoff,
Iry & Betty Easterday, Harmon & Betty Jorritsma)
January 6, 1985.
Gary Kincade, 2517 Barclay Dr., Nashville TN
37206: CARIBBEAN, October 13.
Rawhide Records Cruise Convention, 675
E. Alluvial, Fresno, CA 93710: MEXICAN RIVIERA (Dick and Becky Waibel and Company)
January 27 to February 3, 1985.

HAWAII
Aaction Travel Service, 12536 Valley View,
Garden Grove, CA 92645: (Bill & Polly Donahue)
April 30.
Tour Hawaii, Inc., c/o Kopman, 2965
Campbell Ave., Wantagh, NY 11793: (Lee Kopman, Bob Fisk) April 6.
Rhythm Records, 189 April Point N.,
Montgomery, TX 77356: (Wade Driver, Pat
Barbour, Kip Garvey) September 27.
Carol's World Travel, 6640 Ridge Rd., Port
Richey, FL 33568: (B. Wickers, B. Alverson) April
17; (Bob & Ginny Walther) October 25.
The Travel Factory, Inc., 15641 Al Product
Lane. Huntington Beach, CA 92649: May 25.
Rainbow Tours, 2500 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
1024, Los Angeles, CA 90057: (Brian & Loraine
Murdoch) April 1; (Clif & Osa Mathews) June 11;
(Harold Parker, Rick Ewing) October 20.
Tortuga Express Tours, PO Box. 4311,
13

Anaheim, CA 92803: (Lee Schmidt, Marilyn Hansen, Larry McBee) August 6.

LAND TOURS ABROAD
Best Travel, Inc., 19038 Magnolia, Huntington Beach, CA 92646: ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, May 18.
ITC of Townson, Inc., 24 W. Pennsylvania
Ave., Towson, MD 21204: GERMANY,
AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND (33rd Nat. S/D Cony.
Sponsor) July 2.
Executive Travel, (305) 628-1556:
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, WALES, IRELAND
(Danny Robinson) August 6.
International Travel Consultants, 4000 Portage, Suite 115, Kalamazoo, MI 49001: HOLLAND, BELGIUM, FRANCE, SWITZERLAND,
LIECHTENSTEIN, AUSTRIA, GERMANY, April
26; AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND, GERMANY, May
10; SWEDEN, DENMARK, NORWAY, May 10.
American Square Dance Workshop, 462
No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048:
ENGLAND, FRANCE, BELGIUM, MONTE
CARLO (Charlie & Bettye Procter) October 13;
CIRCLE PACIFIC (Johnny & Marjorie LeClair)
September 11-Wait List Only.
Blackwood Travel, 2217 Hampshire St.,
Suite 101, Quincy, IL 62301: GREECE (Jim
Blackwood) April 27.
Carol's World Travel, 6640 Ridge Rd., Port
Richey, FL 33568: EUROPE EIGHT COUNTRIES (Bob & Dee Barnes) May 7;
SCANDINAVIA (Joe & Carol Prystupa)
May 26; AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND (Joe &
Carol Prystupa) September 30.
The Travel Factory, Inc., 15641 Al Product
Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92649: EUROPE
SIX COUNTRIES, August 4.
Al & Bea Brundage, PO Box 125, Jensen
Beach, FL 33457: GERMANY, AUSTRIA,
FRANCE, SWITZERLAND, July 2.
Lou Deck, (703) 524-1166: GERMANY,
AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND (Lou & Decko) August 4.
JoPat Records, 1616 Gardiner Lane, Suite
202, Louisville, KY 40205: ENGLAND (Joe Porritt) October 10.
Traveltime, Inc., PO Box 2428, Laguna Hills,
CA 92653: AUSTRIA, ITALY, SWITZERLAND,
FRANCE, LIECHTENSTEIN, GERMANY (Marge
& Harve Tetzlaff) May 11.
Ventra Travel Services, Ltd., British Columbia, Denise Carr (266-6669): SCANDINAVIA
(Merle Bennett) July.
Anaa ,
Natienial
nirectory,
Jackson, MS 39208: SWITZERLAND, GERMANY, AUS 1 HIA, HOLLAND, May 31.
Bellflower Travel Service, 17125 Bellflower
Blvd., Bellflower, CA 90706: GUERNSEY,
SOUTHERN ENGLAND (Don Ring) June 22.
Shirley Adames (416) 388-3487: HIGHLIGHTS OF EUROPE (Anne Redden-

Challenge Club) April 27.
Lorne & Betty Hay (705) 728-4700:
EUROPE, May 5-Wait List Only; EUROPE &
BRITAIN (Lloyd & Vivian Priest) July 27-Wait
List Only; PORTUGAL, September 7.
HBC Travel Ltd., 75 The Donway W., Suite
909, Don Mills, Ontario M3C 2E9: ENGLAND,
HOLLAND, GERMANY. FRANCE (Audrey & Bob
Milks) May 3.
Scat Tours, 28087 Bradley Rd., Sun City, CA
92381: CHINA (Bob & Ruthe Johnston) September 11.
Neil MacDonald Travel, 103-125 4th Ave.,
Kamloops, British Columbia V2C 3N3: JAPAN
(Bud Fraser, Bob McMoreland) September 11.
Roy & Elaine Golub, 9851 49th So., Seattle,
WA 98118: CHINA, Summertime.
ASD, PO Box 488, Huron, OH 44839: CHINA
(Stan & Cathie Burdick) May 7.
Pat Barbour, 189 April Point No., Montgomery, TX 77356: JAPAN, July 6.

TOURS IN NORTH AMERICA
Tortuga Express, Rt. 3, Box 585,
Parkersburg, WV 26101: ALASKA (Keith & Karen
Rippeto) July 1.
Frank Lane, PO Box 1382, Estes Park, CO
80517: NEW MEXICO (Frank & Barbara Lane,
Jack & Darlene Chaffee) August 9.
Dave & Joyce Moss (416) 648-3816: CALIFORNIA, MEXICO, May 19.
Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview, Livonia, MI
48154: LAS VEGAS, April 23.
Chuck Arnesty, PO Box 48582, Los Angeles,
CA 90048: MUSIC CITY (NASHVILLE), USA
(Don Schadt) May 27.
Carolina Ken Folks Tour, PO Box 2482,
Shelby, NC 28150: NOVA SCOTIA (Ken & Beth
Rollins) August 20.
Rainbow Tours, 2500 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
1024, Los Angeles, CA 90057: MISSISSIPPI
RIVER, NEW ORLEANS, December 21.
Square Wheels Trailer Club, 4708 S. Swadley, Morrison, CO 80465: LAKE POWELL,
BRYCE & ZION NATIONAL PARKS, LAS
VEGAS (Jack & Peggy Halfacre) June 10.

To the Canadian National Convention:
Doreene Harris, 20086 Grade Cres., Langley,
BC V3A 4J4: CONVENTION + PENTICTON &
WESTERN CANADA.
Jim and Marg McPherson, Vancouver (2912026): CONVENTION + PENTICTON, July 24.
Bruce & Flo Payne (519) 426-0772: MOTOR
r•rl
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Wayne & Sharron Hall (416) 389-3150:
MOTOR COACH TO CONVENTION, July 28.
Ernie & Joan Carviel (416) 385-3143:
MOTORCOACH TO CONVENTION, July 28.
Mack & Mary Thompson (519) 443-5324:
MOTOR COACH TO CONVENTION, July 28.

Please see TRAVEL, page 80

This message, written by the General Chairman of
Callerlab, is essentially for callers and teachers. However, its content is important for all who play a role in

The Care and Feeding of
New Dancers
by Bob Van Antwerp, Stateline, Nevada
I have had the desire to explore the depths of the teaching practices
of caller/instructors in the new dancer programs. Unable to dig deeply into a surveytype study, I felt it might be worthwhile to just
openly make some suggestions regarding the
programming and teaching of new dancers in
today's square dancing. The continuing acknowledgment that many classes start with
good attendance and then dissipate gradually
as the class moves on, leads me to believe a
large percentage of the failures may be attributed to factors over which the class members have no control. It just might be that
some caller/instructors are unable to grasp
the ineffectiveness of their teaching techniques, and actually do not know what is expected of them.
11MOR SOME TIME

No Rush Intended
There seems to be a rush to rapidly move
novice dancers into a state of bewilderment
(and they, the dancers, are unaware of why)
because of the programs established by
Callerlab. This was not the intent. Callerlab's
plan was to establish programs that would
offer all callers, new and experienced, some
system to regulate the flow of too many basic
movements too quickly. It was designed to
protect the dancers from the frustrated state of
not knowing what to expect next in their newfound recreation called square dancing.
This does not seem to be understood by
many of our caller/instructors. They tend to
hurry and rush the dancers through the Basic
and Mainstream movements so they may pin a
club badge on them.
In many areas the square dance club will
sponsor the class and recruit the class members. For that reason, I fully understand that
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

this procedure of rushing the class sometimes
takes place at the insistence of club members.
But why? There could be a number of reasons,
but this radical approach of having the newcomer become a member of the club only to
be cast into a state of confusion is, in my
opinion, absolutely wrong. Time, patience,
loving care and courage by the instructor,
supported by the understanding of the club
members, has to be one of the most important
facets of new dancer involvement—from beginner instruction to club acceptance.
A catastrophic result from "hurry up" programming is the loss of dancers from the activity. In my opinion, this is a major problem.
I keep asking myself, why does there seem to
be such a great need to rush these new
dancers? I feel that it boils down to a case of
ruin them by rushing them or maintain them

by motivating them.

One concept of leadership is that a leader
should be nothing more than a servant of his
dancers. In turn, this is saying callers must
give the dancers what they want and the way
they want it. It sounds logical but, unfortunately, many very opinionated dancers are in
complete disagreement with each other. Often, a small but very vocal minority cornposed, as a rule, of the most eager and active
(though not necessarily the best) dancers succeed in dictating policy under the "servant
creed" of leadership. This is where a strong
caller/instructor has to exert his full leadership capacities to give proper direction in an
effective way.
When they join a club, newcomers are understandably apprehensive at first. They have
that insecure feeling that they'll make a mistake and be embarrassed, and they're con15

BOB VAN ANTWERP, one of the founders of

Bob VanAntwerp
Chairman—Callerlab

Callerlab—the International Association of Square Dance
Callers, has been teaching square dancers for more than
30 years. During that time he also served as Director of
the Long Beach Department of Recreation, one of the
largest and most effective in the country. Because of his
extensive leadership background, overall experience and
knowledge of working with people, Bob's words on the
subject of indoctrinating and retaining new dancers are
especially meaningful.

cerned whether or not they can remember all
they've been taught. All of this tends to create
pressure, and too much pressure makes the
dancers wonder what they're doing here and if
they really need this fun activity?
Group Individuality
As a caller/instructor I discovered long ago
that no two classes are exactly alike. Although
they may seem similar in a number of respects, they should not be compared, the one
to the other, nor should we expect any two
classes to be equal in the learning process.
Each class has its own group personality. The
rate of speed with which it accepts andproperly executes the Basic and Mainstream dance
movements varies from one class to the next.
Some student dancers may be able to handle
the material and move through the instruction
period smoothly and effortlessly, while others
need additional floor time, greater patience
on the part of their instructor, more repetition
of instruction and nurturing in order to gain
confidence.
And, on top of that, each caller/instructor is
different and the instruction of one teacher,
whether adequate or not, cannot or should not
be compared to another.
I am, at times, appalled with what some
caller/instructors think they can teach in 15 or
25 weeks of instruction and then expect their
new dancers to "hack it" at a club dance composed of members who have danced considerably longer than they. Or worse, some callers
send the new dancers to a festival or jamboree
and tell them they can handle it—"just go and
try." Nothing can break down a new dancer's
confidence more quickly.
Put Your Dancers First
Let us be realistic. Let us give our new
dancers the time in class they need to be
thoroughly indoctrinated. Let us help them

gain the confidence they need in order to be
good and efficient dancers. Let us encourage
them to dress properly, to dance with correct
styling and smoothness and let us not overlook
the importance of congenial fellowship. Our
dancers should feel confident in knowing
where they are going and they should feel
secure in the knowledge that the teaching and
direction we have given them has been fundamentally sound in all its many aspects.
I do not pretend to be an all-knowing,
never-erring individual in possession of all the
answers but it's very evident that the ranks of
new dancers are not swelling as they should. I
have to believe that a prime reason for this is
the quality of teaching we are, or are not,
providing. Callerlab has established teaching
guidelines prepared by some of the greatest
minds in square dancing and I, for one, am
following them with success.
As caller/instructors, have we honestly
evaluated what happens to each participant
during dance instruction? We cry out that we
need more time but is this enough? Do we
evaluate our own individual performance as a
teacher?
An Evaluation
Who is regulating the timetable for the
classes? Are you? Having accepted the role of
teacher, are you adequately accepting the responsibility as leader? We, as callers, seek
professional status. Perhaps we need to face
an honest evaluation of our proficiency as
square dance instructors and leaders. Sometimes I get the feeling that new dancer classes
and their instructors are like ships without
rudders. They don't appear to know where
they are going and no one seems to be controlling the direction they are steering. Weak
instructors may be afraid to evaluate their own
accomplishments and that is usually because

they think that such evaluation is a criticism of
their teaching ability. On the contrary, a
good, healthy self-evaluation is a helpful tool
by means of which a caller can progress in his
or her search for excellence.
Who's major concern is the survival of the
class and the direction the dancers should be
taking? Naturally, the club members, if they
have recruited the new class members and are
waiting in the wings to welcome them into the
club, are vitally interested. However, the responsibility falls upon the shoulders of the
leader/caller/instructor to move the class successfully through their lessons. This responsibility has to be accepted by the callers, and
their success depends to a large percent on the
complete support of the club members and
their dancer leaders. An ongoing liason between the sponsoring club and the instructor
is all-important if the new dancers are to receive lasting recreational enjoyment.
We cannot afford to crowd new dancers or
to move them along too quickly. Let them feel

the satisfaction of moving smoothly to the
music as they follow the calls.

A Proven Activity
I can't imagine anyone telling a person who
sails a boat or likes bowling or loves to ballroom dance that square dancing is better. It
must be proven that square dancing is an activity someone will like. However, once a decision has been made to try square dancing
and a person has joined a class, it's up to the
caller/teacher to convince him that he made
the right deuisiui1.

Leadership Awareness
Leadership awareness is important to me in
the field of square dance instruction. This
quality requires an appreciation of each individual dancer. It includes a willingness to
serve on the part of the caller. It means a love
for the class in a broad, impersonal sense and
requires untiring patience each step along the
way. It means that I and each caller/teacher
must possess a thorough knowledge of what to
teach, how to teach and get along with others.

A Few Guidelines for the Caller

Here are a few suggestions for dancers
entering the field of square dance calling
and teaching. These points may seem oldfashioned, overused or redundant but they
have worked for me and I hope they will
assist new caller/instructors in becoming
more successful:
• Be sure that you are ready, mentally and
educationally in a square dance sense), to
enter the field of professional calling and
teaching.
• Take into consideration the worth and
dignity of every human being.
• Be determined to gain an understanding
of the interests and needs of your pupils.
• Realize and understand the job that has
to be accomplished and the approach you
must take and maintain to accomplish this
job.
• Possess (or develop) a sense of humor
that is sincere and not false or overdone.
• Possess a dedicated desire to serve the
activity and be ready to face pitfalls along
the way.
• Be concerned with the growth and development of your class members.
• Maintain a sympathetic attitude toward
class members in their class shortcomings

and respect their opinions.
• Determine your goals and don't be
swayed from your intent.
• Believe in square dancing for the wholesome activity it is and have enthusiasm for
the activity as a whole.
• Develop a pleasing and friendly personality.
• Possess the ability to organize and work
to improve it with experience.
• Gear your energy so that it may be directed in a positive manner.
• Develop the ability to get along under
pressure.
• Maintain good physical and mental
health.
• Be absolutely sure you know what you
are teaching in all phases of the square
dance activity.
• Last, but certainly not least, have the
patience of a saint.
***

With these ingredients, I can only see a
flourishing of better new dancer classes.
The treatment we apply locally, nationally
or internationally, will help the caller/ instructor, the clubs and the entire square
dance movement.
Bob Van Antwerp

We must never forget the individual out
there on the dance floor who is trying to learn.
There is a definite sensitivity that must work
between the instructor and each member of
the class. It's like a two-way radio with the
dancer and the caller sending and receiving
messages to and from each other. Hopefully,
it tells the instructor when to be sympathetic
and slow down a bit. Like a traffic light, the
message signals when to be cautious, when to
stop and when to go. It enables the teacher to
sense the mood of the dancers. It tips the
caller off as to when and where assistance is
needed and when special attention is required. It is the art of thinking of all the class
members and not just a few. There is a great
need for caller/instructors who possess this
attribute of awareness.

Genuine Interest
in the broad impersonal sense, the love an
instructor must have for all dancers has to be
genuine, even though it is not always expressed in words or demonstrated openly.
Caller/instructors must have a profound interest in their class members. In the beginning, I try to learn the first names of each class
member so that by the third or fourth dance
night I will be able to call them by name and
not just refer to "the man in the gray slacks" or
that lady in the green dress."
When possible, try to learn something of
the dancers' other interests and hobbies. Talk

with them during breaks and find out what
stumbling blocks they may be encountering in
class so that you will be able to assist them (and
the other class members) by correcting the
problems. Above all, let them know that you
are sincerely interested in them. Consider
each person to be much more than just another body that showed up for class or just
another dollar in the till.

Leadership Capacity
As good leaders, caller/instructors must
show an eagerness to serve the dancers.
Square dance class differs from the office,
school classroom, or industrial plant because
no one is forced to attend. Square dance halls
can be filled to capacity or be very empty. This
often depends on the degree of lead.ership
offered by the caller/instructor and the support he or she receives from the sponsoring
group.
And, one last point, there is absolutely no
place in square dancing for the caller/ instructor who lacks enthusiasm, the teacher who
makes only a half-hearted effort to prepare,
shows laziness in the instructional process or
comes across as an egotistical "know-it-all."
The square dance activity is a strange phenomenon. To my knowledge, there is no other
field where an individual can progress so
quickly from novice to professional, to expert,
to a position of authority in such a short period
of time.
❑❑❑

Teaching is an Art
The responsibility of bringing a newcomer into the activity is a
significant one. Those who teach, discover that often they have
but one opportunity to "sell" a newcomer on the fun and joy of
dancing. Once a person starts and then drops•out for almost any
reason, there's little hope of ever gaining that person back —
consequently, the task of teaching should not be taken lightly.
The fact that a person enjoys square dancing is not a sufficient
credential to ensure readiness to teach a class. Even the most
accomplished caller who can spellbind a hall full of dancers is not,
because of this talent alone, necessarily qualified to take nondancers and gently and gradually usher them through the Basics.
With this in mind the editors of SQUARE DANCING Magazine have prepared the ultimate text,The Caller/ Teacher Manual. Nothing is taken for granted in this 320-page, illustrated
looseleaf volume. It's complete, it's great and it's essentially all
you'll need to get started in the field of teaching others to dance.
For ordering details, please see page 109.
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This is the third in a series of studies
made on responses to last year's Legacy
Questionnaire. From the 5,481 returns,
here is more public opinion.
hundreds of callers and their
I partners will meet in Chicago for the annual Callerlab Convention. This professional
body will be discussing everything from classes to styling, ethics to accreditation and of
course, the programs, Basic through Challenge. So important is this face-to-face gathering of leaders from all parts of the world, that
Callerlab deems it a requirement for a caller to
personally attend a Convention before he or
she may join. In order to continue membership, the individual must attend at least one
out of every three Conventions. For those living outside of North America, this is extended
to one Convention out of six.
Reach More Callers
Why is all of this so important? Because the
face of square dancing continues to change.
Although some challenges and problems in
existence for years are closer to solutions, to
be effective, these solutions need to be
reached by as many callers as possible.
Convention themes often underscore the
importance of how the caller feels for the activity, generally, and for the dancer. DeciHIS MONTH

sions regarding various programs, caller ethics and the determination of callers for continued improvement, have a common goal
the
greater involvement and enjoyment of the
individual dancer.
With this in mind, it's important the callers
sense what it is that concerns the dancers.
Subjects such as heavy dropoffs, finding
places to dance, and providing a choice of
programs are all top priorities on Convention
agendas. When an opportunity arises for those
of you who are dancers to speak up — do so.
Let your callers know what concerns you.
We refer again to the Legacy questionnaire
this past year and point out some of the areas
of dancer concern. Staff editorial comments
are indented. The balance is quoted directly
from the questionnaires. Ellipses separate
each dancer's quotes.
If you recognize some of your concerns, or
if you have others, advise your caller. And
callers, take note of what the dancers are
saying. These messages are important for they
affect the activity as it is today and also the way
it can be in the future.
—

It's a shame to think of dancers being ushered into an activity that can be one of
the most friendly in the world, only to discover that there are divisions. Individuals responding to the questionnaire expressed many reasons for concern.
To combine the Plus One and Plus Two levels was a mistake. This is too much for the
occasional dancer to remember. The dancer just wants a little change and doesn't want
to lose old friends because of dancing at a higher level . . . Something should be said for
the oldtimers who really want to work at the sport. I would like to offer some defense
for the Advanced dancers. We have worked hard to get where we are, enjoy to the
fullest the challenge of dancing and the sense of accomplishment. We have invested a
lot of time and money in this effort and feel we should be able to go to a dance
advertised as Plus or better without being expected to spend the evening trying to help
couples do calls they can't do (and probably haven't been taught) and standing far more
than dancing. If we want to square dance, then it's up to us to learn it for ourselves, not
go once a month after we have completed class and expect others to get us through it
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84
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somehow, just because we are "friendly." I believe much of the blame for this attitude
can be laid right at the callers' doorstep. The term for classes gets shorter and shorter
and students are led to believe that all they have to do is to go to these dances and there
will be plenty of people to help them . . . We are frustrated. We wish people would
dance the level advertised whether it be a club dance or a convention. If you can't
dance it, stay off the floor. If, as a caller, you're hired to call at a certain level, call it!
There was a time when the labeling of dances differed from one area to another.
There were fun level dances, club level dances, easy dances and challenge
dances, but they simply weren't the same everywhere. The programs established
by Callerlab are well defined but perhaps in the process of having them understood, there was some confusion. Something that is overlooked all too often is the
frequency quotient. Some people have the time to dance more than others.
Disregard of the frequency quotient and a lack of ample dances for the various
programs, particularly Basic through Mainstream, show up in many responses.
Some of the high level dancers forget they, too, were beginners at one time. This
creates a friction between them and the other dancers who are not at their level of
dancing . . . To prospective square dancers, the picture is painted as an evening of fun
and relaxation. After completion of the prescribed course of lessons, we find this is not
the truth. Each year, more emphasis is being placed on Advanced and Challenge levels
of dancing. To maintain our ability to cope with the many new calls, it is necessary for
us to dance several times each week with numerous callers and to attend a local
workshop when it is given. Many couples are not able to do this. As a result, when they
attend dances and are not able to do the numerous calls, they are discouraged and drop
out from the square dance group . . . The pressure toward higher dance levels has
caused the high dropout. Why not have Basic or Mainstream dances for people who
can't attend as regularly as others? Many people with children are not able to go
regularly but when they do go to dance, they would like to have a good tifne — not go
into a school atmosphere or be embarrassed . . . There is a need for Mainstream clubs
for those who just want to have fun and relax and enjoy dancing without needing too
much concentration on hard movement . . . We do not believe in pushing others to any
other level than they are in (and I hate that word, "level!").
g The word level does seem to indicate a separation. In 1983, Callerlab members
changed the word level to program. Today, they refer to the Basic program,
Mainstream program, etc. When there are problems, its not unnatural to begin
placing blame here or there. We must realize that the activity varies from one
community to the next. Some centers of square dancing have several hundred
clubs, while in small communities, there may be only one. This needs to be taken
into consideration when studying any of these comments. Through necessity, all
111 the quotes have been grouped together, but you can readily grasp the concerns in
ill general. The caller, because of his position , does come in for a few barbs.
Sometimes Mainstream may get boring because callers get into a rut or the calls
themselves become repetitive so the dancers might try a higher level for variety . . .
Level of dancing is very hard to maintain. People rush to learn the next higher level
when they have not yet mastered the one they are at. Callers are particularly responsible. Their calling is too predictable. The variations are endless in Mainstream but
callers call the same patterns. To get variation, they can call more Basics instead of

pattern variations . . . It seems as though levels for square dancing become the main
topic of conversation. People who dance as much as we do look for more of a challenge.
I love my Mainstream club and also dance A-1 and A-2, which I enjoy, but when our
callers do their homework, Mainstream dancing is as much fun and challenge as A-1
and A-2. I believe if callers do their homework, club attendance would be up and there
wouldn't be the need of higher levels.
More of the responses seem to put the bulk of the criticism on the system rather
than
, on individuals, knowing full well perhaps it will take the individuals, the
callers, to help turn things around.
All dancers are on the same level up through Mainstream. At this point the road they
travel divides with some staying, by choice, at Mainstream while the rest may branch
out to go on with Advanced and Challenge. I have only heard ofa few dancers who have
accomplished both levels. It "bugs" me to be constantly hounded to go on with higher
levels of square dancing . . I feel we need a club or group in our area that dances just
Mainstream. We would get a lot of our dropouts back . . . We wish there was a place in
the world of square dancing for those who want to perfect Mainstream dances and just
enjoy it before starting more lessons.
a: The majority of those who responded to the 1983 Legacy questionnaire were
dancers hoping their concerns might be noted and shared by those in a position to
make changes if necessary. Too many surveys ended with "I know I'm only a small
01 voice in the wilderness but I wish somebody would listen to me." One plaintive
lig response was signed "Lost in the shuffle." Let's take a look at what some of the
Yf four to five thousand dancers polled think about the present system of levels or
programs and some of the suggested solutions.

Vrf

There are too many Basics. When you work hard to get a class started and are successful
in getting 150 to 200 out, then end up with three squares for graduation and less than
one square into the club, something is wrong . . . We feel that square dancing is too
complicated and this discourages beginners. Square dancing needs beginners! Without
them, square dancing will die out.

01Many responses relate the feeling that the theory behind the various programs is
fine, but in the practical sense, is it working?
When we graduated from Mainstream lessons we found square dancing fun and had
self-confidence. But with only one club in our area dancing at Mainstream, we are
limited to dancing only twice a month . . . There are very few places to dance at
Mainstream . . . There should be dances at all levels with no pressure on people to
move to higher levels . . . It would be nice to have more Mainstream activities in our
area for new class graduates who do not want to go immediately into Plus . . . We
graduated from Mainstream in May and found only one club in the area dancing at
Mainstream. We felt forced to take Plus lessons in the summer . . . Would like to find
somewhere where Mainstream is danced without constant Plus figures being thrown
in. We don't have time for more advanced levels . . . In our areas, there are about 16
clubs. Fewer than five could be considered Mainstream. Not too many dance the
complete Plus list but you always hear "load the boat, relay the deucey and tea cup
chain." Yet the dancers cannot do slide thru from a sashay position or similar moves.

We need more Mainstream clubs so we are not forced to teach dancers Plus moves
before allowing them to get out and dance with other clubs.
The need for a choice of places to dance — which, of course, depends on the
frequency desired — kept cropping up again and again.
I think there is too much emphasis on levels of dancing. Years ago there wasn't
anything like Mainstream or Plus and it was much more fun dancing. Just good old club
level
The levels of dancing are the worst possible thing that could have monopolized square dancing. You hear over and over "I took up square dancing for fun and now
it's learn, learn , learn, until even the old familiar things are so gummed up with arky or
all position dancing that it spoils the fun we used to enjoy." . . . I have heard so many
people say they feel they have to go all the time or they don't know all the new moves,
as they teach something new almost every dance or at least a couple of new moves a
month. They feel they can't miss two or three months and be able to come back and not
mess everyone up . . . We, as a group, now admit that each dance is an effort and each
dance means a discussion on whether or not to drop out.
,15 "How Tong are we going to last?" is a recurring question. Some of the basic reasons
-tor people coming into the activity in the first place have been lost. We promised
11$ them fun. We promised them friendliness. The following opinion samples suggest the use of various programs or levels, particularly when the complete
ti spectrum is not available to them, is of major concern.
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The concept of levels of dancing has created a monster. Workshopping at levels is a
necessary evil. The snobbishness which follows is predictable and destructive . . . We
notice that more and more people are getting angry if they get a couple in their square
that lets it break down. Heavens, the couple or person feels bad enough without the
rest of the square looking like they're ready to walk off the floor . . . New dancers feel
that they do not wish to get sharp remarks, dagger eyes, stares, etc. , therefore, feel
much at their ease by just going to club level dancing. After all, isn't square dancing for
fun, meeting new people, enjoying the evening? People want to go back to dancing
because they enjoy themselves. Isn't that the whole idea of square dancing?
Apparently, that's what we tell new recruits. This seems to be hitting fairly close
to the heart of the problem.
My husband and I are relatively new dancers. We enjoy square dancing and feel it took
sheer "guts" for us to continue with it after getting finished with the Basic 68. We were
not aware that we would still need Plus lessons in order to dance at club level. In
addition, more experienced dancers avoided us like the plague because they did not
want a breakdown in their set . . . Most of our concern lies with the problem between
Mainstream, Plus, Advanced and Challenge dancing. We are now enjoying Challenge
and our main problem at this point is having to either hide the fact that we are
Advanced dancers or at the least never dare bring it up during any conversations. This
is especially true while in the company of our closer dancing friends who have not
chosen to take more lessons for whatever the reason. This makes our times with them
strained . . . Many friendships are being broken because of the constant pressure by
the caller and club members who attend workshops to improve their level of dancing.
Unfortunately, we do not have the time and desire to dance two or three or more times
❑ 0 ❑
a week . .

The Spirit in a Square
A TRUE STORY
by Casper Behr, Westminster, Maryland

for our square dance
Iclub beginners r‘IQQ. My wife and I were
angels and as we watched the squares form for
the first time, we noticed one couple (whom
we will refer to as Joe and Mary) heading for
our square. They appeared to be in their
middle fifties and seemed to be very nervous.
Mary held on to Joe, as if to give him courage.
My wife and I greeted them by name. (Those
quickly-made name badges given new class
members sure help break the tension.)
As the squares formed and I looked around,
I saw there were angels in every square. "A
good start," my wife said, seeing my grin. The
caller gave the new class a nice greeting, telling them they would really be square dancing
this evening.
At the end of the first tip, we could see that
Joe and Mary were special. They tried hard
but didn't seem to be getting a thing. They
went over and sat by themselves. We followed
and asked if they would like a cup of coffee.
We introduced them to another couple from
our club who were also helping out as angels.
While we sipped coffee, Joe said, "We like
this but I doubt if Mary and I will be able to cut
TT WAS OPENING NIGHT

it.
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However, they got up for the second tip.
We talked to a couple of strong dancers from
our club and asked them to join our square.
That time the square made it through the tip
without too much trouble although it was as
to see that Joe and Mary needed more help
than we seemed able to give. During the next

intermission I could see my wife was planning
Lo make them her special couple. The more
confused Joe and Mary seemed to get, the
more confidence my wife poured out to them.
We really had to encourage them to get up
for the next tip but by the end of the evening
they had started to relax a little.
As the evening came to a close, we talked
Joe and Mary into going to the neighborhood
coffee shop with us and some of the other club
members. They did but remained quiet most
of the time. The club members reminisced
about their first night at a square dance class
and the problems each of them had experienced. We told Joe and Mary we would pick
them up the following week for the next class
session and they said, "Maybe, we'll come. "
They did come and the class continued. Joe
and Mary had many doubts about their square
dancing but the angels never stopped helping.
Finally, after 30 weeks, came graduation. I
don't know who were the more excited people: Joe and Mary or my wife and I?
They signed up for the summer workshop
and in the fall when the new class started, Joe
and Mary gave the club a wonderful gift. They
talked their three daughters and their husbands into joining.
Now, another year has passed and the entire family is enjoying square dancing together. Joe still stays very close to Mary, for,
you see, Mary is legally blind.
P. S. They have enrolled in a round dance
class and are doing great!
.

THE SIOASDS SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Over the years, since this annual project was inaugurated, aspiring callers have
received grants from The Sets In Order American Square Dance Society that offset a
portion or take care of all expenses involved in attending a caller's school. To date, we
have received a considerable number of letters from applicants seeking the 1984
Scholarship grants. An announcement of the winners will be made in the pages of next
month's issue of SQUARE DANCING.
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84
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35 YEARS OF

Northern
Junket
Ralph
Page

a salute to
the editor
A

Ralph Page

in his own time—that's a distinction afforded a few individuals who not
only accomplish much in a lifetime but live to
see the results of their endeavors. Ralph Page,
Keene, New Hampshire, is one of these rare
birds. An introvert and a true died-in-thewool New Englander, Ralph is, and seemingly
always has been, our strongest living proponent of traditional American dancing.
Just in case that word "traditional" causes
you to stumble somewhat, stop and consider
that Ralph Page has not only introduced hundreds of North Americans to their traditional
quadrilles, contras and couple dances but has
taken the American tradition to such places as
Japan and Great Britain. Although it has been
said that Ralph probably did a balance step
and a buck-and-wing before he could walk, he
first hit the limelight in the mid-1930's when
he and Beth Tolman came out with their phenomenal Country Dance Book.
Coming on the scene in the same decade as
Lloyd Shaw's Cowboy Dances, Ralph, together with Beth Tolman, described the traditional New England style of dancing, while
Shaw's book introduced us to the cowboy
dances of the great American West._
Recently the Country Dance Book was updated and reissued in paperback and more
recently, Ralph produced another book,
24

LEGEND

under the auspices of the Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Heritage Dances of Early America,
which contains choice parts of many of today's contras.
However, the prime reason for spotlighting
Ralph this month is to introduce you to his
almost monthly homespun publication,
Northern Junket. Since the first issue, 35 years
ago, the Junket has been a reference piece,
not only for traditionalists in the field of dance,
but for those who savor the treasuries of American folklore you'll find buried in its pages.
One month you'll find an in-depth background article on a particular contra or qua-

Hall of
Fame
Portrait
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drille. The next may include a fascinating section on how to put up preserves, sewing a quilt
or a special event of early American history.
Ralph is indeed a historian. No, he's more
than that. He seems to embody the feelings of
our ancestors in the New England corner of
our land with a sensitivity to the strength and
folklore of all that has been happening in
America for the past several hundred years.
And it all comes together in Northern Junket.
Ralph has been honored many times over

by the historical societies in his area, by
Callerlab with the Milestone Award and by
the American Square Dance Society in its Hall
of Fame. Ralph has been around a long time
and so has Northern junket and on this, the
magazine's 35th anniversary, we wish them
well and trust that both of them will be around
a lot longer. (If you're interested in learning
more about Northern Junket, Ralph's address
is: 117 Washington Street, Keene, New
Hampshire 03431.)

The

Country Dance Book
by Beth Tolman & Ralph Page
Revised Edition, published by
The Stephen Greene Press, /976

S MUCH A DOWN EAST collection

of folk tales
AL.as it is a compendium of contras, quadrilles and early couple dances, the Country
Dance Book is a delight to read. Published
originally in 1937 by the Country Man Press,
Ladies Grand Chain
Inc., the volume was reprinted and slightly
Here's one example:
updated in 1976 by the Stephen Greene
SOLDIER'S JOY
Press. Authors, Beth Tolman and Ralph Page,
Dancers form in a circle around the hall as for
managed to not only capture the spirit of danc- Sicilian Circle: two couples in a set facing each
ing but to record its purpose and the part it other.
played as our nation grew. Slight differences All forward and back
4 bars
in writeups from the thirties to the eighties Forward again and turn the opposite 4 bars
8 bars
may, in some cases, take some study, but the All balance and turn partner
Ladies chain
8 bars
dances are a delight.
Forward and back, pass on to the next 8 bars
Repeat as long as desired, preferably stopping before any of the dancers faint or a fiddler's
arm drops off.

Down The Center
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As though the accounts of New England life
and the dances themselves were not enough,
the illustrations by F. W. P. Tolman add color
and fun to the volume. If you are able to obtain
a copy of the original 1937 version or, barring
that, one of the paperback 1976 editions,
you're in for some fun reading.
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RECORD TALK

The Music We Dance To . . .

L.P.T.D.B.I.S.D.
The record companies and the records
they release each month have
a definite influence on How We Dance.

W

have overlooked this
subject if it hadn't been for some conversations we've overheard recently and a couple
of letters we received.
Charlie Baldwin, that newly-married, displaced New Englander and former illustrious
editor of the New England Caller, wrote to tell
us that he and his bride, Grace, have once
again taken up square dancing. Charlie even
indicated that he's doing some calling down in
their new home area of Lake Placid, Florida.
But the comment we wanted to pass along
from Charlie's letter has to do with the dancing and the music. He says, "My only fault to
find is the use of music, The phrasing is ignored completely. For instance, the grand
square, grand right and left, ladies chain, etc.,
just ignore the music completely."
We might have overlooked that part of the
letter and just blamed it on poor dancertraining or poor calling if it hadn't been for a
few comments from other sources. They went
something like this: "It's getting tougher and
tougher to move to the music these days. So
many of the tunes we dance to just don't seem
to have any character. They don't seem to fit
square dancing and even when the caller allows us the time to move to the music we find
precious little music to move to."
About then, we received this letter from
Ray and Elizabeth Jensen in the Los Angeles
area. "For more than 20 years we have
enjoyed square dancing and we intend to
enjoy it for many more years. We have more
or less successfully kept pace with the seemingly endless stream of new figures and varia26
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tions of old ones, most of which have added to
the fun. However, in one respect we, and
many of our friends, feel square dancing has
deteriorated—namely, the music used by the
callers. The 'music' for many hash calls has
degenerated essentially to the sound of a
torn-tom. We wonder whatever happened to
the melodic strains of 'Billy in the Low
Ground,' `Up Jumped the Devil,' 'Boil the
Cabbage Down' and similar toe-tapping hoedowns which contributed to the American Old
West aura of square dancing. Callers now use
records that are, at best, nondescript —no
tune and no identifiable beat." And then they
concluded: "Let's not lose the dancing part of
square dancing. Let us have music that makes
us want to move to the music. Otherwise, new
square dancers will never know the real joy of
dancing."
These are just two examples of public opinion on this one subject. Could it be that those
who select the tunes and record the music
seldom, if ever, dance to what they record?
We remember the big band years and how
folks used to gather around the orchestra and
listen but not necessarily dance. The bands
were a show in themselves. But with square
dancing the music is designed to dance to.
Sometimes, far more important than the figures and the patterns of the dance is the
smooth cadence set to a lovely melody. That's
dancing!
Maybe what we're saying should be directed to those who vroduce the records:
L. P. T. D. B. I. S. D. "Let s put the dance back
into square dancing."
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The PROFESSIONAL
Round Dance Teacher

:O

ROUNDANCER
MODULE

Part II
by Eddie and Audrey Palmquist, El Toro, California
HIS MONTH,

we again feature excerpts from
1 Step by Step, Palmquist Style, a teaching
manual for a basic round dance course. Part II
contains more on elevating the standards, ethics and ideals of those engaged in round dance
instruction:
How can we elevate ethics? By assessing
our own ethics and guarding against unethical
practices: (i) Refrain from discussing in a derogatory way other teachers with either
dancers or other teachers. (ii) Give each and
every dance we teach afair chance. If a dance
is worthy of being taught, then we must give
to it the same interest, thorough teaching and
best dance performance that we can. Dancers
react very strongly to a teacher's attitude spoken or otherwise. If a dance has been chosen as ROM in your area, it is your responsibility to do the best teaching and dancing job
on that dance that you can possible do, no
matter what your personal preference is. (iii)
Similarly give each rhythm a fair chance. This
means we must become capable in each
rhythm —two-step, waltz, cha cha, rhumba,
tango, swing and International style according
to the amount that any one rhythm is used in
the level at which we are teaching. Whatever
we dance, we should dance as accurately as we
possibly can. (iv) When visiting another Club
there are certain ethics to be followed: (a) You
become a "dancer" and should act as one of the
dancers attending that club. This means that
you participate in the "teach" as a dancer. Out
of courtesy to the club teacher you get up on
the "teach" even though you may know the
routine. Be sure that you don't put on an
exhibition of your dancing, unless specifically
requested to do an exhibition. Remain in the
background, dancing with the dancers. Do
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not take the limelight away from the club
teacher. Moreover, do not help and instruct
dancers at someone else's club (even if individual dancers ask you to) unless requested by
the club teacher to do so.
Encourage and Further All Round Dance
Activities: Whether these activities are of our
crv-vn planning or others, it behooves us to
promote them to the best of our ability by
attendance, distribution of material or an announcement. Our dance activity as a whole
will benefit. One of the best ways to promote
and encourage round dancing is to become a
member of and support your local Round
Dance Teacher's Association. If there is not
one, it might be well if the teachers in your
area got together and organized an association
for the benefit of all concerned.
A Round Dancer Teacher is a Leader, and
so Must Understand Leadership: To lead is to
guide or influence, not dictate. Leading is by
example: (i) How we dress sets the example for
how we expect the dancers to dress. (ii)
Friendliness creates a relaxed, happy atmosphere. Spontaneous humor, such as laughing
at your own mistakes, relaxes the dancers.
However, remember you are a dance teacher,
not a comedian. (iii) Cleanliness —be well
groomed. Be sure to use breath purifiers and
body deodorants. (iv) How we teach —be analytical of your teaching. If dancers are having
trouble with a particular spot in the dance,
analyze what they are doing wrong and how
you can help them correct it. Maybe your
approach has not been the best one. Make
sure you are dancing the figures the way you
are asking the dancers to. If the dancer hasn't
learned, the teacher hasn't taught. Above all,
never embarrass or belittle the dancer in any
way.
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Plan each evening thoroughly; know your
material well; practice your presentation. Endeavor not to make mistakes. When you do,
don't hesitate to admit your mistake. Don't
put the blame on someone else, especially
your partner. Taking the blame does not belittle you in the eyes of the dancers. Instead,
we admire someone who is big enough to
admit he is wrong—just so we don't make
mistakes too often.
On a dance club night, prepare in advance.
Don't get to the dance and ask the dancers
what they want to dance. Dancers have come
for a night out, and do not wish to make decisions. (v) How we dance —be analytical of your
dancing. Accept constructive criticism.
A video recorder can be very helpful. If you
have one, get someone to tape you while you
are dancing. Check to see if your dancing
exemplifies what you are teaching. Look for
good posture at all times, smoothness in
movement — no bouncing.
Are We Successful as Round Dance
Teachers Are we bringing more people into
round dancing? Are our dance clubs holding
—

Leila Pennell and Lambert Knox,
San Francisco, CA

"teaching is a
team effort. They believe wholeheartedly that teaching duties are shared. When
they aren't found advising people that "it takes
two," Lambert is a real estate broker and Leila
is a training coordinator at the Bank of America's credit card center in San Francisco. To
give you an idea of the background of this
talented duo, Lambert Knox was raised with
the square dance activity. His parents began
in the late 1940's and his father became a
caller. George, his brother, is also a caller.

T
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up? If not, take a look at our approach. Are we
teaching too fast? Are we teaching too much?
Are we teaching thoroughly? For every eager
beaver we lose for going too slow, we will lose
several dancers if the pace is too fast. Once
you lose dancers from pressing too hard, even
though you change, it is most difficult to get
them back. We stress this to help you avoid
making the mistake of pressing too hard and
having to learn the hard way. It is no credit to a
teacher who boasts how fast he or she can
teach a dance.
Above all—are we bringing enjoyment to
the dancers? Is there a relaxed and friendly
atmosphere? It is important to keep uppermost in our minds and in our attitude that this
is recreation, and even though the dancers
wish to learn, it is their night out. If your clubs
are overflowing with happy dancers, your
overall program must be good. If you have a
hard time holding dancers, we suggest you
seriously go over the things we have mentioned here. We feel sure you will find something is lacking either in your approach, your
presentation or your program.
Lambert began square dancing in 1966 and
the teaching of rounds three years later. Leila
Pennell has a background of 14 years in Free
Flowing Movement Modern Dance training
beginning at the age of three. She entered the
square dance activity in 1974 and was introduced to rounds by her parents and by choreographers and teachers, Ken Croft and Elena
DeZordo.
Lambert and Leila teamed their talents
eight years ago. They teach three classes ,a
week: easy, intermediate and advanced.
They've been on staff at the University of Pacific Folk Dance Camp teaching rounds since
1975.
On top of a very busy round dance schedule, they share some outside hobbies of travel,
sports, collecting records, movies from the
20's, 30's and 40's and an interest in Victorian
houses. Lambert and Leila are attempting to
start a library to preserve the square and
round dance history for people to use. They
share an equal dedication to making rounds
fun and easy to learn as well as a valuable
addition to square dancing. After all, rounds
and squares do complement one another.
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For those intrigued by this phase of the square
dancing activity — here is more on . .

Clogging Terminology
PART TWO
from Dewey and Bobbie Paul, Dayton, Ohio
are combined to
make the steps of clogging (see SQUARE
DANCING Magazine, March 1984). These
are movements which are used only once and
are usually on the music count of and 1, and 2.
Since a measure of music is usually four beats,
eight basic movements would be required:
four toe and four heel.
In clogging, the beat or rhythm of the
dance is kept with the heel. Anytime the heel
is sounded, the knee is flexed and then
straightened, resulting in a characteristic upand-down motion of the dancer's body. This is
combined with a simultaneous forward-andbackward sliding motion, which can best be
described as a shuffling motion.
To the clogging terminology listed last
month, add the following supplemental
terminology.

H

EEL AND TOE MOVEMENTS

Hop: Any upward motion that causes both
feet to lose contact with the floor. The click is
produced when the foot comes back into contact with the floor. Landing can be made on
the same foot that did the push off, or the hop
can be used to change weight to the opposite
foot, as the step demands.
Shuffle: A shorthand term applied to the
combination drag-slide when repeated continuously. The slide movement always falls on
the downbeat of the music. The shuffle motion
is characteristic of advanced clogging.
Kicks: This is not a separate defined step, but
is a show movement. The free leg is extended
forward and up and may be used in an overexaggerated brush movement or in combination with hop(s).

Jump: This term is often used in place of hop
when it is desired that both feet leave the floor
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

and a direction is taken, i.e. , jump back, jump
sideways, etc.

Leg Stretch: This is not a separate defined
step but is a show movement. It is usually
done with toe and/or touch with leg extended
or stretched forward and/or backward, as opposed to bending the knee.
Swivel: Another styling movement which
may appear as a guide. This could be a foot or
body movement, done in a manner as to have
the body swivel in a circular motion.
Heel Clicks: A popular movement which has
been taken from tap dancing. This is done by
clicking the two heel taps together about one
foot off the floor. Naturally this is proceeded
by a jump motion and it is usually done out to
one side.
Directional: These are body movements
which give styling to clogging, i.e. , side (right
or left movements), behind (cross leg in back
of), turn (circle left or right), etc. Routine cue
sheets may contain a list of styling directions,
required or optional.

Mountain Figures: These are traditional
movements done in groups, arranged in a
square or circle. These movements have been
given names and this type of dancing can be
done to the cueing of a caller.
Precision: The name given to routines in
which the dancers work as a unit, all dancing
the same steps and movements together.
(Usually done in the mountain figures.)
Freestyle: A term which indicates the
dancers are clogging as individuals, each
doing whatever step or combination of steps a
dancer chooses, and changing at will.
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SQUARE THRU
THREE QUARTERS

STAR THRU

MOSTLY
MODULAR
by Cal Campbell, Ft. Collins, Colorado
rff,HIS MONTH WILL FEATURE a combination of

1 equivalents and getout modules. At this
point, the term "getout" refers to any combination of calls that moves the dancer from a
known setup back to a static square (ZS). Even
sight callers are advised to resolve the set back
to a zero line or a zero box and then use their
favorite getouts. I've often wondered how the
term came about and like everyone else I have
my theory. Back in the early days all the dance
routines were written out from start to finish
and memorized. Then some callers started
using a piece from one dance and a piece from
another and hash calling became popular. I
have speculated that somewhere along this
process the callers looked at the positions of
the dancers at the end of a set of hash calls and
said, "How do I get out of this?" If anyone else
has a better explanation I would like to hear it.
Something else you will notice about
getouts is the fact that most of them end with a
left allemande or a right and left grand. The
author usually assumes that once the dancers
have reached these two points that you can get
them the rest of the way hack to the static
square. As usual this column will stick to
getouts that start from a zero box (ZB) or a zero
line (ZL) just to keep things simple.
The getouts featured this month are special. They all come under the category that I
call ZBZL getouts. They all work from both a
zero box (ZB) and a zero line (ZL). The whole
thing started when someone pointed out that a
star thru . . . square thru three quarters . . .
left allemande works as a getout from both a
zero box and a zero line. All you have to do is
substitute equivalents for the star thru and/or
the square thru three quarters and you can
come up with several easily memorized
getouts.
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Box the gnat
Change girls

Right and left thru
Pass thru

Right and left thru
Flutterwheel
Sweep one quarter

Swing thru
Girls trade
Turn thru

Curlique
Scoot back
Men run

Swing thru
Recycle
Turn thru

Spin the top
Men run
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru

Swing thru
Girls fold
Peel off
Veer right

Dixie style to
an ocean wave
Men cross fold

Star thru
Pass thru
Partner tag

If you want to carry the idea a bit further, an
equivalent for square thru three quarters is
right and left thru . . . pass thru. Using these
two basics plus the star thru, we can come up
with two getout modules.
. right and left thru
Star thru
left allemande.
... pass thru
Right and left thru . .. star thru
left allemande.
... pass thru

By substituting equivalents for any combination of the three you can come up with a
very large number of getouts that work from
either a zero box or a zero line.
R AND L THRU
Veer left
Wheel and deal

PASS THRU
Box the gnat
Turn thru

.

1
Two ladies chain
Flutterwheel

Right and left thru
with a full turn

Two ladies chain
Partner trade

Square thru
five hands

There are many other equivalents that will
work just as well as those listed above. If you
are going to write modules of your own, be
sure that the hand and body flow between the
equivalents is smooth. Also be sure that the
square dance terms used are compatible with
both a zero line and a zero box.
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ADVANCED DANCING
by Bill Davis, Sunnyvale, California

get together
these days, one subject is sure to come
in for some heavy conversation: the validity or
desirability of the Callerlab Quarterly Selection Program(s). When the QS program was
first inaugurated, callers recognized the desirability, even necessity, of having a mechanism for exploring new ideas for the enhancement of square dance choreography.
They also sensed a need to limit the extent of
the experimental process in order to focus
results and to give dancers throughout the
country some mobility even in the experimental portion of the dance program. Thus, the
idea evolved to select one or two calls for
evaluation (world-wide) at quarterly intervals.
It was the intent that the calls in this program be treated as experimentals. They were
for widespread evaluation to determine their
popularity for consideration of being incorporated into the accepted square dance repertoire. This idea made sense. There was no
expectation that the process was to create a
de facto additional level.
An Additional Level
As it has turned out, however, an additional
level has resulted. Discussions these days
center around the questions, "In light of the
de facto new level created by the QS program,
is the program accomplishing what was intended or what is now appropriate?" It seems
clear to me that most people now feel that the
answer to both questions is no! Is there a valid
purpose for a QS program today? If so, what is
that purpose? It is my view that the square
dance community must retain the ability to
change or modify our program to keep abreast
of changing times. I know of no area of social
interaction that does not change with time.
The question of whether the new is better in
some sense than the old is truly not important.
Things change. Processes and procedures established to limit change turn out to be selfdefeating. On the other hand, change merely
for the sake of change is certainly not a desirable objective. A valid experimental program
in square dance choreography should be
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clearly understood to be just that
experimental! This means that it should not be
expected of, or imposed upon, everyone.
What dancers are most suited for or in need
of an experimental program? For at !cast 25
years, callers have recognized the programming advantage of a new twist or angle for
entertaining a group of dancers with a wide
and varied background or experience. My
view is that dancers at special events are most
suited for exposure to experimental ideas. The
advantages of this are clear: New ideas are
clearly tied to the event; there is no implication of widespread significance ; the programming feature of something different is
preserved; no additional level is created because of the clearly local nature of the
experiment.

Establish Guidelines
With this in mind then, it seems to me that
if Callerlab is to have a QS/Experimental program, the experimental aspect must be stressed. In order to do this, several guidelines
need to be established. First, there should be
no structured experimental program associated with the Mainstream program. Second,
QS/Experimental ideas should probably not
be associated with any program. This would
eliminate the likelihood of a new level creeping in simply because there would be no designated place to insert it. Third, there should
be no carry over from one time period to
another. Suggested experimentals should be
simply identified on a periodic basis (perhaps
even bi-monthly), but no carry over should be
implied, encouraged, or structured. If an idea
catches on, it will perpetuate itself through
widespread use since there will be no restriction on its use. Fourth, there will be no expectation of prior knowledge of the idea by
dancers (since the idea is experimental).
Hence, whenever it is used, it will be presumed that it must he taught.
I advocate returning to a single Experimental program following these four guidelines. I
also feel that the number of calls identified
each time period should be determined by
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some statistical means based on responses to a
survey or poll ofa group of callers interested in
and involved in experimenting with new ideas
at whatever level. This concept is somewhat
different from that originally conceived
although perhaps not as much as it might appear at first glance.
To the extent that it is different, we must
recognize that what was appropriate 10 years
ago may not be so now. Furthermore, the very
structured Callerlab program that we now
enjoy—with provision for logical progression —allows more than enough material for
repertoire enhancement by simply borrowing
from the next higher level. Indeed, the ability
to "experiment" with calls from the next
higher level is reason enough in the minds of
many to eliminate an additional experimental
program altogether.

CONTRA in ZN
Where is my corner?
by Glen Nickerson, Kent, Washington

W

has not expressed that
thought, either silently or aloud—
perhaps even vehemently? Finding your
corner can be an exercise in spatial relationships as a dance progresses, requiring the
dancers to be aware of their relative positions
at all times.
The May, 1983, issue of SQUARE DANCING featured the contra-dance, Here's To The
Fiddler, by Tony Parkes, which requires each
active dancer to go to that dancer's own
corner. This means the active dancers must
separate from each other and go in opposite
directions to find their own corner—
seemingly not a difficult requirement, but one
that can result in momentary confusion and
even hilarity as the dancers realize what happened. The same issue also featured a traditional dance movement called the do si do, but
which is now termed the do paso.
The inclusion of Tony's dance and the do si
do movement in the one issue reminded me of
a contra-dance choreographed by a friend in
England. His dance combines the do paso and
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the requirement for each dancer to go to his or
her own corner. It is an interesting dance that
requires some thought on the part of the
dancers:
THE ARDENFOLK CONTRA
by John & Doreen Chapman
Stratford-on-Avon, England
Formation:Couple faces couple across longways sets.
Music: Any 32 bar smooth reel.
With the opposite couple,
a right hand star
Each two facing couples form a four hand star.
The star turns once around (8 beats).
—With your corner,
a left hand star
Each dancer comes out of the right hand star
to go directly to one's own corner to form a four
hand star with the corner and the adjacent facing
couple. The star turns once around (8 beats).
Note: End people do not have a corner in their
line. They can do a two hand star with each other.
—
— With your partner a left do sa do
After completing the standard do sa do, the
same two dancers do a left shoulder do sa do, or
seesaw (8 beats).
Do paso
,

9

Each man turns his partner by the left, just far
enough that the men can cross over to the other
line (men passing back to back) and turn the
opposite lady by the right. The men pass again in
the center to return to their own lines and turn their
partners by the left (16 beats).
— — — On the diagonal, half promenade
As each man completes the do paso with his
partner, he rolls in place into promenade position. Each couple then does a half promenade
diagonally to the left, ending in the opposite line
progressed one position and facing across the
set (8 beats). Note: if there is no one with whom to
do the half promenade—stand still —someone
will end up across the set from you.
— Straight across right and
left thru
With the new opposite couple do a standard
right and left thru straight across to end in the
starting line, ready to begin the sequence again.
The end couple who stood still during the half
promenade will be in the opposite line after the
right and left thru crossover has occurred (8
beats).
(begin again)

As this dance is done in the couple face
couple formation, an even number of couples
is preferable. However, the dance can be
done with an "odd" couple at the foot of the set
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

in the line to the prompter's right, ready to
join in at the diagonal half promenade.
John uses a small orchestral group to provide the music for many of his dances. The
group calls itself the Ardenfolk. The dance was
dedicated to the group; hence the name of the
dance. Once the spatial relationships of find-

ing your corner and the progression are understood, this is an enjoyable dance. As
Lannie McQuaide said so well in a recent
Contra Corner, "Whoever said all contra
dances were simple had never done this
dance." Experienced dancers will enjoy the
Ardenfolk Contra.

The Mainstream
Qu qrtoritT

Program

by Harold Bausch, Callerlab Committee Chairman
rr HERE HAS BEEN a lot of confusion about the
another step—a step that includes the first 10
1 Quarterly Selection programs and I would Plus calls from the teaching order list.
like to shed a little light on the subject.
Some believe that the calls in the MS QS
When the Quarterly Selection program may be with us for only a short time. That's
first started, it was to control the number of fine. We will eliminate calls that are not really
new calls that were being thrown at our accepted but we will have the pleasure of
dancers. It has done this to a great extent. It trying them out and adding a little to our
hasn't stopped new ideas but it has done much dances without adding too much at one time.
to help coordinate just what callers all over the
If some calls end up in a different program,
world are calling at their club dances.
so what? For years we used teacup chain, red
Some folks are not sure just where the QS hot, grand parade, transfer the column and
program belongs. Let me state that by placing many more. We enjoyed them. Some are now
the Mainstream Quarterly Selection program in other programs; some are not on any recright after the Mainstream program, we are ognized list, but we did enjoy them. Let us
giving callers more variety for their Main- enjoy what is here today and not worry about
stream clubs. I, too, had thought we were calls that may not be with us in the future.
better advised to skip the Experimentals and
Realize that we have a lot of dancers who
teach Plus calls. However, with several years are unable or unwilling to dance more than
of experience now behind us, I feel that the once or twice a month. If we keep them, our
MS QS gives us a buffer zone. When we teach numbers will continue to grow. If we lose
Plus calls, we are, in effect, pushing our them, our numbers will certainly decrease.
dancers into the next program. Many cannot The MS QS, right where it is now, immedihandle the whole program and are left in the ately after Mainstream, serves a real purpose.
awkward position of not really being Plus Use it—it will serve you well.
dancers but only halfway Plus dancers. They
Quarterly Selection: Callerlab announces
can dance in their own clubs but are afraid to
that there are no QS Movements in any of
venture out to clubs that may use different
the programs for the current quarter.
Plus calls. Actually I, for one, would advocate

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES
Compiled by Ray Rose, Van Nuys, California

SHADOW BOX & (anythiny):

From any line or wave from which the ends can cast a
shadow. Ends cast a shadow but o not spread; centers do the "and" command.
From a static square: Heads square thru four. . .right and left thru. . .veer
left . . . girls walk and dodge . . . Shadow Box & Cloverleaf . . . boys walk
and dodge . . star thru . . . girls trade . . . bend the line . . . slide thru . . .
left allemande.
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JOE: We haven't seen anything written recently about the Grand Parade but it keeps
showing up in a singing call or some caller will
drop it into the middle of the program.
BARBARA: Usually what happens is that if
all squares don't break down, there will be at
least one couple in every square for whom this
is a brand new call and the others, the veteran
dancers, will have trouble enough remembering the pattern without having to pull someone else along with them.
JOE: We like the movement but because it
is a gimmick like Rainbow Stroll and some of
the others, it's probably one of those movements where the caller will need to do a quick
walk-thru or talk-thru before exposing it to the
crowd. This procedure will probably need to
be followed each time the caller uses it.
BARBARA: Let's go through the traffic pattern starting from a static square (A). The head
couples step to an ocean wave (B) and start a
swing thru turning by the right hand half (C).
The inactives, side couples, ready themselves
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to receive new partners from the action going
on in the center of the square. You'll note that
(in these examples) men two and four turn
slightly to their left to receive ladies one and
three, while at the same time ladies two and
four turn to their right and move counterclockwise in anticipation of getting a new
partner.
JOE: As the side men wheel around with
the new partners coming to them from the
center wave (D), the active men in the center
of the square turn approximately three quarters, release handholds and pick up the inactive ladies just moving into position (E). The
couples promenade to each man's original
home position (F).
BARBARA: Here's a pattern that is enjoyable to do when moving to the phrase of the
music so that each segment starts on the first
beat of a new phrase. We especially enjoy the
dance when there is enough familiarity with
the pattern that the caller can let us dance to
the music rather than depend upon the cueing
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84
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AN ANNUAL CROCKPOT PARTY
have various themes and parties which
D
they hold annually. These can add spice to a
IFFERENT SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE clubs

club's program; they can entice guests; they
can make the scheduling of a program chairman a bit easier. When an annual event is
either unusual or especially well-presented, it
can become an identifiable trademark of a
particular club.
Let's look at the Crockpot Party of the Desert Twirlers of Lancaster, California. The
Desert Twirlers are 30 years old and have
approximately 70 members. They are located
in a fairly small community, with other small
towns around them. They depend, not only on
their own membership, but on the support of
guests to help defray the costs of the school
cafetorium (where they dance) and their guest
callers.
Last year they decided to include a
Crockpot Dance, so named for the "eats" and
not the people. Al and Ginny Halverson, the
Activities/Refreshment Chairmen, made the
plans. Members were asked to bring a
crockpot supper, the choice of food being left
to the individual. Three couples were asked to
make homemade bread and rolls. Approximately 18 crockpots arrived the night of the
dance with such temptables as chili, stew,
baked beans, soup, spaghetti, beans and ham,
and so on. All were pre-cooked and only
needed to be heated at the dance.
The janitor at the school had been asked
ahead of time about the power needed to plug
in a quantity of crockpots. He assured the club
that the multiple outlets in both the
cafetorium and the teachers' room (which the
club is permitted to use) would handle the
electrical draw. The club did plug in at least 12
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

crockpots at a time.
The Desert Twirlers dance from 8:00 until
11:00 PM, with a halfhour of rounds from 7:30
to 8:00. The evening of the Crockpot Party,
the club started the food service at 8:30 PM.
With 12 squares in attendance, this allowed
comfortable dancing space at all times and a
continual and even flow of eaters. All were
encouraged to come back for "seconds" as
often as they wished.
Tables, with attached benches, were permanently set up for refreshments and one long
table held the food. Crackpots with various
dishes were placed at one end, with appropriate plates, bowls and silverware next.
Homemade French, honey-wheat and white
bread, along with homemade dinner rolls (and
butter), were at the opposite end of the table.
A 20-minute break for announcements gave
the caller time for a snack in mid-evening.
A telephone committee called a week
ahead to remind members of the food they had
signed up to bring. Clean-up was simple as
each member was responsible to take home
his own empty" crockpot and serving utensil.
A can was provided for the used plastic "silverware" which the club washes and saves,
and a huge trash can provided throw-away
space for all paper goods.
The Desert Twirlers advertised their dance
in the local newspaper which has a Community Bulletin Board column, listing local
events. They also made flyers which were
hand-distributed to other local square dance
clubs.
Guests and members alike voted the
Crockpot Dance a success and president,
Andy Scott, says they plan to make it an annual affair.
"
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We pause in mid-Walkthru for this month's refreshment section which ties in with the Desert Twirler's Crock
Pot Dance theme. We would like to feature other unusual
annual dances. If your club has a special dance, please
send the details to The Walkthru in care of this magazine.
REFRESHMENT TIME

Some Good Things
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by Barbara McDonald,Los Angeles, California

A

what a super idea our
.square dance friends, the Desert
Twirlers, (see previous page) had! Convenient
advance preparation, easy serving and no
mess to clean up—good thinking.
There are two ways to plan for this type of
food: (1) Make your favorite recipe and simply
keep it hot in a crock pot; (2) Follow the slowcooking method advocated by crock pot manufacturers. Slow cooking is different and requires special recipes.
I'd like to share some of my favorites with
you this month. Use them as a foundation to
build a fantastic pot luck buffet—soup, main
course, vegies and dessert—for some future
evening at your club. Add a pinch of your own
ingenuity to each "pot." You'll find this slowcooking method makes good eating.
You've heard ofa soup-to-nuts menu. Well,
this time, we'll start with the nuts.
CROCK POT PARTY -

GEORGIA PEANUT SOUP
3 cups chicken broth or bouillon
1/2 cup finely chopped celery
1 tsp salt
1 small onion, finely chopped
2 Tbsp butter or margarine
1/2 cup peanut butter
1 cup milk or light cream
1/4 cup flour
1/4 cup water
1/4 cup finely chopped peanuts (optional)
Combine chicken broth, celery, salt, onion, butter and peanut butter in a slow36

cooking pot. Cover and cook on high for 2-3
hours. Add milk and flour that has been dissolved in 1/4 cup water. Cook on high 15 minutes or until slightly thickened, stirring several times. Sprinkle chopped peanuts over
each serving, if desired.
This makes 6-8 servings and easily could be
doubled. Styrofoam cups could be used to
serve the soup at your dance. Put a bowl of
chopped peanuts next to the crock pot for each
person to "top off' his own cup of soup.
RUSTY'S CROCK O'BEANS
(Southern Style)
1 lb dried small white beans
6 cups water
1 tsp salt
1/2 cup molasses
2 tsp dry mustard
1/4 cup brown sugar
1 medium onion, chopped
1/4 lb salt pork or sliced bacon (cut into small
pieces)

Wash beans and put into a crock pot; add
water, cover and cook on high for 2 hours.
While beans are cooking, take out 1 cup of the
hot, bean liquid and mix with salt, molasses,
mustard, brown sugar and onion. Add this
mixture to the crock pot. Add the chopped salt
pork (or bacon) pieces. Cover and cook on low
for 10-12 hours.
Use the crock pot as the serving dish, keeping the beans hot at the same time. Makes 6-8
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

servings; recipe may be doubled.
Suggestion: For darker beans, use 2 cups of
coffee in place of the water, or stir in 1 Tbsp of
instant coffee during the first 2 hours of cooking. The longer the beans cook, the darker
they get.
CHICKEN OLE
12 tortillas, cut into 6-8 pieces each
4 cups coarsely chopped, cooked chicken (or
turkey)
1 (103/4 oz) can cream of chicken soup
1 (10% oz) can golden mushroom soup
1 (7 oz) can green chili salsa
1 cup dairy sour cream
1 Tbsp grated onion
11/2 cup grated cheddar cheese
Lightly grease the sides and bottom of your
slow-cooking pot. Combine undiluted soups,
salsa, sour cream and onion. Arrange alternate
layers of tortillas, chicken and soup mixture in
the crock pot. Cover and cook on low 4-5
hours. Sprinkle with cheese; cook on low
15-20 minutes. Serves 8.

BARBARA'S SPEEDY CREOLE
TOMATOES OKRA
1 onion chopped
2 tsp. butter, margarine or bacon fat
1 lb. okra
4-8 small to medium tomatoes (or 1 medium
can of tomatoes)
Dash of tabasco
Dash of file
1 bay leaf
1 cup minute rice
Optional: 1 cup cooked, diced chicken, ham,
turkey, shrimp, bacon or sausage or a
combination of any of these.
Chop onion; saute in fat in a skillet until
golden. Wash and cut off tips and tails of okra;
cut into disks. Saute okra and onion 10 minutes. Wash and cut fresh tomatoes; add to
skillet mixture. Spice with tabasco, file, and
bay leaf. Cook 20 minutes. Put in crock pot
and cook on high for 30 minutes. (Optional) —
stir in the meat.) Add rice and continue to
cook on slow for 15 minutes, stirring at least
twice. Serves 6-8.
Like the previous recipes, this can be doubled, or you can just add more rice to stretch
the dish.
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

ZESTY ITALIAN BEEF/POTATO
CASSEROLE
1 lb lean ground beef
1 (51/2 oz) pkg. scalloped potatoes
1 (16 oz) can tomatoes
1 (101/2 oz) can pizza sauce
1/2 cup water
1/2 tsp salt
1 tsp oregano leaves
1/4 tsp basil leaves
Y8 tsp garlic powder
1 cup Mozzarella cheese, cut into small cubes
1/4 cup grated Parmesan cheese
In skillet brown meat until crumbly; drain
offfat. In slow-cooking pot, combine beef with
dry sauce mix from scalloped potato package.
Add tomatoes, pizza sauce, water, salt, oregano, basil and garlic powder. Stir in dry potato
slices. Cover and cook on low 4-5 hours. Turn
control to high and stir in cubes of Mozzarella
cheese. Top with Parmesan cheese. Cover
and cook on high for 10-15 minutes. Serves
6-8.

FRUIT MEDLEY
11/2 lbs mixed dried fruits, such as apricots,
peaches, prunes, etc.
21/2 cups water
1 cup sugar
1 Tbsp honey
Peel of 1/2 lemon, cut into thin strips
tsp nutmeg
1 cinnamon stick
3 Tbsp cornstarch
Put dried fruit into slow-cooking pot. Pour
in water. Stir in sugar, honey, lemon peel and
spices. Cover and cook on low for 2-3 hours.
Turn control to high. Mix cornstarch in small
amount of water and stir into fruit mixture.
Cook on high for 10 minutes or until
thickened.
This is delicious served warm. May be
served as a dessert or as a fruit compote with
meats. It is yummy over ice cream or a slice of
plain cake. Makes 6-8 servings.
* *
One thing to remember about the slowcooking method: You can start your crock pot
at home and let it finish up (all by itself) at the
dance.
Now, on to more WALKTHRU

BADGE OF THE MONTH

NOT - SO - ORDINARY
BUS TRIP
by Bette Kendall,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
the Parkallen Buttons &
Bows. Like many square dance clubs, we
have enjoyed bus tours for a number of years.
However, in 1981 we decided to take a bus
trip "with a difference, and as far as we know,
we are the only club that earns bus badges in
the way we do.
Each bus trip we take has a different name,
and each trip has a special "dangle" for those
who participate.
First, a member must earn his bus badge,
and to do so, he must square dance on a "moving" bus.
UR CLUB IS CALLED

The first disc we added to the bus badge
was known as the "Bus Box Social," and was so
named because of the box meals eaten on that
particular bus trip. The second disc was called
"After Party Trip," and was just that. After the
dance, on the way home, the club provided
crackers, cheese, meats, nuts, dips, and so on.
These were passed up and down the aisle all
the way back, amidst a lot of community
singing.
Our third disc was made available in January, 1982. Since the trip came close on the
heels of Christmas, we decided to have a
38

MILTON FREEWATER
MUDDY FROG

DON
Vandalism was responsible for the name
of the club featured this month. The
Muddy Frogs dance in Milton Freewater,
Washington. An annual Corn Roast is held
there each summer but one year pranksters
got to the Milton Freewater Festival sign
and changed it to read, Muddy Frogwater
Festival. Thus were the Muddy Frog
square dancers named.
The plump and happy green frog badge
has eyes which roll about, seeming to invite
one and all to join the members any first
Friday or third Saturday at the Community
Center.
"Swap Shop." Each lady brought a wrapped
parcel for a woman and it was put in a huge
shopping bag on the bus. Similarly each man
brought a man's gift and these were put in a
second bag. The gifts were to be something a
person didn't want or didn't like. On the way
home, after the dance, everybody picked a
package and much hilarity resulted. The
fourth disc was entitled "Meals on Wheels,"
and was so called because the bus trip was
such a long one, we had to have our meal on
the go. We are now in the process of planning
our next bus trip and badge.
The Buttons & Bows are 30 years old and
have more than 20 squares of members, with
another 10 squares in a new dancers class,
which lasts for two seasons. We all enjoy dancing and being together and these bus trips,
with their simple but fun badge mementos,
add one more dimension to our enjoyment of
dancing and each other.
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

cluOitionat criseasury
By Ed Butenhof, Rochester .Vele York
,

A

more about
traditional square dancing, as done in the
western UnitedStates, -vvould do well to read
"Cowboy Dances" by Lloyd "Pappy Shaw,"
available from the Lloyd Shaw Foundation,
12225 Saddle Strap Row, Hudson, Florida,
33567. Not only does it include many of the
dances as done in the Colorado area, but also
some of the philosophy and viewpoints of the
man who was one of the major figures responsible for the rescue of square dancing from
obscurity. Ultimately his efforts led to the
kind of square dancing done today all over the
world. He was not a traditionalist in the sense
that every sequence or figure had to be preserved exactly as it was discovered. He freely
reconstructed or changed figures that he felt
were awkward or unsatisfying and he invented
new figures in the spirit of the old. His aim was
smoothness and fun in the dancing, not historical accuracy.
Lloyd Shaw trained a whole generation of
square dance callers and leaders, many of
whom are still active today and his ideas and
his dances are still something every leader
should be aware of. Here are a few dances
from that book to get you started:
NYONE WHO WANTS TO KNOW

BOW AND KNEEL TO THAT LADY
Introduction
Honors right and honors left
All join hands and circle left
Break and swing and promenade back
Figure
First gent out to the lady on the right
Honor that lady
Bow to that lady
Kneel to that lady
Now step right back and watch her smile
Step right up and swing her awhile
Step right back and watch her grin
Step right up and swing her again
And on to the next

Repeat with the next lady or, because unexpectedness is part of the fun, mix the calls
with elements of the following dance, or better yet, make up your own variations.

HONOR THAT LADY
First gent out to the lady on the right
Honor that lady
Honor her again
You honored her so nice
Now honor her again
Swing that lady
Swing her again
You swung her so nice
Now swing her again
Balance to the next
The foregoing are silly dances, of course,
and are not suitable to be used over and over
with the same group. They are good, however, for one-night-stands or for exhibitions
where the clowning can add greatly to the
evening's enjoyment.
DIVIDE THE RING AND WALTZ CORNERS
Music: Must be danced to a very fast waltz
First couple balance and swing three licks
First couple separate four steps, reunite and
swing three times around.
Down the center and cut away six
They then waltz down center and through the
third couple.
Lady go right and the gent go left
Swing on the corner with a waltz promenade
As they meet the corners, everyone will take
dance position with their corners and do a turning
waltz around the set.
Same old gent with a brand new girl
Down the center and go around the world
Lady go right and the gent go wrong
Same man repeats all from his home position
with his new partner.
Swing on the corner with a waltz promenade
Same old gent like you did before
Down the center and cut off four
And continue with the separate, meet corner,
waltz promenade.
Same old gent how do you do
Down the center and cut off two
And continue as before, now you're home and
can end any way you wish. The other men, of
course, lead off in the same fashion.

The dance is merely a waltz variation of Cut
Off Six but for good dancers, those who really
know how to do a fast turning waltz, it's a great
dance.

The CALLERS
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Taxes and the Caller

•,••

by Paul Hartman, Wheaton, Maryland
Callers, like other self—employed persons, are frequently required to substantiate some of their tax-deductible expenses when called upon to appear at an
IRS audit. Part of the business in such matters is in being able to describe
adequately the scope of the business. Quite often the caller does not, especially
when under pressure, provide a thorough picture to the IRS to enable them to
form proper decisions. The following article was prepared by Paul Hartman in
order to assist a new caller in his first bout with the IRS . You may use it by
changing it wherever necessary to fit your case.

is a profession similar to engineering, teaching, farming, plumbing, accounting, etc. As in other professions, callers must
undergo what could be termed an incubation period, an apprenticeship
period, and a period as a journeyman. The caller —no matter how competent
he becomes —must always learn new and innovative material, while also
discovering aspects and techniques which, though possibly quite old, will be
new to him.
There are several basic and essential differences between a caller and other
professionals. First, a caller must be an accomplished and knowledgeable
square dancer before he takes his first steps toward becoming a caller. Thus his
dancing experience, though a hobby at this point, is a crucial preamble to his
calling career, a prerequisite without which he could not succeed as a caller.
Second, the caller operates as an integral part of a team comprised of himself
and his partner, usually his wife. Because square dancing is a couples' activity
(you can't dance alone) with social overtones comprising a large part of the
activity, the caller's partner becomes an essential member of the team, handling the social aspects and most of the business matters of the activity,
allowing the caller to concentrate on the creative and artistic aspects of the
profession.
Many entertain the idea of becoming a caller soon after learning how to
dance. They usually begin by obtaining a few square dance records (specifically
recorded accompaniment music for calling) and begin practicing, alone at first,
and later on with some of their obliging square dance friends, usually at home.
These sessions may continue for as many as five years before the caller gains
1 ecogni Lion .
As the more established local callers begin to hear of the fledgling's efforts,
they will, on occasion, give the novice an ad hoc, unpaid chance to do a guest
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spot, i.e., a few minutes of calling at one of their dances. This appearance of a
budding caller not only provides additional practice, but it also affords the
opportunity to gain popularity by appearing before dancers who are not the
usual friends (guinea pigs) on whom he has been experimenting. Therefore,
the budding caller (and, of course, his partner) attempt to attend as many
dances as possible, especially those called by established callers who will give
the newcomer a guest-calling opportunity for additional practice and experience before larger audiences.
Although this incubation period might last one, two or as many as three
years the new
even after he has established himself and became
experienced, will still engage in doing unpaid guest spots in order to expand his
popularity among the constantly changing and increasing dancer population.
Caller's classes, workshops, symposiums and educational meetings are also
available. Sooner or later the aspiring caller will attend one or more of these
sessions in order to gain professional assistance.
Three Keys to a Goal
The initial aim of a new caller is to call for a square dance club, the backbone
of the entire square dance movement worldwide. There are three ways in
which the new caller can achieve this goal: (1) Find a club which is in need of a
caller; (2) Start a new club by recruiting experienced dancers, or (3) Start a
beginners' class for which the caller and his partner will recruit as many
non-dancers as possible and teach them for 40 or more weeks in the hope that
they will ultimately learn to square dance sufficiently well to form a club.
The degree to which the new caller will succeed will depend on his and his
partner's ability to deal with the public and master the myriad of techniques
involved in calling. In this regard, it should be noted that a caller must not only
be able to move dancers by issuing clear and concise verbal commands, but he
must be able to do so in an entertaining manner. Thus the caller is an
entertainer as well as a teacher who, throughout his career, will need to teach
and explain new dance steps (movements) as well as old ones to the dancers.
Having passed from this embryonic incubation period the new caller enters
into an active period ofjourneymanship which lasts from about four to six more
years and which consists of being paid for calling before the public, teaching
classes and promoting himself as a caller as much and as often as possible.
Needless to say, there are also unpaid benefits and promotional dances which
he will have to call, but essentially he is now a professional caller who is
engaged in an income-producing activity. Often a new caller (as well as an
experienced caller) will be asked to do square dance parties for people who
belong to various social, fraternal or business groups. Such groups view even
the new caller as a full professional, because they know nothing about square
dancing and have no way to guage his full range of knowledge and capability.
Their interest hinges only on his ability to entertain them for one evening and,
if he succeeds in providing an evening's worth of fun, he is to them a caller in
every sense of the .word.
In order to be'able to engage in these types of activates and thereby enter the
period ofjourneymanship, the new caller must acquire the following items, as a
basic minimum (1) a public address (PA) system which includes a combination
of electronic amplifier, variable speed turntable, a microphone and two
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84
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speakers. The system must be of good quality because it is impossible to dance
to a caller who cannot be understood; (2) a substantial variety of square dance
records and (3) a tape recorder.
The purpose of the recorder is so that a caller can critique and improve his
calling as well as tape other callers and various training sessions so he may study
the techniques of others. (4) Appropriate western clothing must be worn by the
caller and his partner in order to adhere to the very strict dress code and also set
an example for student dancers who are just beginning to enter the square
dance movement. The caller will also need to acquire the usual accoutrements
required by members of most professions: subscriptions to professional journals, membership in appropriate, professional associations, clubs and federations;promotional material such as printed dance announcements, business
cards, stationery, etc.; an office/practice room and similar items far too numerous to list in full detail. It will also be necessary to attend conventions,
institutes, special events, etc.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Paul Hartman began as a caller in Baltimore 38
years ago. He has done extensive writing about square dancing and has
recorded numerous releases on the FTC Label, the newest being Dance At
Twilight. Paul's regular schedule is usually made up of teaching three classes
a year, taking each class through 52 weeks of lessons, and calling for four
clubs in the Washington, D.C. area. A member of Callerlab, a Trustee of
Legacy, on the Board of Directors of the National Capital Area Square Dance
Leaders Association, Paul's longtime experience as a leader includes initiating
square dancing in Europe in 1949 and the very special honor of calling at the
White House. Paul's comments here just might save you money.

Special mention regarding the clothing required by a square dance caller
and partner is appropriate at this point. As mentioned earlier, all square
dancers, including callers and their partners, are required to adhere to a very
rigid dress and behavioral code. The men must wear western trousers, western
belts, western belt buckles, long-sleeved western shirts, as well as so-called
gambler or bolo (string) ties. Kerchief-type ties which almost always have
tie-slides of a western motif are also acceptable. Western boots are preferred,
although this part of the dress code is often overlooked, because of the
exceptionally high cost.
Ladies are expected to wear dancing slippers and dresses (no slacks allowed)
or blouse-skirt combinations. The dresses must have at least an acceptable,
close to western appearance and they must be full-cut so that bouffant, colorcoordinated crinolines can be worn underneath. No square dancers or square
dance caller is fully dressed without a plastic name tag, usually showing a club
design or other identifying emblem of affiliation in addition to the person's
name. Being leaders in the square dance movement, the caller and his partner
become style-setters of their groups and their dress is always under scrutiny by
the dancers. The caller and his partner are constantly questioned regarding
square dance clothing, its availability, price, design, etc. , particularly in
beginners' classes when new dancers are starting to dress the part.
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At the present time, some western attire is occasionally accepted as everyday clothing in some areas. This present-day acceptance is, however, at a fad
level and will most probably—as all fads —be of short duration. The square
dance dress code described above has endured for about 40 years and shows
every sign of continuing to exist in the future. By and large, square dancers,
including callers and their partners, are conservative people and rare indeed is
the dancer who will wear his or her western square dance attire anywhere
other than to a dance function.
The timing of purchasing a PA system reaches the proportion of the proverbial chicken and egg dilemma. A decent PA set is expensive and even a used
one is not cheap. Yet without a PA set, a caller cannot call and earn an income
from his profession; on the other hand, without a calling income he must get
outside funds to obtain his initial PA set. Therefore —as in most other business
enterprises—the initial years in the calling business will invariably show a loss
rather than a financial gain. Eventually, as a caller continues on an increasingly
successful calling career, he will even require a duplicate back-up PA set, as
well as other calling accessories. Without a readily available spare in the
middle of a dance, a caller's career can experience a serious set back when a PA
set suddenly quits working and the dance must be discontinued abruptly and
the dancers have no other choice than to head homeward.
The Evolution
At first, during the incubation period, the activities of the new caller are
definitely hobby-connected, because they rarely produce any income for the
dancer who is aspiring to be a caller. When, however, the new caller enters the
period of journeymanship, he gets paid for his services and becomes a professional engaged in an income-producing activity. Almost all dancers who embark on a calling career, initially have a full-time occupation which provides
them their basic livelihood, while their part-time, spare-hours calling job
supplements their income. As callers become more and more proficient during
their journeyman's period, a very large percentage of them begin to view their
income-producing calling activity as a means toward early full/part-time retirement when they can get greater fees for calling dances by extending their
calling dates and thus supplementing annuity income so that their total income
in retirement reaches at least the level of their previous full working-time
income.
The transition from journeyman-caller to master-caller (a boastful term
which callers would be reluctant to use) is a very gradual process which, as
stated above, requires many years of hard work. Also, as stated earlier, a new
journeyman-caller will be engaged to do dance parties for non-dancers very
early in his career. A great number of journeyman-callers can do a dozen or
more such parties each year and, usually, the number of such parties increases
with each passing year. The caller's fees also increase as his capability improves
and as his services come into greater demand. As a result, a novice caller who is
capable of doing such parties (and doing them well), will achieve the income
level of a professional caller much sooner than a new caller who shuns —as some
❑❑ 0
do such income-producing dance parties.
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The March issue of SQUARE DANCING Magazine combined the Fashion Feature and Ladies on the Square
columns to present four square dance dresses designed
and modeled by Loraine Murdoch. This month Loraine
offers some specific help for those particular outfits.
Please refer to your March issue for the photos numbered
in this column.
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are quite easy to
do (see dress #6). They make an attractive neckline or sleeve design, decoration on
skirt panels, or on men's shirt pockets. Work
on your garment pieces before construction.
Pin doilies in place; then use a glue stick or
"Stitch Witchery" to fuse the outer edges just
enough to hold the doilies in place. Satin
stitch around the outside edge with contrasting or matching thread. When turning
corners, lift the presser foot to release pressure, then continue. Once finished stitching,
clip away the back of the fabric carefully so as
44

OILIES OR LACE APPLIQUES

not to cut the doilie. I use small, sharp nail
scissors. I then apply a product called "Stop
Fray," or "Fray No More," a liquid which
seals and stops edges from fraying. You may
use a contrasting backing to show off the design. Just pin the contrasting material to the
back and straight stitch around the edge,
clipping away any excess fabric.
Whenever working with eyelet as used on
the sun dress (#4), be sure your outfit is well
lined. I suggest poly-cotton or some other
quality lining so the colors from your petticoat
do not show through the eyelet. A jumper (#5)
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

should be made of crisp, firm fabric and be
very well fitted. The bodice of the jumper was
completely lined and puffed, eyelet sleeves
were set in as usual. The white sutache braid
that outlined the bodice, front and skirt was
attached by a small zig zag stitch on either side
of the braid, giving a smoother, finished look.
The Roaring 20's dress (#3 in the March
magazine) points up the fact that samples and
remnants should never be overlooked. The
roaring 20's lady was a sample of a polyester
knit fabric. By placing the figure over polyester batting and pinning it well around the
outer edge, I started in the center and worked
toward the outer edges. I suggest using the
darkest shade of thread to match your pattern,
then, either by hand or machine, completely
outline it. (Don't forget to lift the presser foot
frequently to release the fabric pressure.)
Once finished, place the pattern piece over
the quilting and cut and construct the balance
of the bodice.
Rather than gather a lace trim, try tucking
it. It gives a different appearance to a dress
(see dress #1). Stitch down the center of the
lace with a medium stitch length, counting
approximately 8 stitches. Stop. With a small
narrow object (the back of a seam ripper
works) make a tuck under the front of the
presser foot (do not lift foot). Continue stitching another 8 to 10 stitches. This should make

a 1/2" tuck, approximately every 11/4". The lace
can then be stitched onto the garment and
ribbon or contrasting trim placed over the
stitching. Hem facing and lace seam tape
come packaged for your convenience in a
great variety of colors and are useful as square
dance dress trims.
The quilted jacket (photo #2) was made
from Butterick pattern 6846. I found this pattern very adaptable to square dancing as it has
a set-in sleeve with gathers, so it is very corniortable over puffed sleeves. For a quick and
easy finishing use foldover braid or bias to
finish all the outer edges.

Miscellaneous Suggestions
Some very fine patterns for square dance
dresses have long since been discontinued. I
keep an eye out for such patterns at thrift
stores, garage sales, flea markets, and so on
and also occasionally pick up ideas from bridal
patterns from commercial pattern books at
half price after they have been discontinued.
A skirt liner is a great bonus to any wardrobe. A liner lays lightly over a petticoat and
stops a skirt from dipping into the creases.
Make a liner from four gores (12" at the top of
gore and 35" at the bottom). Stitch up the
sides and measure elastic 2" shorter than your
waist. Zig zag elastic onto the waistline and zig
zag a narrow hem. The liner should be 1"
shorter than your finished skirt length.

YOU are our best salespeople!
of gaining new subscribers is through word-of-mouth. If you like
SQUARE DANCING Magazine and let this be known to your friends, we're likely to get a
new subscriber.
Subscriptions are the life blood of this publication. Of course, we also depend on advertising
but,unlike so many other magazines, the continuing increase of new subscriptions keeps us
alive and happy. We're always pleased to send out application forms and each one contains a
subscription blank. If you are interested in becoming a sales representative, we have a
complete program that will help you help us gain new subscribers and reward you in the
process. Callerlab members should check out the special Callerlab sales program that offers
earning power to each individual caller while generating cash for Callerlab.

0

UR PRIME METHOD

A GREAT SPECIAL: If you are pleased with this publication and feel it can be of service to
your square dancing friends, send us a current club roster with all the names and addresses
(including zip codes). We will mail directly to each of your friends, a copy of the coming issue,
an invitational letter to join us and a subscription flyer. When we have an over-run of a
particular issue,our mailing house will send copies directly to those whose names you send us.
We can't guarantee how quickly each group will be processed but we do know the magazine will
sell itself once it reaches enthusiastic square dancers. As in any business, a healthy growth is
important. Your assistance will do much to help spread the word. Thanks in advance.

A BIT
OF
NOSTALGIA

RIPPLE the WAVE
W
a number of years this
month, to make a point concerning the
names of basics. Last October, Callerlab's
Quarterly Selection Committee picked the
call Ripple for the final three months of the
E'RE GOING BACK

year. At the time, we heard a few repercussions, concerns by veteran dancers and callers
that the term Ripple was already a basic, had
been around for a while and was still in use in a
few areas. Notwithstanding, the Quarterly Selection was accepted and publicized with no
apparent problem. Our point, however, is
that it's not a bad idea to function with some
ground rules that will avoid any of the confusion by sound alikes —even only slightly
similar.
Inasmuch as we brought up the subject,
let's look at the older call, Ripple the Wave. It
goes something like this: From an ocean wave
(1) follow the man (marked X) at the left end of
the line as he turns first by the right (2) and
momentarily forms a new wave (3). He then
turns the next by the left (4) and finally, reach-

ing the end of his Ripple, turns the last person
in the wave by the right (5) to end in a new,
right-handed ocean wave (6). That's basically
all there was to it.
Of course, both ends could Ripple the
Wave (7) simultaneously by first having everybody turn by the right (8) into a new wave
(9), then the centers turn by the left (10) and
(11) to another wave (12) finally turning the
last in the line by the right (13) to end, once

again, in a right-handed wave (14). Those in
the center would be where they were when
they started but the two men would have
rippled through the wave from one end to the
other. (Any resemblance here to another familiar basic?)
We doubt that dredging up this oldie will
cause any confusion but we hope we've made
our point concerning the care needed in the
naming of "new" discoveries.

RD
33 National
Square Dance
Convention®
Baltimore, Maryland
June 28, 29, 30, 1984
The
Convention Housing Committee has
been busy fulfilling the numerous requests
dancers have sent in over the past many
months. The Committee wants all registered
dancers to be aware that all hotels and motels,
upon receiving the names of the Convention
registrants assigned to them, will notify the
persons involved and request a deposit to hold
the room reservations. It may take some time
so please be patient and don't worry.
How Housing is Assigned
Now that those persons who registered at
the Baltimore Pre-Convention Meeting and at
the 32nd National in Louisville are housed,
assignments have been made on a first-come,
first-served basis. When unable to provide
registrants with one of the choices they requested, the Committee matched the individual's choice of hotel or motel with what was
available, using an equivalency matrix which
takes into account both price range and distance. A great deal of time and thought was
involved in the preparation of this method,
and the Committee believes dancers will be
pleased with the outcome.
The assignment of persons to specific
rooms within a housing facility is the prerogative of the hotel or motel and not the responsibility of the Convention. The Committee
forwards all requests for double or single
rooms, as well as group requests, to the hotels
and motels. (For any special need, a registrant
should contact the hotel to which he is assigned directly after receiving a reservation
confirmation.) Dancers are encouraged to remember that the Registration and Housing
Committee has most of the hotel and motel
rooms in metropolitan Baltimore under con-
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OUSING ASSIGNMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE!

tract and persons desiring rooms at the Convention rates may obtain these rooms at such
rates only by requesting them through the
Convention Committee on the official Convention registration form.
Room Availability
The rooms in downtown Baltimore are
filled. As the demand for dormitory housing
has been very heavy, the high-rise dorms at
Towson State University are also filled. Not to
worry though, additional dorm housing meeting the Convention's requirements of airconditioning and comfortable bath facilities at
a reasonable rate, is actively being sought.
And, as transportation will be available on a
reasonable schedule to and from the Convention and Civic Centers, dancers are encouraged to look into other hotel and motel facilities located 20 to 30 minutes from the center of
the city.
Please note: Rooms for dates preceding or
following the dates of the Convention, June
27-30, are not under contract with the Convention Committee. Dancers arriving earlier
or staying later than these dates should wait
until they receive their housing assignment
and then contact the hotel directly to make the
desired changes.
Changing Housing Requests
This is accomplished by cancelling the original registration and resubmitting it. In doing
so, the registrant loses his or her priority. An
example in point: If a dancer registered in
October and decided in February to change
his request, he would be considered with the
February registrations, thereby losing the
priority given on the first-come, first-served
basis he had in October. This is due to the fact
Please see NATIONAL, page 82
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Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
SQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgment of each one.

Nebraska
The 34th Annual Omaha Area Square and
Round Dance Festival will be held April 28
from 1:30 to 11:00 PM at the Omaha Civic
Auditorium. Squares will be handled by Jerry
Haag with rounds presented by Glen and
Beth McLeod. Additional information may be
obtained from Don Jeffares, RR 73, Chris
Lake #52, Omaha 68123.
Mississippi
The 1984 Spring Fest will occur April 27
and 28 at the Trace Inn Motel in Tupelo.
Square up to Gary Shoemake and Mac Letson
and enjoy rounds with Charles and Sara Leflore. In addition to the dances and workshops,
there will be a free callers training session on
Saturday morning from 9:00 to 10:30 AM. For
information write Trace Fest, PO Box 2406,
Muscle Shoals, Alabama 35660.
Kansas
A busy weekend in dancing is that of April
27 and 28 all around the country. A good part
of Kansas will focus its attention on the Spring
Festival which convenes in Convention Hall
at Century II in Wichita. Stan Burdick is the
featured caller, while Dave and Nita Smith
will lead the rounds. Find out more by writing
Gary and Donna Raine, 928 W. 47th South,
Wichita 67217.
Nevada
The third annual Jackpot Festival West will
be held under one roof at the Sahara Hotel in
Las Vegas, August 5-10. Callers for the extravaganza are Wade Driver, Bob Fisk, Lee

Kopman, Steve Kopman, Jerry Story and
Bronc Wise. Cuers are Harmon and Betty
Jorritsma and Wayne and Norma Wylie.
Square dance exhibitors will be centrally located for the convenience of dancers and a
surprise" celebrity is promised as part of the
fun. For complete information write Charles
Supin, 6545 Edna, Las Vegas 89102.
Massachusetts
A very successful Western Massachusetts
Fall Festival was held last December with
over 1,000 dancers in attendance. Six halls, all
under one roof, were utilized, including one
for an all-day Beginners Ball. The date and
location for 1984 are December 2nd at the
Springfield Civic Center. Chairmen are Bob
Switzer representing the dancers and Suptei
Rogers representing the callers. The event is
jointly sponsored by the Western Massachusetts Square & Round Dance Association and
the Springfield Area Callers Association.
"

Russ Moorhouse
North Carolina
Ever since I made our graduation outfits, I
have saved scraps of fabric from my square
dance dresses. After 30-plus outfits and seven
years of dancing, I settled down to make a
quilt from these bits of material. I chose the
Dresdan plate pattern. Since there were
many different weights to the fabric and as the
—

A blue background, plus a variety of colors in the pattern, highlight this memory quilt of Dot Atchley of North
Carolina, reminding her of happy dancing.

ROUND\AtinD I nof SQUARE
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later were invited to the Legislative Buildings
to participate in an ethnic concert. With a
special interest in good styling and smooth
dancing, we feel we made a pleasing presenblocks are appliqued on a 12-inch cotton tation to the spectators and one which will
block, it worked out fine. I used the square benefit the activity. Emil and Jo Schlenker
England
and round dance symbol for the quilting in the
We send square dancers in the United
borders and I embroidered the dates we graduated from square and round dance classes States, Canada and all over the world best
along with the dates we have held office on the wishes for 1984. This year holds a special sigsix center blocks. I call this my "Square Dance nificance for us in Southampton as in June it is
Memory Quilt," and each time I look at it I see the 40th Anniversary of the D-day landings.
a certain dress or shirt made for some special Most of those who took part will remember
Southampton as the main port of departure
dance and it brings back happy memories.
Dot Atchley and a great celebration is being laid on by our
City Council. Many visitors from across the
Alberta, Canada
The World University Games are the sec- Atlantic are expected. Could it be some of
ond largest sporting event in the world, next them will be square dancers? If so, they would
to the summer Olympics. 1983 was the first get a great welcome at our club, the
time they were held in North America. Al- Merryoaks. I am a retired English "bobby
berta played host to over 4,500 athletes, 700 and my wife, Betty, and I started the club
cultural performers and hundreds of about 10 years ago when I left the force. We
thousands of visitors from around the world. have a lot of fun. Please note our telephone
number if you are passing through:
Southampton (0703) 463338.
— Bill Davis
Illinois
Westward Ho! is the chant of The Greater
St. Louis Folk & Square Dance Federation in
calling square and round dancers to their Festival, April 6 and 7, in the Belle-Clair Exposition Hall at the Fairgrounds in Belleville.
Larry Janson, Barry Vestal, Norm Madison
and Wade Driver are the featured callers with
Peter and Beryl Barton handling the rounds.
Afterparties will be held both nights. Further
information may be had from Jerry and JoAnn
A square from the Hat Swingers, Medicine Hat, particiYoung, 7025 Washington, University City,
pated in the opening cermonies at the World University
Missouri 63130 (phone: 314-727-2558).
Games in Alberta, Canada, last summer.
Virginia
The flagship of the entire event was the OpenThe 31st Annual International Azalea Fesing Ceremonies. Held in conjunction with tival, a tribute to the NATO Nations whose
Canada Day, July 1st, the event incorporated Sea Forces are headquartered in Norfolk, will
a Special Salute to the Provinces. The Hat be celebrated by a week-long series of special
Swingers Square & Round Dance Club, events featuring an art show, ballet, golf tourunder the direction of Emil and Jo Schlenker, nament, parade, air show and much more,
were invited to participate. One square,
including, of course, square dancing! The
dressed in red and white (Canadian flag Square Dance of the Week, sponsored for the
colors), danced. This was viewed by Prince past 15 years by the Riptides Square Dance
Charles (who opened the Games) and Princess Club of Virginia Re a ch, will be held in the
Diana, the Canadian Prime Minister, 62,000 Scope, Norfolk's Convention Center, April
spectators in the Commonwealth Stadium and 27-28. Callers will be Darryl McMillan, Tony
millions of TV viewers. The square dancers Oxendine and Wade Driver. The round dance
—

—

"
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The Schuylkill Promenades
proudly display the trophy
won for their float in the
Winter Carnival Parade,
Friedensburg, PA.

program will be under the direction of Ray

and Bea Dowdy. For further information contact Jack and Margaret Haddaway, 109 East
Bay Ave. , Norfolk 23503 (phone: 804-583— Jim Holloway
2494).
Sweden
An update on square dancing in
Gothenburg. Although square dancing is
growing very fast in Sweden, it has not yet got
the foothold it deserves in our city. We are,
however, working hard to catch up with the
other areas. We have formed a club and
started a class with several squares, so I have
good hopes that square dancing in
Gothenburg will soon be just as popular as in
— Ake Westlin
the rest of the country.
Pennsylvania
Our Future Farmers of America chapter
has several square dance groups each year.
One of our members, Dave Seamans, is our
dance instructor and caller. Dave is 16 and has
been calling for three years. In addition to
calling for us, he is a member of the Centre
Country 4-H Recreation Club, where he
dances and helps out with the calling. Dave
also assists in the teaching of the Jr. High
Physical Education Folk Dance Unit. He
credits his 4-H leader, Cinda Cori, for getting
him started in square dance calling.
— Lori Brown
The Schuylkill Promenades Square Dance
Club of Friedensburg entered a float in the
Greater Pottsville Winter Carnival Parade.
The theme was "Back to Broadway." We conSQUARE DANCING, April, '84

structed a replica of a river boat, complete
with pilot house and paddlewheel, which actually worked. The boat was built on a National Guard trailer which was 29 feet in
length. We extended the width to 12 feet
which gave us ample space to square dance
the entire parade route. One square danced
while a second square roamed the deck. Our
music was all taped. We received a trophy for
the most outstanding float. This was a wonderful way to give square dancing some good
publicity, as we reached both those on the
street watching and those who viewed it one
television.
—Floyd Brown
Tennessee
April 13-29 are the dates for the 1984 Dogwood Arts Festival. This annual event, celebrating the spring beauty of East Tennessee,
attracts visitors from around the world. Some
300 events, most of which are free, are
scheduled. The Bluegrass Showdown, an all
day/all night session features fiddlers and
"pickers" and fills the streets with music.
Square dancers and cloggers take over the
stages in several locales. For additional information contact 203 Fort Hill Bldg., Knoxville
37915.
California
Members of the Bachelors 'n' Bachelorettes International dug deeply and showed
the world square dancers are more than just
fun people; they have large, warm hearts. A
check for $1,507.25 was presented to the
Please see WORLD, page 84
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THE AC 300A.
EVERYTHING THAT THE AC-300 HAD, PLUS ALL OF THESE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin meters, one for voice, the other for music
Stereo taping and playback capability
Tone arm reset with digital readout
78 RPM capability
New Stylin g
EVEN BETTER SOUND QUALITY!

For complete information, write or phone:

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS
1033-E Shary Circle • Concord, CA 94518 • (415) 682-8390

FOR LEADERS IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING
April, 1984

TEACHING THE
DIAMOND FORMATION
by Jack Lasry, Hollywood, Florida
I start in a zero box and have the couples
step into a wave, then swing thru and have the
boys run. Then have the girls hinge one quarter and stop and establish the diamonds. The
girls are centers because they have the right
hands joined and the boys are points of the
diamond. I explain that a diamond formation
is similar to a star except the only dancers
touching are those who are centers of the diamond and the points are just a bit further away
forming the diamond shaped star. Have the
dancers look at their own diamond and recognize who are the points and who are the
centers. To teach the diamond circulate, have
the dancers look at the boy or girl in front of
them in their own diamond. Have them look
at the foot prints of the dancer in front and on
the call diamond circulate, move ahead one
position and have the boys touch right hands
to indicate that they are the new centers of the
diamond and the girls are now the points. No
hands touching. I sometimes have the points
flap their right arms out so they can see the
center of the diamond formation. After a few
diamond circulates, each with a stop to give
the dancers an opportunity to see their position within the diamond formation, I then call
a few diamond circulates in a row with no real
hesitations to determine if we have made the
call clear to all dancers. At this point, I'm
ready to get out and can have the centers of
the diamond with a right cast off three quarters, ending in a two faced line and I resolve
from here. Next I add to the diamond formation the ability for the centers to see their
wave thru the middle of the set and to do a
swing thru. I then mix diamond circulates
with the centers doing a swing thru, then back
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

to a diamond circulate, then the wave swing
thru, etc. Again I resolve the set by having the
centers cast off three quarters to form a two
faced line and go from there. If things are
going well, I will either teach a basic flip the
diamond now or I will wait until the next tip
depending upon the time on the floor.
DANCING DIAMOND CIRCULATE
Zero Box
Swing thru . . . boys run
Girls hinge one quarter . . . diamond circulate
Diamond circulate
Girls cast off three quarters
Wheel and deal . . . dive thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Zero Box
Swing thru . . . boys run
Tag the line right . . . boys cross run
Girls hinge one quarter
Diamond circulate
Boys cast off three quarters
Tag the line right . . . wheel and deal
Dive thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Swing thru . . . boys run
Tag the line right . . . boys hinge one quarter
Diamond circulate
Girls cast off three quarters
Girls cross run . . . boys hinge one quarter
Diamond circulate . . . girls hinge one quarter
Girls run left . . . boys cross run
Girls trade . . . recycle .
left allemande
Right and left thru . . . veer left
Girls hinge one quarter . . . diamond circulate
Boys swing thru . . . each diamond
Diamond circulate . . . girls swing thru
Diamond circulate . . center boys in wave
Trade . . diamond circulate
Center girls in wave . . . trade
Diamond circulate
Boys cast off three quarters
Boys cross run ... wheel and deal
Left allemande
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FOR THE LEARNING CLASS DANCER
Heads lead right . .. circle to a line
Right and left thru ... rollaway half sashay
Box the gnat . . . right and left thru
Heads rollaway half sashay
Box the gnat ... square thru four
Right and left thru
Dive thru
. pass thru . . . left allemande
Heads (sides) right and left thru
Same ladies chain .. . rollaway half sashay
Box the gnat .. . square thru four
Circle four . .. head men break to a line
Crosstrail thru
left allemande
DANCING MAINSTREAM AND
QUARTERLY SELECTIONS
Heads pass the ocean . .. linear cycle
Sides face . . . form lines . . . up and back
Box the gnat ... fan the top .. . recycle
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Zero Line (1P2P)
Pass the ocean .. . spin chain thru
Girls circulate once . .. boys run
Couples circulate . . . boys run . . . boys trade
Spin the top .. . right and left thru
Dixie Derby .. . couples circulate
Boys run .. . grand right and left
Heads right and left thru ... pass thru
Around one to a line
Centers step to a wave and linear cycle
Ends pass thru ... move along to star thru
All circle left ... left allemande

Zero Box
Square thru four .. . boys run right
Scoot back .. . boys fold
Girls square thru three quarters
Star thru
ferris wheel ... zoom
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Heads pass thru ... around one to a line
Center four pass the ocean ... linear cycle
Ends of the line star thru
Then right and left thru .
all circle left
Ladies center . .. men sashay
Ladies center . . men sashay ... circle left
Heads crosstrail thru ... left allemande
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Zero line (1P2P)
Pass thru . . . boys fold .. . touch one quarter
Boys trade ... boys run ... bend the line
Pass thru . . . girls fold . .. touch one quarter
Girls trade ... recycle and veer left
Couples circulate ... boys run
Box the gnat ... pull by
. left allemande
Zero line
Pass thru . .. wheel and deal
Centers touch one quarter . . . walk and dodge
Cloverleaf ... new centers pass the ocean
Centers spin the top
Centers swing thru
Others roll away half sashay
Ping pong circulate ... center boys run
crosstrail thru
Bend the line .
Left allemande
Right and left thru . .. Dixie style to wave
Boys cross fold ... touch one quarter
Scoot back .. . boys run
Left allemande
Right and left thru ... Dixie style to wave
Girls cross fold ... star thru
Lines up and back . crosstrail thru
Left allemande

Zero line
Do sa do to a wave (each four)
Linear cycle ... step to a wave
Scoot back . . . boys run . . . couples circulate
Boys run ... grand right and left
Do sa do to a wave (each four)
Linear cycle and veer left . .. ladies trade
Couples circulate . . couples hinge
Girls trade ... wheel and deal
Sweep one quarter . . . box the gnat
Grand right and left

Zero box
Touch one quarter ... centers trade
Swing thru ... spin the top
All hinge one quarter ... center four
Walk and dodge . . . Those who can star thru
The other girl U turn back and star thru
left allemande
All crosstrail thru .

Mainstream does not have to be void of choreo
excitement . .
SPECIAL WORKSHOP EDITORS
Workshop Editor
Bob Van Antwerp
Round Dances
Joy Cramlet
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DANCING MAINSTREAM
Using a lot of ocean wave cast off three quarters

MAINSTREAM CHOREO WITH
A BIT OF CHALLENGE

Zero Box Wave
Cast off three quarters ... balance
Centers trade ... swing thru ... scoot back
Girls run .. . box the gnat
Right and left thru ... slide thru
Left allemande

Heads square thru four
Centers in . .. cast off three quarters
All eight circulate
(ends remain ends, centers remain centers)
Centers run ... star thru
. trade by
Star thru ... pass thru . . . U turn back
Left allemande

Zero Box
Swing thru . . . cast off three quarters
Balance ... walk and dodge
California twirl ... star thru
Pass to the renter
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Heads pass thru
U turn back
Circle eight
Boys square thru four . . . centers in
Cast off three quarters . . . all eight circulate
Cast off three quarters . . . girls trade
Girls touch one quarter
Boys square thru four
Those who can star thru
The other girl U turn back and star thru
Couples circulate
boys run
Grand right and left

Right and left thru ... veer left
Ferris wheel . . centers swing thru
Cast off three quarters
Centers walk and dodge
Cloverleaf . .. double pass thru
Centers in . .. cast off three quarters
Ends star thru . . . centers touch one quarter
Walk and dodge ... swing thru ... boys run
Tag the line ... lady go left .. . gents right
Left allemande
Swing thru ... boys trade
All cast off three quarters ... centers trade
Split circulate ... recycle . .. dive thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Zero Line
Pass thru . wheel and deal
Double pass thru . . . lead couple U turn back
Do sa do to a wave . . . cast off three quarters
scoot back
Balance ... centers trade
Boys run ... right and left thru
Dixie style to a wave ... slip the clutch
Allemande left
Allemande left in the Alamo style
Balance .. . swing thru ... with a right
Cast off three quarters to a wrong way thar
Girls back up . . . shoot the star
Forward two ... left and right
With mother box the gnat ... pull by
Left allemande

Zero Box
Swing thru
girls trade ... boys trade
Cast off three quarters .. . centers trade
Swing thru ... cast off three quarters
Centers trade .. . recycle
Left allemande
SQUARE DANCING April, '84
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1 P2P
Pass thru ... wheel and deal
Outsides squeeze into a line
Lines up and back . . . centers square thru four
Centers in (don't touch) ... centers run
New centers star thru ... lines up and back
Box the gnat ... right and left thru
Pass the ocean ... girls run
Wheel and deal ... grand right and left
Heads rollaway half sashay ... circle eight
Boys square thru four
Split the girls around one to a line
Lines up and back
Girls square thru four
Centers in (don't touch) . . . centers run
Boys touch one quarter
Boys walk and dodge
Boys run . lines up and back .. . pass thru
Tag the line right .. . boys cross run
Girls trade ... ferris wheel
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Try the above figures on your Plus dancers
and your Advanced dancers and see how
things turn out.

MORE MATERIAL
We still have a limited quantity of 1984
Yearbooks on hand for $10.00 per copy.
More than 1,000 dances taken from the
1982-83 issues of the Workshop section are
included. Send your check to: SQUARE
DANCING Magazine, 462 N. Robertson
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048.
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PART A
1 4 Fwd, -, Point, -; Bk, -, Point, -; Fwd
Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step;
5-8 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A except to
end in BUTTERFLY M face WALL;
9 12 Side,
Point/Tap, - • XIB, Side, Thru,
-; Side Two-Step; Side, -, Point/Tap,
-

ROUND DANCES

-

Q.T. WALTZ - Green 17045
Choreographers: Dave and Jeanne Trowell
Comment: This waltz routine is enjoyable to
dance. The music is adequate. There are cues
on one side of the record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Wait; Wait;
Apart, Touch, -; Together, Touch, -;
5 8 Waltz Balance L, 2, 3; Waltz Balance R,
2, 3; (Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Thru, Side, Close;
PART A
1 4 Waltz Away, 2, 3; Turn In, 2, 3 face
RLOD; Bkwd Waltz, 2, 3; Bk, Swing/Lift,

13 16 XIB, Side, Thru, -; Side Two-Step;
Side, Close, Side, Close; Side, -, Thru,
-

14
-

-

58
-

-

-

Twinkle Thru, 2, 3 face LOD; Manuv, 2, 3
M face RLOD in CLOSED; (R) Waltz
Turn; (R) Waltz Turn end M facing
WALL;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A:
PART B
1 4 Progressive Twinkle, 2, 3; Progressive
Twinkle, 2, 3; XIF, Recov, Side to
BANJO; Banjo Wheel, 2, 3 end M face
RLOD;
5-8 Traveling RLOD repeat action meas 1-4
Part B end CLOSED M face LOD:
9 12 Balance Fwd, Touch, -; Balance Apart,
Touch, -; Twinkle Thru, 2, 3; Twinkle
Thru, 2, 3;
13 16 Balance Bk, Touch, -; Manuv, 2, 3 M
face WALL; Vine, 2, 3; Thru, Side, Close;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1 4 Waltz Balance (149 2, 3; Waltz Balance
(R), 2, 3; (Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Thru, Side
Close;
Apart, Point, -.
5

58
-

PART B
Open Vine, -, 2, -; 3, -, 4 end OPEN
face LOD, ; Fwd, Close, Bk, -; Bk,
Close, Fwd, -;
Strut,
2, -; 3, -, 4, -; Basketball
Turn 1/2 face RLOD , 2, -; Strut,
-

•

•■
•

9 12 Strut,
2, -; 1/2 Basketball Turn,
2,
face WALL, ; Side, Close, Side, Close;
Side, -, Thru, -;
13 16 CLOSED Turn Two-Step; Turn TwoStep end BUTTERFLY M face WALL;
Fwd, -, Point, -; Bk,
Point, -;
A BB plus Ending.
SEQUENCE: A
Ending;
1 3 Side, -, Hook, -; Solo Unwind; Rock
Apart.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

BABY FACE - Hi-Hat 921
Choreographers: Glen and Gg Greer
Comment: An easy two-step using the same
music formerly used for a different routine.
Ragtime music.
INTRODUCTION
1 4 CLOSED M face WALL Wait; Wait; Fwd,
Point, -; Bk, -, Point, -;
5-8 CLOSED Turn Two-Step; Turn TwoStep; Side, Close, Side, Close; Side, -,
Thru end OPEN face LOD, ;
-

-
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HELLO POLKA - Hi-Hat 921
Choreographers: Peter and Beryl Barton
Comment: These cues are for a new dance on
the Hi-Hat label. Instrumental was originally
recorded for a different routine. Good bouncy
music.
INTRODUCTION
1 2 OPEN FACING Wait: Balance Away/2,
3, Balance Together/2, 3 end OPEN face
LOD;
DANCE
1 4 Fwd, 2, 3, Kick; Bk, 2, 3 Face Partner M
facing WALL, Kick; Bk Away, 2, 3, Kick;
Fwd, 2, 3, Touch;
5 8 BUTTERFLY Heel, Toe, Side/Close,
Side; Heel, Toe, Side/Close, Side; Bend
Fwd, Peck, Peck, Straighten Up; Vine,
2, 3, 4 end OPEN face LOD;
9 12 Traveling Balance Away, 2, 3, -; Together, 2, 3, -; Circle Away, 2, Step/
Close, Step; Circle Together, 2, Step/
Close, Step end OPEN face LOD;
13 16 Heel, Toe, Fwd/Lock, Fwd; Heel, Toe,
Fwd/Lock, Fwd SEMI CLOSED; Fwd
Two-Step„ Fwd Two-Step,; Turn
Two-Step„ Turn Two-Step,;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru three times plus
Ending.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Ending.
1-2 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Side, Close,
Peck, Straighten; Peck, Straighten,
Apart, Point.
HAWAII — Grenn 17046
Choreographers: Bud and Shirley Parrott
Comment: An active two-step routine with adequate music. Cues on one side of record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together, —, Draw to
CLOSED M face LOD, —;
PART A
1-4 Walk Fwd, —, 2, —; Side, Close, Fwd,
Close; Fwd, —, Side, Close; Side, —,
Draw, Touch;
5-8 L Turn, —, Side, Close; L Turn, —, Side,
Close M face WALL; Whisk; Thru,
Side, Close;
XIB, —; Side, Close, 1/2 L Turn,
9-12 Side,
—; Side, —, XIB, —; Side, Close, 1/2 L
Turn M face LOD, —;
13-16 Side, Close, XIF SIDECAR, —; Side,
Close, XIF BANJO, —; CLOSED Turn
Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end M face
WALL:
PART B
Thru, —;
17-20 Fwd, —, Side, —; Recov,
Side, Close, Dip, —; Manuv M face
RLOD, —, Side, Close;
21-24 Pivot 1/2 R face end M face LOD, —, Rise,
—; Recov, —, Bk, —; Side, Close, Fwd
BANJO, —; Fwd, —, Run, 2;
25-28 Fwd Lock, Fwd, —; Fwd, Lock, Fwd, M
face WALL, —; Twisty Vine, —, 2, —; 3,
—, 4, —;
Manuv M face RLOD,
29-32 Fishtail; Fwd,
; Pivot 1/2 R face LOD SEMI-CLOSED,
, 2, 3; Pickup to CLOSED, —, Run, 2;
SEQUENCE. Dance goes thru twice 2nd time
meas 32 Thru, — Side Close; plus Ending.
Ending;
1-2 CLOSED M face WALL Side, Close, Side,
Close; Apart, —, Point, —.
—

—

I'M BUSTED — Blue Star 2219
Choreographers: Hal and Helen Petschke
Comment: An easy routine with adequate music.
Cues on one side of record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN Wait; Wait; Walk, —, 2, —; Stomp,
, 2, —;
DAN( L

1-4 ESCORT Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step
end CLOSED M face WALL; Side, Close,
Fwd, —; Side, Close, Bk, —;
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5-8

Strut Apart, —, 2,
; 3,
4, —; Strut
Forward, —, 2, —; 3, —, 4 to CLOSED M
face WALL, —;
9-12 Side, Close, XIF end SIDECAR, —; Side.
Close, XIF BANJO, —; Wheel, 2, 3, —;
5, 6, —;
13-16 LOOSE-CLOSED Vine 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, 8
end ESCORT face LOD; WALK, —, 2, —;
Stomp, —, 2, —;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru seven times plus
Ending.
Ending:
1-4 ESCORT facing LOD Fwd Two-Step;
Fwd Two-Step; Stomp,
2, —; Apart,
, Point, —.
—

SINGING CALLS

GOOD TIMES
By Mike DeSisto, Federal Way, Washington
Record: Ponderosa #103, Flip Instrumental with
Mike DeSisto
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Walk all around the left hand lady
See saw with your own
Join hands circle to the left
Go walking round you know
Do an allemande left do an Alamo style
Swing thru forward two balance there awhile
Swing thru forward two then turn thru
Left allemande promenade your lady
Go walking two by two
Good times gonna roll again in Tennessee
FIGURE:
Head two square thru four hands
Corner do sa do all the way around swing thru
Boys run around that girl half tag
Scoot back move around that world
Boys run right slide thru corner swing
Swing that lady round and round
Promenade the ring promenade a new partner
Just you wait and see
Good times gonna roll again
Way down in Tennessee
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
ALABAMA JUBILEE
By Gerald McWhirter, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Record: The Roofers #TRR116, Flip Instrumental with Gerald McWhirter
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four little ladies hit the road
Go walkin' talkin7 round
Come on home and swing
Swing your man then
Join hands circle to the left
Do an allemande left gonna weave around
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You weave it in and out
Until you meet your doll
Swing your darling there promenade awhile
Singing hail hail the gangs all here
At the Alabama Jubilee
FIGURE:
Heads square thru four hands around you do
Make a right hand star with the outside two
Heads star by the left once around go
Same old two pass thru U turn back and
Curlique boys run right go left allemande
Come back one and swing and promenade
Singing hail hail the gangs all here
At the Alabama Jubilee
ALTERNATE MAINSTREAM FIGURE:
Heads square thru four hands you do
Make a right hand star with outside two
Heads star by the left once around
Same old two right and left thru
Then rollaway swing thru ladies trade
Boys run to right then promenade
Singing hail hail the gangs all here
At the Alabama Jubilee
ALTERNATE PLUS FIGURE:
Heads promenade halfway around
Sides go right and left thru
Square thru in middle four hands around
Right and left thru turn the girl then
Slide thru load the boat sink or float
Swing your corner promenade you know
Singing hail hail the gangs all here
At the Alabama Jubilee
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
MAY THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN
By Randy Dougherty, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Record: Square Tunes #203, Flip Instrumental
with Randy Dougherty
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Allemande left like an allemande thar
Right and left and the four men star
Men back in like a Cadillac car and
You back 'em in like an allemande thar
Shoot the star like an allemande thar
Right and left and the four men star
Men back in like an old freight car
Back 'em in not too far shoot the star
Right and left grand every other girl
Every other hand swing and promenade
May the circle be unbroken
By and by by and by
FIGURE:
Head couples square thru four hands
Meet those two go right and left thru
Swing thru tonight the boys run right
Tag your line face to the left
Wheel and deal touch one quarter

Split circulate go twice
Swing and promenade
May the circle be unbroken
By and by by and by
ALTERNATE MIDDLE BREAK AND ENDING
Four ladies promenade go walking around
Get home and swing your man join hands
Make a big ring circle to the left
Allemande left and weave the ring
Oh your mother and sister and brother
Come on do the do sa do and promenade
May the circle be unbroken
By and by by and by
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break. Figure twice, Ending.
ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU
By Chuck Bryant, Warner Robins, Georgia
Record: Mustang #191, Flip Instrumental with
Chuck Bryant
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Sometimes when I'm down and all alone
I feel just like a child without a home
Left allemande the corner
Come back and do sa do
Left allemande and weave the ring
You're my future you're my past
Swing her promenade her and go
Loving you is all I ask honey
All I ever need is you
FIGURE:
Heads promenade go halfway
Come down the middle and square thru go
Four hands around then right and left thru
Slide thru then square thru four hands
Trade by swing that corner promenade
I found my treasure in your soul honey
All I ever need is you
SEQUENCE: Opener Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
,

1984 Premium Album Tracks
The BASIC Program
Bob Van Antwerp
Stateline, Nevada
Circle left . . allemande left . . weave the ring
Meet your girl ... box the gnat ... pull by
Left allemande ... square your sets
Heads square thru four hands
With the outside two ... square thru four
You're facing out .. . bend the line
Square thru four hands around .. trade by
Half square thru ... you're facing out
Bend the line .. . star thru . dive thru
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Pass thru . . split that two . . . go around one
Down the middle . .. star thru... pass thru
Do sa do with the outside two . . ocean wave
Swing thru . .. boys run around the girls
Boys circulate . . . couples circulate
Ferris wheel
In the middle square thru three quarters
Slide thru . everybody join hands
Circle to the left ... allemande left
Grand right and left
When you meet your partner
Turn her by the right
Go half around .. . go wrong way round
Right and left grand . . . when you meet again
Pull her by . allemande left
Square your sets
Head ladies chain across the ring
All four couples roll away
Everybody up to middle and back
Head two star thru ... pass thru
Make a U turn back . . . step to left hand wave
Left swing thru ... girls make a U turn back
Star thru . . . California twirl .. . pass thru
Left allemande ... weave the ring
Promenade
Everybody join hands .. . circle left
Face the corner
Allemande left . .. Alamo style
Swing thru ... boys run to the right
Everybody California twirl . . boys run right
Swing thru . .. boys run to the right
Allemande left with corner . .. come back
Promenade back home . . . head ladies chain
Side ladies chain across
Four ladies grand chain straight across
Everybody bow to your partner

The MAINSTREAM Program
Marshall Flippo
Abilene, Texas
Head gents take your corner up and back
Pass thru . .. do a U turn back
Right and left thru . . . flutterwheel
Sweep one quarter . . do U turn back
Right and left grand
Promenade back home
Heads move up to middle . . . pass thru
Separate . . . walk around one . . . line of four
Touch one quarter .. . circulate once
Same sexes trade . . boys trade
Boys turn to face . .. boys square thru four
Squeeze in between the girls
Cast off three quarters around
Boys only pass thru
Boys only partner trade . . . turn to face
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Touch one quarter . . . boys only scoot back
Girls circulate ... couples circulate
Bend the line .. . pass the ocean
Boys trade
Swing thru ... girls run around the boys
Tag the line to the right . . couple circulate
Ferris wheel . .. double pass thru
Centers in . cast off three quarters
Pass thru . .. do U turn back
Touch one quarter . . . circulate once
Same sexes trade . . . girls turn to face
Girls square thru four
Squeeze in between the boys
Cast off three quarters . . . girls only
Pass the ocean . . . girls swing thru
Boys circulate .. . girls swing thru
Boys face in . . girls step thru
Make a wave . . boys scoot back
Boys fold behind the girls
Two girls chain straight across
Slide thru . .. touch one quarter
Boys run around the girls ... left allemande
Grand right and left . . . promenade home
Sides square thru three quarters
Partner trade ... pass thru . .. separate
Go around one .. . line of four
Center four only square thru four
Outside four touch one quarter
Centers in .. . cast off three quarters
Center four only slide thru
Same four touch one quarter
Same four do a scoot back
Couples circulate
Bend the line . .. touch one quarter
Boys run around the girls
Right and left thru ... pass thru
Touch one quarter . . . split circulate
Boys run around the girls . . . pass thru
Bend the line . .. star thru ... pass thru
Trade by . . touch one quarter
Girls run around the boys . left allemande
Grand right and left . . . promenade home

The PLUS Program
Mike Seastrom
Northridge, California
Left allemande your corner . . allemande thar
Remake the thar . .. partner right
Corner left three quarters . . . girls swing in
Allemande thar . . . start a remake
Go right and left grand
Promenade home
Head couples square thru four
Sides half sashay . . step to a wave
Swing thru . boys run around girls
Right and left thru
. girls lead Dixie style
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Ocean wave take a little peek
Trade the wave and roll girls facing
Double pass thru . .. cloverleaf
Girls in the center pass thru
Touch one quarter ... scoot back
Check wave
Explode the wave . .. girls run left
Take a little peek
Trade the wave
Follow your neighbor . .. spread
Girls trade .. . girls run around boys and roll
Boys do a trade and roll ... men pass thru
Star thru . .. couples circulate
Men only circulate one time
Couples circulate
And one half more . .. bend in and
Square your sets ... side ladies chain
Sides pass thru ... both turn right
Single file ... girl around two
Men around one .. . make a line
Touch one quarter .. . single circulate
Boys run around the girls
Centers right and left thru
Centers roll a half sashay
Everybody double pass thru
Leads do a partner trade and roll
Leads load the boat ... centers pass right
Leads when you're finished with your boat
Roll to face this girl ... touch one quarter
Everybody triple scoot
Girls run around boys
Centers pass thru . . . both hands single circle
Make a wave .. . explode and roll
Right and left grand . . . promenade home
Head couples pass the ocean
All ping pong circulate ... outsides roll
Centers recycle ... sweep one quarter
Turn and left thru . .. pass the ocean
Boys circulate . . girls trade
Spin chain the gears .. . swing thru
Boys run around the girls
Couples circulate ... girls hinge
Diamond circulate ... flip the diamond
Roll to face partner .. . star thru
Couples trade .. . promenade home
Walk all around the corner lady
See saw with the partner
Allemande left ... swing your partner

The ADVANCED ONE Program
Bronc Wise

Long Beach, California
One and three wheel thru . square thru
On the third hand make an ocean wave
Girls trade .. . boys trade .. . girls peel off
Right and left grand .. . promenade
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Head pair do a flutterwheel
Sides do a right and left thru
Half square thru ... pass out
Center four chase right
Others bend and touch one quarter
All do a split transfer .. . right and left grand
Meet a girl . . promenade home
Sides pass the ocean ... chain reaction
All boys run around the girls
Everybody do a ferris wheel
Right and left thru . .. double pass thru
Everybody peel off . . make a new line of four
Pass thru . turn and deal
Four boys swing thru in the middle
Ping pong circulate ... girls explode
Touch one quarter . . . make an arch
Substitute
Boys single circle to ocean wave
Boys lock it . .. boys single hinge
All circulate once .. . boys run around girls
In the middle do a right and left thru
Pass thru ... square chain thru
Lines facing out .. . partner trade
. veer left ... couples circulate
Star thru
Bend the line .. curly cross
Right and left grand . .. promenade home
Four ladies chain across
Sides star thru
. pass thru
Touch one quarter .. . extend your tag
Boys swing thru . . . girls partner trade . . . roll
Girls touch one quarter
Guy and girl facing directly pass thru
Four in the middle do a turn and deal
You four square thru four
Others partner trade and roll
Hook on the same sex
Cast off three quarters round
All eight circulate ... step and slide
Trade by . swing thru
Boys run around the girls
. pass thru
Right and left thru
Wheel and deal . .. center pair swap around
Swing thru . . . boys run around the girls
Bend the line ... right and left thru
Pass thru . partner trade and roll
Go right and left grand . .. on the third hand
Meet a girl and promenade home
Sides watch the heads right and left thru
Star thru . spread
pass thru
Turn and deal ... just the girls roll
You have a right hand girls
Girls walk and dodge ... cross clover and
Boys swap around _ _ star thru
Couples circulate
_ ferris wheel
Right and left thru . .. zoom .. . star thru
Bow to the partner . .. that's all
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in CT 1-877-2871

VISA & MC ACCEPTED

•

CALLER

1111301'
SILL
OPEN:
TUES-SAT.
10:00-5:00

GRAND
OPENING
SQUARE
DANCE
APPAREL
ALL NEW FASHIONS

SKIRTS
BLOUSES
DRESSES in SIZES 4 to 20
PETTICOATS
SISSY PANTS
(in all colors)

COAST SHOES
MEN'S WESTERN SHIRTS
ACCESSORIES—
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES

6357Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
I
461-5433
iiimmit
(1
1
Biks. W. of Vine St.)
The Largest Selection of Western Boots at Discount Prices
V5A.

/2
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of the
MONTH
erry Rash, Harlingen, Texas

to their
winter home at the Sunshine RV Park in
Harlingen, Texas, so caller, Jerry Rash, returns every October to begin another busy but
enjoyable season of calling a full square dance
program ranging from beginners to A-2. Although the warm weather initially brings
these visitors, it's well-known that it is Jerry's
calling that keeps them smiling and coming
back for more.
It began in January, 1972, when Jerry and
his wife, Soundra, decided to take square
dance lessons. What better way to start a new
year than with a new hobby! Come the following September, he was hooked. He soon
began calling for clubs in and around
Rosewell, New Mexico. By 1973, Jerry was
conducting workshops, calling for three
weekly clubs and guest calling throughout
New Mexico and West Texas on weekends.
Successfully embarking upon a full-time
calling career in 1976 in the Rio Grande Valley, Jerry is "happiest when he has a 'mike' in
his hands." He currently calls for 11 workshops and six dances a week. His home club,
the Rio Grande Squares, has been growing as
fast as Jerry's career has, continually increas-

J

UST AS THE "SNOWBIRDS" TRAVEL south

The

ROOFER'S
RECORDS

Hot New Releases
TRR-116 ALABAMA JUBILEE
TRR-118 DO WHAT YOU DO WELL
TRR-122 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING
Coming Soon
TRR-119 FIREBALL MAIL
TRR-120 I'M IN LOVE AGAIN
TRR-121 I'VE GOT A HEART OF GOLD
TRR-123 WHERE YOU GONNA BE TONITE
TRR-124 WHO'S GONNA PLAY THIS OL'P!ANO
TRR-203 MITCH'S RAG (Hoedown)
TRR-204 SUGAR FOOT (Hoedown)
Produced by:

The ROOFER'S RECORDS — 4021 N.W. 61st —
Phone (405) 942 4435
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
-
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ing membership since its inception. The club
has outgrown several square dance halls, with
the latest hail (capacity 56 squares), dedicated
in January, 1983, already looking small.
When Jerry's active winter schedule at the
RV Park is over in April, he and Soundra pack
up and travel around the United States and
Canada, guest calling for clubs and state festivals. They cover approximately 45,000 miles
before heading home again in the fall.
A member of Callerlab and ownerproducer of SunRa Records, Jerry has just
signed a contract with King Valley Resort in
Crescent City, California, as resident caller
during the summer season of 1985 and 1986.
His July schedule also includes the 31st Black
Hills Festival in Rapid City, SD.
Jerry Rash knows his love for square dancing has brought him much pleasure, but hopes
it has brought even more pleasure to the many
dancers he has taught and called for over the
years.

LETTERS, continued from page 3
solo button. I think it would bring in many
more persons to dance who were once part of a
couple.
Alex Jezioro
Park Ridge, Illinois
Dear Editor:
We have settled in a new area and have had
very little time to research square dancing,
but to date have found none in our immediate
vicinity. A big night out here is to go to church
for a "sing-sing" or "come-bring-a-dish-feedyour-face-and-go-home" thing. We asked at
one of the churches about starting a group and
were told the older people didn't approve! But
these people have been wonderful to us. They

* BADGES *

FREE SAMPLES FOR CLUB BADGES
SEND SKETCH & QUANTITY FOR
OUR SAMPLE & QUOTATION

Write for free literature and order forms.

* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES
From
$25.00 per 100
SWEETHEART BALL
FEB 14, J981- ACTON

Plastic Bar
Metal Bar

* FUN
* CONVENTION
BADGES
BADGES

1.75
2.50

(Cal. Residents)
Sales Tax 6%

=

Single Rover
Emblem
Double Rover
Emblem

1.50
2.50

Postage & Handling Chg — $1.75 per order

Have you square danced 1000 miles or more from
home?
If so—YOU can become a "ROVER." A caller's OK will
qualify a couple if they have completed the mileage
requirement. Hang your Rover Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town and State where you visited and
danced.

1166 HOOKSETT ROAD Zip 03104
WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE SHOP

Send $2.00 for our 44 page catalog
$2.00 refunded with first purchase
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BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. Box 1070
San Pedro, CA 90731

(213)
833-1581

"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE BADGES"
For Over 30 Years
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Bob Bennett,
Owner-Producer

Gabby
Bud
if anyone is having problems obtaining
Thunderbird Records, contact the company. Whitten Baker

Singing Calls
TB 229 I Hear Kentucky Catlin' Me
by Gabby & Chuck
TB 230 Man In The Little White Suite by Bud
TB 231 Morning Sky by Mike
TB 232 Walkin' Through the Shadows of
My Mind by Tommy
TB 233 Baby's Back Again by Bud
TB 234 Houston by Bob

Chuck
Mike
Tommy Jack & Muriel
Mashburn Seastrom Russell
Raye

Hoedowns
TH-528 Cripple Cricket/Rebel Yell

Round
TR 3001 Walkin' After Midnight
by Jack & Muriel Raye
The number TB-234 carries the title Houston, not
Gain' Huntin' Tonight. The latter will be published at a later date.

New clogging routines:
TB-218 Clogging on the Muddy Mississippi
Line by Shelia Popwell
TB-225 Bundle of Southern Sunshine
by Shelia Popwell

THUNDERBIRD RECORDS • 2111 HILLCREST DR. • VALDOSTA, GA 31601

shared their vegetables from drought-stunted
gardens and, more important, have shared
their friendships with us, foreigners to their
area.
Name Withheld
It's amazing to think in this "modern" day that
there are still some areas that "disapprove" of
square dancing or dancing of any kind. Nevertheless, the individuality of America is one of
its strong points. It built our country and long
may it endure. — Editor

Dear Editor:
Last October we had a visit from Vaughn

Everything
for SQUARE DANCERS

• h •

m ins

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

Parrish. Our Queensland Square Dance Society made arrangements for him to run a
callers school of 20 hours. This was a real
eye-opener to all the callers who attended, for
only my Deputy Director and myself had attended callers schools in the States. During
one of the sessions, Vaughn mentioned when
various basics had been introduced and by
whom. When he came to cast off three quarters, I said that I was sure Jim York had used
this movement in the early 50's but had not
given it a name. As far as I can remember,

Send $1.00 for Catalog
(Refunded on first order)

#13_700Nylon Ruffles
100 yards of soft Nylon Ruffling are used to trim this
very full three skirt nylon "horsehair" bouffant.
This is not only a very durable, but beautiful
garment, Heavy elastic waistline is double stitched
for comfort and long wear.

Colors:
White/White ruffles
Hot Pink/Hot Pink ruffles
White/Blue ruffles
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
Sizes:
Small, medium, large
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired
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$25.00

Black/Black ruffles
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink ruffles
Yellow/Yellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Purple/Purple ruffles

Handling
$2.00 each
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Enjoy
it more
•
in 84
the

4th.National

Canadian Square & Round Dance Convention a
August 2.3, 4, 1984 Winnipeg Manitoba Canada
FOR INFORMATION
AND REGISTRATION WRITE TO

CONVENTION '84
P O BOX 3927 STN B
WINNIPEG MANITOBA
CANADA/R2W 5H9
,

.■
••■
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Jim's call, from facing lines of fours, was "Pass
thru like a drunk on the binge and the ends
swing three quarters round and the centers
hinge.
Ivor Burge
Queensland, Australia
Dear Editor:One thing that irks me about Challenge
dancers is that they consider square dancing a
sport to such an extent that many of them just
clump" around and do not dance. I accept
this, reluctantly, as "going with the territory."
"

For without these very cerebral-type people,
most of whom obviously have no affinity with
rhythm (and probably did little if any social
dancing) . . . there would be no Challenge
dancing for want of people. As a caller I am not
particularly irked by unsmooth dancers as
long as they seem to be enjoying themselves
as well as each other and are not committing
some gross wrong. Trying to keep a light approach, and touching on new formations is
about all I harp on. People either have rhythm
or they don't; I don't think it can be taught . . .

BILL DAVIS' DANCER/CALLER SERVICES & SYSTEMS
DANCER/CALLER HANDY FLIP-CARD SYSTEM (In 4 sets: MS, +, A1&2, C1)
An original from Bill & John Sybalsky. One card for each call. Available in three categories to fit your needs. A) With
definitions on flip side for dancers and callers to use as 'flash cards' for learning or reviewing the calls. B) With
get-outs on the flip side for Sight & Module Callers. C) Blank on the flip side for recording your own goodies or singing
call. Each card has call name, starting & ending formation on front. Price per set (A+B+C): MS, Al , A2, Cl $10 ea;
Plus $5. Full system (290 cards) $30. Quotes available for individual categories or quantity orders.
$12.95
THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK Second Edition
The most complete how-to-do-it book ever published on sight calling. Fully illustrated and geared for self-teaching.
Learn from scratch, or improve current skills. Chapters on Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-outs,
Programing, and 10 other topics plus Callerlab (APD) Arrangements and symbols.
$6.95
TOP TEN 1983
All new product of a first-time collaboration of Bill with John Sybalsky. Features FIVE complete dictionaries of square
dance calls for all Callerlab levels (MS, Plus, Al&A2, Cl , C2). Illustrations, definitions & choreo for all Quarterly
Selections. Descriptions & explanations of new concepts & ideas. Sections on Formations, Arrangements, a
number system for mixing dancers, and suggested teaching orders. In-depth analysis of selected new calls (THE
TOP TEN).
$12.50 per year.
SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE ... Notes only
With $1 million liability insurance: $22.50/yr. The most complete listing of ALL new calls and concepts; choreo
analysis and figures MS thru A2. Equipment insurance & rented premises insurance also available. BI-MONTHLY;
CALENDAR YEAR.
DANCER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-monthly)
Definitions of ALL new calls & concepts. Supplements the annual TOP TEN book.

$6.50/calendar yr.

ORDER postpaid by sending check or money order (US funds) to:
BILL DAVIS. 1359 BELLEVILLE WAY, SUNNYVALE, CA 94087. Add $3.00 for air mail.
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BAD ,
GUEST
VISITATION BADGES

Over
15 Years of
Service to
Square Dancers

*Send CLUB BADGE With Order for Design
*$35.00 per 100 Minimum
Plus $25.00 One Time Die Charge
*All orders Prepaid with $1.00 postage

S IN
CLUB AND
FUN BADGES

*New Methods to Make Your
Club Badges Stand Out
*Send Sketch or Present Badge
for Estimate

Delron's of DELL6,44,44,e, P.O. Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif. 92045
(714) 469-2109
I had an opportunity to join a two-hour contra
workshop at the Santa Clara Valley Annual
Jubilee. The prompter carefully pre-cued the
movements so that we dancers were allowed
the 8-beat phrase to start and complete the
movements. Most of the square dancers
tended to "whip" through the movements.
Over and over again the prompter said, "Take
your time." Soon many of the dancers got the
message and it began to smooth out nicely.
What a joy to dance on phrase! I had never had
the opportunity to dance these simple figures

in this way before. It felt good for a change.
However, I doubt that contras will catch on in
this area. There is such a rush to get through
the levels of square dancing that there is no
time for such a simple form of dance. Too bad.
Was square dancing ever danced on phrase? If
it were today, would there be such a huge
square dancing population?
Vicki Woods-Antrim
San Mateo, California
Dear Editor:
Enclosed please find my order for Pre-

B & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
'MOO

[m.
VI6
.41°

Visa
Master charge

Billy & Sue Miller
St. Rte., Box 301
Magnet, In. 47555
Ph. 812-843-5491

B & S Nylon Organdy "Crisp" Petticoats
A light weight snag free slip available in beautiful
colors: Lt. Pink, Lt. Blue, White, Lt. Yellow, Bright
Green, Orange, Bright Yellow, Royal, Navy, Red,
Mint, Lilac, Lime, Beige, Black, Burgundy, Med.
Purple, Hot Pink, Brown, Peach, Deep Purple,
Multi. (Any 4 Comb.)
50 yd. single layer — $35.95

Special Order, No Returns:
35 yd. single layer — $33.95
60 yd. single layer — $38.95
50 yd. double layer — $39.00
60 yd. double layer — $45.95
80 yd. double layer — $55.00
100 yd. double layer — $63.00
75 yd. single layer — $43.95

B & S Ruffle Delight

Two top layers of baby mesh and a third inside
layer of nylon organdy to prevent hose picking. 3
tiered with 150 yds. nylon ruffle on bottom edges.
White baby mesh slips with ruffles available in the
following colors: black, peacock, blue, yellow,
royal, red, orchid, orange, bright lime, fluorescent
orange, hot pink, candy pink, brown, purple, and
light blue and multis.
Price: $32.95
All Organdy Ruffle Delight's also available

All slips available in lengths 18" thru 23".
No returns on special made Slips under 18" or over 23"
All multi-slips and slips over 23" are $2.00 more.
Send $1.00 for Catalog
Prices Subject to change without notice.
Refunded on 1st Order
Shipping/$2.00 ea. — add 750 ea. additional
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Indiana residents add
5% sales tax
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CHICAGO COUNTRY RECORDS
Cross Country Enterprises C.C. Records Chantilly Rounds
CHICAGO COUNTRY CLASSICS
CURRENT RELEASE
C.C.1 C.C. Water Back by Jack
OUR #1 SELLER
C.C.2 A merican Made by Jack
[

111;11E' pep
5104 N. CLAREMONT
CHICAGO, ILL. 60625

(312)878.5898

k

A GREA T NEW SOUND

-‘ THE &REV LAKE SOUND

JACK BERG
Owner/Producer

C.C.3 I Wonder by Jack
C.C.4 Feel Right by Bob Poyner
C C.5 Miss Emilys Pic, by Jack
HOG DOWNS
HCC 101 Muggsy/Willy
HCC 102 Chicago/Galena

FEATURING THE CHICAGO
JAZZ BRASS

044

Jack Berg

%No
Bob Poyner

C.C.10 IN THE GOOD OLE
SUMMERTIME by JACK

C.0 11 HELLO MY BABY by JACK

COMING RELEASES

NEW RELEASE
FOR
RECORDS
CJC 500 Pure Love by Walt

C.C.S Sunflower by Bob Poyner
C.C.9 Dream Maker by Jack
C.C.12 WHY LADY WHY by JACK

CHANTILLY ROUNDS
CR1000 Delta Rag
by Judy Ishmeal

Wait

Ishmeal

DI•vtributPri By

▪TWE 1,GRENN INC
• ME RBACH RECORD SERV I C E
- CORSA I R CONT I NENTAL
• 01.1) TIMER DISTRIlillT()RS

MIKE WILKERSON MUSIC PRODUCTION
%%%%%% 101 VOA to

mium Records. I find they are excellent gifts
for all the helpers in our clubs . Incidentally, I have been thinking seriously of either
building my own hall or leasing one, as it is
more and more difficult to find a good hall.
Many schools are closing, taking away potential meeting places. I don't know if this is a
problem in other places.
Bill Peterson
Livonia, Michigan
Dear Editor:
The Eagle Nest Community Center has

KIN IAA AA A& 11% %AAA USSIVMSSMIZSZZI=3553v

open dancing, both squares and rounds, with
Plus and A-1 workshops from June 24th
through August 1st. We invite anyone passing
through the area to stop and dance with us,
and if you can stay for a week or more, there's a
special package price. We dance from Thursdays through Mondays, with afternoon workshops and evening dances. Hope your
summer travels may bring you our way.
Ruth and Grady Greene
717 Sperry Drive
Las Vegas, New Mexico 97701

The BILL PETERS
CALLER'S SCHOOL

Aug. 12 thru Aug. 17, 1984
In Fantastic LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
featuring

BILL PETERS and BILL DAVIS
For the eighth straight year this well-known school will continue to feature intensive
training, guidance and caller development programs in all Callerlab approved curriculum areas. The program includes personal coaching in sight calling techniques, choreographic analysis, choreography development, formation awareness and formation
management techniques, as well as in all on-mike presentation techniques. The school
is held in a very well-known Las Vegas hotel.

For additional information, contact Bill Peters,
5046 Amondo Drive, San Jose, CA 95129.
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Nelson
Watkins

V V Records
New Releases:
MW-301 I Left My Heart in San Francisco by Steve & Nelson
MW-401 Tonto (Hoedown) by Steve
Recent Releases:
MW-103 Scarlet Fever by Nelson
MW-102 Bring on the Sunshine by Nelson
MW-101 When You Wish Upon A Star by Nelson
MW-202 Easy Come Easy Go by Steve
MW-201 Marty Robbins Medley by Steve
Distributed by Corsair-Continental
Owners: Steve Moore, 3715 Lynda Pl., National City, CA 92050
Nelson Watkins, 1424 Taft, Escondido, CA 92026

Steve
Moore

MW Records — 1424 Taft, Escondido, CA 92026 (619) 741-2714
.1

1011•11•11/

Dear Editor:
I have been attending functions and graduation evenings around the Bay of Plenty. The
number of graduating dancers is very pleasing. They are all a great hunch of people and
assure New Zealand of a great number of
dancers for the future.
Colin Crosby
Mt. Maunganui, New Zealand
Dear Editor:
Could we have more crocheted things in
your magazine? Perhaps you could write and

ask the ladies to share their patterns with
others.
Rosalie Gerace
Magnolia, New Jersey
Knitters, crocheters, creative readers of all
sorts, read and heed. If you're willing to share
your patterns and ideas, please send them
along. — Editor

Dear Editor:
I noticed a comment from a reader who
recommended a non-sex-dependent partner

Square Dancers:
say it with cross-stitch!

DEALER INQUIRIES
INVITED

Now there are colorful counted cross-stitch
patterns that reflect your special hobby of
square dancing. We've created six designs that
you can easily incorporate into your square dance
costume or use to make unique Bermuda
handbag covers, pillows and pictures. Each
durable single sheet chart is in color; so
it's easy to follow. Charts are multiple-size
for cross-stitch cloth and can be used for
needlepoint canvas as well.

Bonnie's
Custom
Boutique
P.O. Box 24025
Cincinnati, OH 45224
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DO-SA-DO
Swing your partner in a vivid
combination of red, white, light
blue and royal blue.
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LEE KOPMAN
• Newly revised Al & A2 Instructional Set
• Now Available on Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2, and C-3 levels of dancing
• Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our Brand New (4) Two-Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists
Mainstream — Advanced Level —
C-1 Level — C-2 Level
• Also Available — Glossary of S/D Calls
• Workshop Tapes
For Details, Write to
Advanced to C-3 Level

LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh, NY 11793

handhold: Everyone use right hand palm up
and left hand palm down. I agree completely
with his suggestion. Sometimes you don't
have time to look and see which sex is coming
up beside you and then figure out which way
to turn your hands. The only exceptions would
be in a courtesy turn, where the beau's left
palm would be up to hold the belle's left hand
which would be palm down, and in a promenade, where the man's hands are both palm up
and the ladies, hands are both palm down.
Proper handholds are not emphasized
PATTERN
No. 324

enough. It seems that many ladies want to use
palms up and most men, in the belles' position
with another man, insist on using palms up
with their left hand.
Chuck Baldwin
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Dear Editor:
We have completed dancing in all 48 continental States and are now trying for Hawaii
and Alaska. We have been dancing since 1962.
Earl and Verna Moore
Grants Pass, Oregon

SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS
Multi-Size Pattern
324 Ladies' Square Dance Dress
12 Pieces

$4.50

Square dance dress has fitted bodice with contrasting
front inset and sleeves for the "Heidi" look. The
gathered front inset has elasticized upper edge with
eyelet trim and is accented with fabric bow. The short
elasticized puffed sleeves have eyelet trim along lower
edge. The gored, gathered skirt has one ruffle at lower
edge and double ruffles along each seam.
Multi-Size: 5-7-9 6-8-10 12-14-16 18 20 40
-

-

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P.O. Box 170119
Arlington, Texas 76003
Pattern # 324

@ $4.50 ea. Size(s)

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Name
Address
City

State

_Zip

Add for
1 Pattern — $1.25 3 Patterns — $2.55
postage 8 handling: 2 Patterns — $2.00 4 Patterns — $2.90
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MAIL ORDER
MASTER RECORD SERVICE
Telephone
(602) 997-.5355
Square and Round Dance
Catalog Upon Request

ON THE
RECORD
and

Include $1.00 postage, handling

P.O. Box 37676

Phoenix, AZ 85069

Frank Lane's

PAN<<
RAN<14
1984 Specials
June 10-15 & July 22-27
Two great weeks with the Lanes
and Jack & Darlene Chaffee
July 8-13 — IMPROVEMENT CLINIC
Rounds and Squares with
Charlie and Bettye Procter
June 17-22 — DANCE VACATION
The Lanes with Dan and Chris Nordbye
and Jack and Darlene Chaffee
TWO 5 day CALLERS COLLEGES
June 24-28 and July 15-19
PLUS a 9 DAY ADVENTURE TOUR
of Spectacular New Mexico
August 9-17

Write for brochures and information:
P.O. Box 1382
Estes Park, Colorado 80517
PH: (303) 586-2120
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SINGING CALLS
RODEO ROMEO Mustang 192
Range: HD
Tempo: 130
Key C
LC
Caller: Bob Shiver
Synopsis: (Intro & end) Sides face grand square
- circle left left allemande -- promenade
(Break) Four ladies promenade two times
swing
left allemande weave ring —
swing — promenade (Figure) Head couples
promenade halfway — down middle star thru
pass thru - - swing thru — boys run right —
bend the line — slide thru pass the ocean
— swing thru — curlique boys run right —
swing corner promenade.
Comment: Clear calling with an introduction that
has ladies promenading twice inside the set.
A lot of figure movement and dancers have to
keep on their toes with the Mainstream choreography. Music is above average.
Rating: ***
ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU — Mustang 191
Key: B
Tempo: 130
Range: FIB
Caller: Chuck Bryant
LF Sharp
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Smoothly executed by Chuck. The
HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT
All singing calls are checked and rated by our reviewer
and by dancers who dance to each recording. Recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, presentation, body mechanics, flow of dance and choreography are all considered. The rating is given on an
overall consensus although an outstanding or a detracting feature in one or more points may contribute to the
final rating. The tempo, key and range — high and low —
are included for each singing call, while the key and
tempo are included for hoedowns. Whether you individually agree with the review is not as important as it is for
you to be able to count on the consistency of the reviewer's comments. Comparing these with your own
viewpoint will allow you to determine which records are
most suitable for your own use. Star ratings range from
fz to *****, or below average to outstanding. A
synopsis of each singing call is included while selected
records are reproduced in their entirety in the Workshop
section of the same issue.

SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

The White J. L. 100 Mike
The Finest Sound in Square Dancing
$84.00 for Mike Head
Fits Hilton Mike base
$40.00 for Cable & Transformer
For use with Newcomb & Clinton
$4.00 for Air Postage & Insurance
Order exclusively or ask for information from:
1513 No. 46th Ave.,
Jack Lasry
Hollywood, FL 33021
movements are Mainstream but can be used
at all levels. Music is above average and
dancers gave this call a nod for the Workshop
section. The use of sticks on the rhythm in the
middle break was enjoyable.Rating: ****

DO WHAT YOU DO DO WELL —
Roofers-TRR 118
Tempo: 128
Key: B & C Sharp
Range: HD Sharp
LB
Caller: Gerald McWhirter
Synopsis: (Break) Walk around corner — see
saw own join hands circle — men star by
right — left allemande -- weave — swing own
FOR THE
INDEPENDENT
CALLER

promenande (Figure) Four ladies chain
three quarters — heads promenade halfway
sides right and left thru pass the ocean
ladies trade
extend - all eight circulate
swing thru -- swing corner — promenade
(Alternate break) Four ladies promenade —
swing at home -- join hands circle left — left
allemande — weave ring do sa do partner
-- promenade.
Comment: The choreography is well timed and
the music is average. Should offer no problems to callers. Gerald can easily be heard on
the floor by the dancers and this is always an
important factor. Rating: ***

CURRENT RELEASES
BTY 100 Ever Changing Woman by Bob Kuss
BTY 101 Makeup and Faded Blue Jeans
by Josh Frank
BTY 102 Josh Frank First Edition
by Josh Frank
COMING SOON
BTY 103 Stay Young by Pat Diamond

40.4
oi
Tom Perry
8.

Bounty is a new label for independent callers,
founded by people with proven success in the recording industry. At Bounty, you receive the profits
from the sale of your records. Call or write for more
information today.
Josh Frank

Bob Kuss

BOUNTY RECORDS • 117 Martha Drive • Monroe, Louisiana 71203 • (318) 323-8702
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OLD STAR
RECtIRDR
Presented by
Carl Anderson

Carl Anderson

GS 718 Bouquet of Roses
by Carl Anderson
GS 719 Hey Li Le
by Dick Barker
GS 720 Gold Star Medley
by Larry Marchese
Other Favorites Coming Soon

For information write
1904 W. Arrowhead Drive
Stillwater, OK 74074
(405) 377-4073
Larry Marchese

AVAILABLE for Caller Seminars
Callerlab Accredited
Caller Education Specialist

HOME OF
SUPREME
AUDIO

Co 19

TIE YOUR DREAM TO MINE — Pioneer 125
Range: HD
Tempo: 128
Key: D
LB
Caller: Blanche Churchwell
left alSynopsis: (Break) Join hands circle
lemande curlique — boys run to right — left
men star left turn
allemande — do sa do
partner right — corner left allemande
come
back — swing promenade (Figure) Heads
square thru four hands — corner do sa do —
swing thru — boys run right — ferris wheel —
centers pass thru — slide thru square thru
promenade.
three hands swing corner
Comment: Good instrumental with a dance figure that is fairly standard. The caller comes
through clearly. The choreography is
Rating: ***
Mainstreat.
IT'S HIGH TIME — Square Tunes 207
Key: A Tempo: 128 Range: HC Sharp
LA
Caller: Johnny Preston
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade —
swing at home join hands circle left allemande — weave ring -- swing promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four hands
— do sa do corner touch one quarter
ladies trade
scoot back — single hinge
square thru three
recycle — pass to center
hands swing corner promenade.
Comments: Some problems may be encountered due to the melody line and amount of
words to meter. Callers should listen to assess
for themselves. The minor key that is used
occasionally is very pronounced. Figure is
Rating: **
Mainstream.

0

6,

New for '84!

SUPREME MINI

MAY THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN —
Square Tunes 203
Key: E Flat, F & G Tempo: 130 Range: HG
LE Flat
Caller: Randy Dougherty
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A lot of rhythm to a well known tune
The music has lots of pep. In some places the
dual voices made it hard for dancers to hear
from the floor. Caller should be a little more
.

the power packed
little speaker
II

Just 11" High,
• Weighs Only 9 Lbs. ■
8" Wide, fiati" Deep. • 6" x9" Speaker.
• Extreme Clarity. • Full Range.
• Wide Angle Dispersion. • Perfect
For Workshops. • As A Monitor.
• For Traveling Callers. • 50 Watts Peak.
• 8 OHMS.

NOW ONLY $135 plus $6 shipping
Bill and Peggy Heyman
271 Greenway Road
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
201-445-7398
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QUALITY NAME BADGES
NEW CLUBS — free design help ALL
guest, special event, fun,
CLUBS
gimmick badges, charms (including
ROVER, Square Angels, Retriever,
etc.)
PANIC BUTTONS — flag with square
dance saying pops up
RHINESTONE BADGES — your name, also Hug-N-Bug,
Snuggle Bunny, Glow Worm, Turtles. KK
—

-

write or call for more info'

A to Z Engraving, Co., Inc.
1150 Brown Street, Wauconda, IL 60084
312/526-7396
A Custom Service Since 1956
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distinct. Overall considered a good release
with good figure and music. Rated as one of
the better ones this month. Rating: ****,
YOU CALL EVE-1'180Di" DARLiNG
Roofers-TRR 122
Range: HC
Tempo: 128
Key: F
Caller: Danny Payne
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square four ladies chain - chain back -- promenade
(Figure) Heads square thru four -- corner do
sa do swing thru boys trade boys run
- bend the line right and left thru — ladies
lead Dixie style boys cross fold swing

BElkbERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in these
pages. Your listing will reach 80,000 square
dancers, many of them potential record buyers. For
information regarding these special listings write
SQUARE DANCING Advertising, 462 North
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048. Our
Telephone: (213) 652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.
* CALIFORNIA
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
* CANADA
GLAMAR DANCE CRAFT LTD.
3584 E. Hastings, Vancouver, B.C. V5K-207
THOMASSON S/D SPECIALTIES
121 Barrington Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
R2M 2A8

corner — promenade (Alternate break) Four
ladies chain chain back do paso head
ladies center teacup chain (Pius figure)
Heads curlique — walk and dodge right
and lett thru
veer to left -- couples circulate
crossfire coordinate - boys move up
and bend the line square thru three hands
-- swing corner promenade.
Comment: A tune that has been around for a
long time and most dancers will be able to
sing along.The figure offers the Plus dancers
plenty of action with the use of walk and
dodge, crossfire, tea cup chain and coordinate and it works nicely. Caller is easily un* NEBRASKA
HILLTOP FASHIONS (402) 553-9601
6246 Decatur St., Omaha 68104
* NEVADA
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP, INC.
145B Hubbard Way, Reno 89501
* NEW JERSEY
CALLERS'-CUERS CORNER/SUPREME AUDIO
271 Greenway Rd., Ridgewood 07450
(201) 445-7398 Free Catalog
* NEW YORK
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC.
230 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10011
(212) 691-1934
* NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S RECORDS & CALLERS SUPPLY
2304 Maywood St., Greensboro 27403

* COLORADO
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214

* OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 45236
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609

* FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST
2248 Casa Vista Dr., Palm Harbor 33563

* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11913 N.E. Halsey, Portland 97220

* ILLINOIS
CROSS COUNTRY RECORDS/TAPES
5104 N. Claremont, Chicago 60625

* TENNESSEE
CALLER'S RECORD CORNER
163 Angeles, Memphis 38104

* INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6315 Rockville Rd., Indianapolis 46224

* TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
P.O. Box 17668, Dallas 75217
Phone (214) 398-7508

* MINNESOTA
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORDS (PALOMINO)
R16 Fnri=iRt Hi!!s nr . CA/, Rochester 55901
Order Toll Free 1-800-328-3800
J-J RECORD
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E., St. Paul 55106
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* WASHINGTON
-vc
r--Nur-NLer'r
I__. Li N. I i..7

11 L_

n J

504 N. Sargent Rd., Spokane 99212
PONDEROSA SHOP/RILEY'S AQUA BARN
15227 Maple Valley Hwy, Renton 98055
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1 line -Slim Jim" $1.25
Name only,
regular size $1.25
Name and town
OR design $1.50
Name and town
and design $1.75
Name, town, design
and club name $2.00
State shape $2.50 and up

DIXIE
STILES
DOWNTOWN, U.S.A.

ANY STATE SHAPE $2.50 & UP EACH
We Design Club Badges
Blue, Green. Brown, Red,
Order Any Badge in Any
Yellow, Walnut.
Color—Black, White,
Please Send Check With Order

derstood. Alternate figures are available.
Rating: ***
GOOD TIMES Ponderosa 004
Key: B Flat & B Tempo: 128 Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Mike DeSisto
LB Flat
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A rhythm release and the calling is
good. The choreography is Mainstream and
well-timed. The music is above average with a
strong beat. Callers can handle this tune successfully.
Rating: ****

Add 15v per badge for postage and handling

MICRO PLASTICS
Phone (303) 625- i i8

Box 847 Riflo. ("WA. 81650

SALE!
RECORDS $1 RECORDS
The Sale Includes
Chaparral
Rhythm • ESP
Bob Cat • Kalox
Hi Hat • Lou Mac
Red Boot • Blue Star

See Us At The
33rd National
Square Dance Convention
June 28-30, 1984
Baltimore, Maryland
Booth #32
163
Angelus
Memphis,
Tenn.
38104

Plus
Many
Others!

Caller's
Record
Corner

***

SCHOOL DAYS — Pan Handle 103
Key: G Minor Tempo: 136 Range: HD
Caller: Chuck Berry
LD
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square
left allemande — weave ring
swing —
promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four
corner do sa do swing thru boys run —
bend the line right and left thru — flut-

Orders Only:
(800) 238-2490
Info: (901) 725-5575

EL DORADO

I'M HANGING AROUND — Lazy Eight 19
Range: HP
Key: D & E
Tempo: 126
Caller: Marvin Boatwright
LA
Synopsis: (Intro & end) Four ladies chain three
quarters chain back circle left -- ladies
in — men sashay -- left allemande — weave
ring do sa do — promenade (Break) Ladies
chain across rollaway circle left -- four
ladies rollaway — circle -- left allemande
(Figure) Heads square thru four hands do
sa do -- make ocean wave -- swing thru
boys run right — couples circulate -- chain
down the line pass the ocean — all eight
circulate -- swing corner — promenade.
Comment: A nice melody with a few minor
chords which add a little flavor. Marvin sounds
great. The figure offers a chain down the line. It
works nicely and has a relaxed feeling. Music
has a strong beat and key change that adds to
the presentation.
Rating:

i512

Don
Jerry
Buddy
NEW RELEASES
ED 105 I'M INTO LOVING YOU by Jerry
ED 401 JUST ENOUGH LOVE FOR ONE WOMAN
ED 204 ROCKIN' WITH MY BABY by Don
ED 101 TELL ME WHAT IT'S LIKE
ED 402 EVERYBODY WANTS TO GO by Buddy
ED 201 SUBDIVISION BLUES
ED 104 I WANT YOUR LOVE FOREVER by Jerry
ED 301 A GOOD GAL IS HARD TO FIND
RECENT BEST SELLERS
ED 102 RUBY ANN
ED 202 COUNTRY CABINITIS
ED 103 LATE NITE LOVIN' MAN
ED 203 LIVIN' IN THESE TROUBLED TIMES
ED 301 I CAN SEE FOREVER LOVIN' YOU
JERRY BRADLEY, 2139 Delta Waters Rd., Medford, OR 97504 (503) 779-7411
DON POLING, 2621 Table Rock Rd., Medford, OR 97501 (503) 772-9035
BUDDY ALLISON 4259 Springdale Circle, Powder Springs, GA 30073 (404) 943-9579
,

74
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MUM RECORDS
EASY MATERIAL USING CALLERLAB BASICS 1-22
Instrumental 45 rpm. Dance description included.
WW 113
WW 201
WW 203
WW 212
WW 304
WW 305
WW 309
WW 311
WW 600

Gentle On My Mind
Hey Lei Lee Lei Lee
Engine 9
Bad Bad Leroy Brown
Big Sombrero Contra
Robinson Crusoe
Long Lonesome Highway
Glendale Train
If My Friends Could See Me Now

Callerlab Basics 1-8
Callerlab Basics 1-8
Callerlab Basics 1-14
Callerlab Basics 1-8
Callerlab Basics 1-22
Callerlab Basics 1-16
Callerlab Basics 1-21
Callerlab Basics 1-19
Basics 1-17

Bob
Ruff

$3.25 ea. Add $1/order for mailing.
California add sales tax.

For above dances with calling by BOB RUFF order WW LP 1001, "Square Dance Party For The New
Dancer, No. 11". $8.95 plus $1 for mailing.

Mail to:

Bob Ruff—Wagon Wheel Records, 8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier, CA 90605 (213) 693-5976

terwheel slide thru swing promenade.
Comment: From the floor the dancers had a most
difficult time hearing the caller. The beat is
solid and music is average. Phrasing needs to
be reworked. The tempo is quick but
Rating: **
danceable.
ALABAMA JUBILEE — Roofers TRR 116
Range: HB
Tempo: 128
Key: G
LD
Caller: Gerald McWhirter
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A well-known tune that may be due
for a reissue. The figure is well-timed and the
music is above average. Dancers enjoyed the

\

choreography. The offering of alternate figures is a plus for the callers. Rating: ***
FIRST TASTE OF TEXAS — Bonanza 001
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 120
Range: HD
Caller: Doug Davis
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Intro & end) Circle left -- left allemande — do sa do — men star left turn
thru — left allemande swing promenade
(Break) Sides face grand square circle left
— left allemande
swing
promenade
(Figure) Heads square thru four hands do
sa do — swing thru -- boys run right — bend
the line — right and left thru pass the ocean

/
THE BRIGHTEST
IDEA EVER!
Listen First —
Buy Later

•-■■
••••-•••+.

TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE
3508 Palm Beach Blvd.,
Ft. Myers, Florida 33905
The only way for a really "bright" caller to keep current with all the great new music coming
out. Add to this the convenience and speed of toll free ordering of records, and you have
the finest tape service anywhere in the world.
3 year S&R/D Calendars available
81/2" X 11", 1983, 1984, 1985.
Information call:
(813) 332-4200

Need Records in a hurry? Call Toll Free 1-800-237-2442

The "Original" Subscription Tape Service
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CURRENT RELEASES

Staff:
Stan Burdick
Don Malcom
Walt Cole

3rd Annual

Ozark
Callers
Academy

Callers School
May 26-28, 1984
Kansas City, MO.

Our staff has more than "fifty years of combined calling
experience. We bring you the most extensive caller
training course ever offered.
MAVERICK ENTERPRISES
INFO
824 N. Adams. Nevada, MO R4779

James
Maxey
Newest Releases
BA-402 You Were On My Mind by Bobby Keefe
BA-602 Bill Bailey by Johnny Walter
BA-601 Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover by Johnny Walter
BA-105 So Round So Firm So Fully Packed by James Maxey
BA-106 A Litle Billy Tear Let Me Down by James Maxey

BRAHMA RECORDS

904-268-9705
11909 Hoodlanding, Jacksonville, Fl. 32223
Distributed by Corsair.Continental Corp.

DANCING
DOLL...
$24 95
KRAUS
of CALIFORNIA

Islev4
co Ws
GENUINE GLOVE
LEATHER combined
with an elasticized throat
and buckled strap for perfect fit.
Add a foam cushioned insole for comfort that keeps
you dancing. 1 1'4 "heel. WHITE, BONE, CAMEL,
NAVY. RED or BLACK. In full and half sizes .
6-10N, and 5-10 M, W.

$o4and bug
Sall° f r 4
590
ttE
FOR FAST PERSONAL
24 HOUR SERVICE T

CALL 602-747-5000
Charge Orders Only

ld
Erveblo
raders
1
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Add $1.95 p&h one item

$2.95 for two or more
AZ res. add 7'),, tax

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR MONEY BACK!

Enclosed is $1 for newest

FASHION CATALOG
and a $2 BONUS CHECK .

Dept. BDX1A
3740 E. 34th Street,
Tucson, Arizona 85713

APRIL, 1984

FLIPS
A Taste of the Wine—D. Bayer
RB
292
Are You Teasin' Me?—J. Murray
GW
607
Blue Eyes Don't Make An Angel
—M. Flippo
BS
2226
Bonaparte's Retreat—J. Porritt
JP
218
Cab Driver—N. Bliss
BS
2225
Can't Take Texas Out of Me—R. ShulerROC
106
D's Rhythm—D. Clendenin
CHNK 508
Dance at Twilight—P. Hartman
FTC 32047
False Hearted Girl—B. Wise
HH
5066
Fireball Hoeclo‘Ain—J. Br:sc.~,oe
BM
063
Fireball Mail—J. Eubanks
BM
062
Fireball Mail—G. McWhirter
TRR
119
Friday Nite Blues—J. Wykoff
BS
2218
Gordo's Quadrille — J. Murtha
SD
002
Happy Song — J. Murtha
SD
001
CHNK
Home Grown—B. Stutevous
507
TB
234
Houston—B. Bennett
How Can I Love Her So Much
7
L8
—J.N. Beaird
CHNK 058
I Can Love You—J. Hattrick
If I Were A Rich Man
BOG
1348
—T. White & D. Davis
237
If Loving You Is Wrong—B. Lepard ....BR
I've Tried To Find A Partner
C/W 2001
—H. Wilhm
BSH
123
Johnny Cash Medley—S. Kolb
BM
Love Letters—R. Mineau
061
32
Love Will Turn You Around—T. Trainor MR
2224
BS
Me and My Gal—J. Wykoff
Miss Emily's Picture—J. Berg
5
CC
BS
Morning Glory Do—N. Bliss
2220
BS
2221
Oh Baby Mine—R. Strickland
301
One of Those Wonderful Songs—S. UIenUR
2223
Paradise Called Tennessee—M. Flippo .BS
007M
Ponderosa Patter—M. DeSisto
Should I Do It—R. Shuler
SS
2379
Smile Away Each Rainy Day—J. Creel LORE 1213
KAL
1292
Snowbird—J. Jones
107
FT
Song Sung Blue—R. Hampton
Strong Weaknesses
ESP
205
—E. Sheffield & P. Marcum
FT
108
Tell Me Baby Why—J. Henderson
PR
That Old Gang of Mine—S. Mitchell
1065
678
There's A Song In the Wind—F. Lane DR
BS
2222
Wanted Man—J. Wykoff
War Is Hard on the Homefront
GW
606
—M. VanWart
Who's Gonna Play This Ole Piano
TRR
124
—G. McWhirter & D. Payne
ROUNDS
922
HH
Anytime/cues
HH
889
Baby 0' Mine/cues
SCOPE 19
Left Footers One Step/Happy Polka
GR
17055
Taste of Honey/cues
GR
17054
Three-quarter Time Waltz/cues
BEE
315
Valley of the Moon/Strollin'
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RECORD DEALER
Prepared by

14E Ofttattal AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
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„Music that works for lou
Newest Release:

Ur=
2141)LUDZ

ROC-106 Can't Take The Texas Out of Me

Robert Schuler

Current Releases:
ROC-105 16th Avenue
ROC-104 Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah
ROC-103 White Winged Dove
ROC-102 One In A Million by Bill Knecht
ROC-101 Another Honky Tonk Night on Broadway by Linda Carol Forrest

5238 Appleblossom Lane, Friendswood, TX 77546
distributed by Twelgrenn and Merrbach
- swing thru — turn thru left allemande
promenade.
Comment: The tempo on this is very relaxing but
may be somewhat slower than the average
dancer is used to. The music is most acceptable. The figure is average. The calling is clear
Rating: **
and easily understood.

SPECIAL

Tune: Sheik Of Araby
Comment: A good standard tune with fine musical accompaniment by Top musicians. This
release can be used by callers for one-night
stands as it is intended. Figure can be
changed to fit the circumstance for each occasion.
Rating: ***

HOEDOWNS

MODERN ONE-NIGHT STAND SERIES
LITTLE BETTY BROWN #2 — Kalox 1287
Key: G
Top 25366
Tempo: 132
Tempo: 128 Music: Kalox Rhythm Boys Band — Piano,
Key: G
Range: HC LD
Caller: Dick Jones
Please see RECORDS, page 80

CAL GOLDEN "ON THE ROAD AGAIN"
Cal Will Be Calling The Following
FESTIVALS AND WEEKENDS
May 25-26—Arkie Stars Memorial Day Weekend, Arkadelphia, Arkansas
Sept. 13, 14, 15—Alaska Festival, Anchorage, Alaska
Sept. 28-29—Neptune Festival, Virginia Beach, Virginia
October 20—Rose Festival, Tyler, Texas
October 26, 27, 28-1st Annual Ozark Festival, Diamond City, Arkansas
Call Will Conduct The Following
CALLERS SEMINARS
June 22, 23, 24—Tulsa Callers Assoc., Tulsa, Oklahoma
Sept. 18-19—Rainier Caller Assoc., Tacoma, Washington
Sept. 21, 22, 23—Victoria District Caller Assoc., Victoria, Canada
October 6-7—Callers Assoc. of Winnipeg, Winnipeg, Canada
Cal Is On Staff At These
CALLER COLLEGES
April 19, 20, 21—Caller Coach School, Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Chicago, Ill.
Cal, Al Brundage, Frank Lane, Jack Lasry, Jim Mayo, Bill Peters
June 11-15—Stillwater, Oklahoma, Cal and Carl Anderson
July 9-13—Hot Springs Arkansas, Cal and Carl Anderson
August 13-17—Hot Springs, Arkansas, Cal and Carl Anderson
Sept. 3-7—Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, Cal & John Kaltenthaler
October 14-18—Stillwater, Oklahoma, Cal and Carl Anderson
ral, Stan Burdick, Jerry & Becky Cope
November 4-9—r^pe rrest, rfflard,
FOR INFORMATION: SHARON GOLDEN, 300 ELMHURST, HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS 71913
PHONE: 501-624-7274
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WeberJ
kle4terx Wear

vise]

DAY OR NITE
PHONE (301) 724-2925

CUMBERLAND, MD 21502

104 WEMPE DRIVE

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED & CRAFTED FOR THE
CLOGGER. ROUND TOE, FULLY LINED,
FRENCH CORD BOUND THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP STRAP, !
INCH LEATHER COVERED HEEL. ONLY AS
SHOWN.

ROUND TOE, FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT. FEATURES AN ORNATE 1 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP
STRAP. 1 INCH HIGH HEEL. ONLY AS
SHOWN.
COLORS
Yellow
Brown
Bone
Black
White
Gold
Silver
Navy
Red

COLORS:
Black
White
Taps Inc.

$34.95
Postage $2.00

Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

HIGHLY FASHIONED MODIFIED TOE, FULLY
LINED, FRENCH CORD BOUND THROAT, 1/2
INCH BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP
STRAP, 2 INCH LEATHER COVERED HEEL,
ONLY AS SHOWN.

SQUARE TOE, FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT, 7/8 INCH BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC
GORE INSTEP STRAP, 11/4 INCH LEATHER
COVERED HEEL. ONLY AS SHOWN.

COLORS:
Black
White
Silver
Gold
Brown
Navy
Red
Bone

COLORS:
Bone
Camel
Brown
Hot Pink
Navy
Lime
Purple
Yellow
Red
Postage $2.00

Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

semot
vrsor

_

master charge

VISA

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

kieberJ
kieJtera Wear

ALL LEATHER

DAY OR NITE
104 WEMPE DRIVE — CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 — PHONE (301) 724-2925

11101,014
% we

Weotersi Wear

I

VISA'

104 WEMPE DRIVE

CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 —

DAY OR NITE
PHONE (301) 724-2925

L_

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

UNLINED PUMP, LONGER CUT ELASTICIZED
THROAT FOR A SECURE FIT. AVAILABLE #22
TOE. 1/2 INCH LOW OR 1 INCH HIGH HEEL.

FEATURES AN INSTEP STRAP JOINED BY AN
ELASTIC RING, UNLINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT. AVAILABLE #22 TOE, 1/2 INCH LOW
OR 1 INCH HIGH HEEL.

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High - 1"

#22 TOE SHOWN
HIGH HEEL SHOWN

$27.95
Postage $2.00

COLORS:
White
Gold
Silver
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black

COLORS:
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Borwn
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black
White
Gold
Silver

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

#22 TOE,
LOW HEEL SHOWN.

$27.95
Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP STRAP.
AVAILABLE #22 LOW OR HIGH HEEL.

FEATURES THE HIGH STYLED T-STRAP VAMP,
FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE. AVAILABLE # .
TOE, LOW OR HIGH HEEL.
COLORS
White
Gold
Silver
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High 1"

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High 1"
#22 TOE, LOW HEEL SHOWN.

$29.95

COLORS:
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black
White
Gold
Silver

Postage $2.00
Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High 1"
#22 TOE SHOWN
LOW HEEL SHOWN

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

$29.95
Postage $2.00

ALL LEATHER
_ master charge

- VISA

Waiter,' Weep

-1/1 1A/CRAnr
11
V V I.- Ivey
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DAY OR NITE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 — PHONE (301) 724-2925

CAMPING AND SQUARE DANCING .
TWO GREAT ACTIVITIES!

• •

Join The National Square
Dance Campers Association

NSO
CAMPER

For information about joining ar forming a chapter in
your area write:

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CAMPERS ASSOC. IN.
P.O. BOX 224, LITTLE CHUTE, WISCONSIN 54140

RECORDS, continued from page 77
Drums, Guitar, Bass
DEEP ELM — Flip side to Little Betty Brown #2

Tempo: 126
Key: F
Music: Kalox Rhythm Boys Band — Guitar
Banjo, Piano, Bass
Comment: Both of these hoedowns are lively
well-balanced instrumentals. Rating: ****
FOLSOM PRISON #2 — Kalox 1286
Tempo: 128
Key: F
Music: Kalox Rhythm Boys Band — Bass,
Guitar, Banjo
JOHNNY UP A GUM STUMP — Flip side to

Folsom Prison #2
Tempo: 136
Key: F
Music: Kalox Rhythm Boys Band — Guitar,
Banjo, Bass
Comment: Both hoedowns are rhythmic. The
tempo is fairly fast on "Johnny Up a Gum
Stump."
Rating: l'.̀(**
TRAVEL, continued from page 14
Fred & Thelma Reid (416) 492 8003:
-

MOTOR COACH TO CONVENTION, July 29.
Hays Travel Service, Box 645, 70 Dunlop St.,
W, Barrie, ONT L4M 4V1: CONVENTION +
MINNEAPOLIS, CHICAGO (Mac & Norma Mar-

IT:111

ASTATIC

SUPREME

m

Bill & Peggy Heyman

ei6
‘7
Li1/4
DANCERS!
,.„:%., "..w..
(
CT
C,0 RECORD YOUR FAVORITEgic

271 Greenway Road
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
201-445-7398

CLASS OR CALLER WITHOUT illr
0 LEAVING THE FLOOR.
0

>z
0

Bill & Peggy Heyman

5THE SWITCH TURNS YOUR TAPE
RECORDER ON OR OFF WHEN
YOU'RE READY

THE SWITCH
• Pocket Size • Powerful • Wireless
• Remote Control Switch
• Operates Up To 300 Feet
• Perfect For Recording Dances & Classes
• Save Tape — Record Only What You Want
• Operates On Regular 9 Volt Battery
• 1000 Watt Capacity
• Manufacturer's Warrantee
Now Only $49.95 direct by mail
shipping and handling 53.00

MARANTZ
VARIABLE SPEED PORTABLE
CASSETTE RECORDERS PUT YOU IN CONTROL.
Practice At Home
Or Just Enjoy Hearing Your
Favorite Caller
• Variable Speed Control
Deluxe Portable also has:
• Memory Rewind And
. . Plus Or Minus 15%
• One Touch Record
Replay
• Ambient Noise Control
• Cue And Review
• 115 V. AC Or Battery Power • Bias And Equalization
Switch For Metal Oxide
• Automatic Or Manual
Tapes
Limiter Record Level
• Tape Counter
• 4-Inch Full Range Speaker
Model PMD-220
• Auxiliary Input
• Built-In Electret Condenser
Now Only $243.95
Microphone
plus $6.00 shipping
• Impact Resistant Lexan Case
Model PMD-200 Now Only $179.95 plus $6.00 shipping

1

0
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GRENN, INC.

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

Latest Rounds
GR 17055 Taste of Honey combination by Nina & Charlie
Ward
GR 17054 3/4 Time Waltz by George Gray
GR 17053 Beautiful Waltz by Art & Ruth Youwer
GR 17052 Yellow Rockin' Rose by Jay & Boots Herrmann
GR 17051 You Are Love waltz by Della & Fred Sweet
GR 17050 I Wanta Quickstep by Eddie & Audrey Palmquist
GR 17049 Alabama Waltz by Bob & Helen Smithwick

Latest One-Night-Stands
GR 15005 Everywhere Mixer/Bubbles Mixer by Bob
Howell
GR 15008 E-Z Mixer/Wild Turkey Mixer by Bob Howell
GR 15012 Summer Comfort/Ole Smoothy Mixer by Bob
Howell
GR 15013 Winter Mixer/4-Skate Mixer by Bob Howell
GR 15018 C.J. Mixer/Red Sox Ramble by Bob Howell
GR 16016 Virginia Reel by Dan Martin

cellus), July 29.
John & Muriel Burton, 91 Bedford Ct., Ottawa, ONT K1K 0E6: CONVENTION +
MANITOULIN ISLAND, KAKABEKA FALLS, etc.,
July 27.
Bob & Jane Jaffray, RR 1, Ennismore, ONT
KOL 110: CONVENTION + SOO LOCKS
CRUISE, MACKINAC ISLAND, FRANKENMUTH, MICHIGAN, July 28.
Carolina Ken Folks Tour, PO Box 2482,
Shelby, NC 28150: CONVENTION + MIDWEST
USA (Ken & Beth Rollins), July 30.
To the 33rd National S/D Convention:
Blackwood Travel, 2217 Hampshire St.,

Suite 101, Quincy, IL 62301, June 25.
Aladdin Travel, 2375 Arden Way, Sacramento, CA 95825, June 23.
Midwest Travel Service, 2936 Bella Vista Dr.,
Midwest City, OK 73110: RIDE AMTRAK, June
28.
Holloway Tours, 6871 Danvers Dr., Garden
Grove, CA 92645: VARIOUS PACKAGES, June
24.
George & Pat White, 4918 19th St. S.E.,
Rochester, MN 55904: CONVENTION +
WASHINGTON D.C., June 22.
Carolina Ken Folks Tour, PO Box 2482,
Shelby, NC 28150: CONVENTION + ATLANTIC

C & C ORIGINALS

This dress has a circle skirt with ruffle attached to bottom. Leaf
shaped overlays are stitched to the skirt, overlapping each
other. Rickrack is topstitched around each leaf overlay. Lace is
stitched to bottom of ruffle. Bodice has midriff and full top with a
ruffle at the neck line and puff sleeve. Rickrack is stitched at the
top of the midriff and waistline. Lace is stitched to the outer edge
of neck ruffle. Patterns are multi-size (5-7-9, 6-8-10, 12-14-16,
18-20-40). Patterns are complete with layout, cutting, and assembly instructions. Ask for this pattern and other C&C Original
patterns at your local square dance shops. If unavailable order
direct.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME.

SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS

Mail to: C & C ORIGINALS
Rt. 8 Box 78, Harrison, AR 72601
Pattern #

Size

Amount per pattern $4.00 No. (
Complete brochure 500
Postage & Handling
(see chart below)
Total amount enclosed
(U.S. funds only)
Name
Address
City

POSTAGE & HANDLING FEES
1 pattern
$1.25
$2.00
2 patterns
3 patterns
$2.50

SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

Zip

State
4 patterns
5 patterns
6 patterns

$2.75
$3.00
$3.25
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CALLING
BY
JACK
MURTHA

NEW RELEASES
SD-001 Happy Song
SD-002 Gordo's Quadrille
These flip records are made with special attention to

clarity and balance on the called side for use by
teachers and dancers.
JACK MURTHA FNTFRpPAsPc • p

r\N" elb

•-•

•

_11., /JIY4-31,)0) • 145 (AIN ION ST. •

YUBA CITY, CA 95991 • (916) 673 1120
-

I
CITY, June 27.
Carol's World Travel, 6640 Ridge Rd., Port
Richey, FL 33568 (Joe & Carol Prystupa) June
26.

PLE S ARMY RECREATION VACATION (For
U.S. Forces/DOD Personnel Only), June.

NATIONAL, continued from page 48
that the physical labor as well as the time
involved makes it impossible to handle
changes in any other way. This also applies to
transferring from one group request to another and adding people to a group.
The Registration and Housing Committee
is looking forward to a great Convention in
Baltimore and is doing their utmost to make
everyone's stay a happy one.

TOURS ORIGINATING OVERSEAS
Art & Blanche Shepherd, PO Box 15-045,
Christchurch 6, New Zealand: ADVENTURE '84,
—Wait List Only.
Dip-N-Divers, Altmannstrasse 18, 8000
Muenchen 21, Germany: MEDITERRANEAN
CRUISE (Hans-Dieter-Keh) October 15.
Jim Jenkins, Winterhauser Str. 101, D8700
Wurzburg, Germany: YUGOSLAVIAN PEO-

Don't know where to store your petticoats neatly and conveniently? Solve your petticoat problems with an all new

Decorate your room and keep as many as 12 petticoats neat and
easy to reach. This spring-tension petticoat tree is satin brass
plated with 12 specially designed hooks to make it easy to
remove and replace your petticoats. The tree fits snugly between
floor and ceiling, and can be easily relocated. It fits ceiling heights
7'10" to 8'3" (special heights on request).
HANGERS AVAILABLE «, 94c EA. (WHITE, CREME, BROWN)
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (818) 244-6373

Mail to: R&J SPECIALTIES
Dept. SO
1215 Roberta Ave., Glendale, CA 91201
Petticoat Tree(s) <<r $34.50 ea.
Hangers
at 94c ea.
Pius shipping & handling

S 3.00

Amount enclosed
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
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Music By:
"Southern"
Satisfaction
Band

ESP 1001 LP or C ESP AND YOU by Sheffield, Jr.
ESP presents an album for your listening and performing
pleasure. Side One has vocals by Elmer. Flip it over and
you become the artist with the same instruments.

Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
Tallahassee,

Larry Letson
Carmel, Indiana

NEW RELEASES
ESP 604 I'm Satisfied by Larry
ESP 603 Salty Dog Blues by Larry
ESP 506 I Still Love You In The Same Old Way by Bob
ESP 505 Swingin' by Bob
ESP 401 Sizzlin' (hoedown, Mainstream calls) by Bob
ESP 312 Lover In Disguise by Paul
ESP 311 My Lady Loves Me by Paul
ESP 205 Strong Weakness by Elmer & Paul
ESP 121 New Looks From An Old Lover by Elmer
ESP 120 Put Your Arms Around Me by Elmer
RECENT RELEASES
ESP 119 Way Down Deep by Elmer
ESP 118 In Times Like These by Elmer
ESP 117 Engine #9 by Elmer (harmony-Toxy Oxendine)
ESP 116 A Good Night's Love by Elmer
ESP 115 San Antonio Nights by Elmer
ESP 114 Heart Broke by Elmer
ESP 204 I Wouldn't Change You by Elmer & Paul
ESP 203 I Think About Your Love by Elmer & Paul
ESP 202 Golden Memories by Elmer & Paul
ESP 201 Hanky Tonk Queen by Elmer & Paul
ESP 310 Good 'N Country by Paul
ESP 309 Good Ole Days by Paul
ESP 308 I Can't See Texas From Here by Paul
ESP 307 Ain't It Been Love by Paul
ESP 504 I Wish I Was In Nashville by Bob
ESP 503 Coney Island Washboard Gal by Bob
ESP 502 Ain't Got Nothin' To Lose by Bob
ESP 501 Ease The Fever by Bob
ESP 602 Mama Don't Allow by Larry
ESP 601 Gonna Have A Party by Larry
ESP 400 Lightnin' by Elmer (hoedown)
ESP 001 Birdie Song (mixer)
NOW AVAILABLE FROM ESP
ESP/RBS 1261 Honky Tonk Saturday Night by Elmer
ESP/RBS 1262 Elvira by Elmer
ESP/RBS 1263 Tight Fittin' Jeans by Elmer
ESP/RBS 1264 Takin' It Easy by Elmer

Elmer Sheffield Productions, Inc.
3765 Lakeview Dr.
Tallahassee, Fla. 32304
904 576-4088/575-1020

Paul Marcum
Nashville, Tenn.

Bob Newman
Paducah, KY

ESP WEEKENDS
April 27 & 28, 1984
Nashville, TN
Contact, Elsie Marcum
(615) 889-6238
May 25 & 26, 1984
A

Contact, Bettye Chambers
(404) 934-4090

DISTRIBUTED BY Corsair Continental Corp.
Pomona, Calif.
Caller's Record Corner
Memphis, Tenn.

Mark Patterson
182 No. Broadway #4
Lexington, KY 40507
NEW RELEASES
JP218 Bonaparte's Retreat — Joe
JP403 Morning Dew — Joe & Mark
JP701 Old Buck — Stew Shacklette
JP601 Travel On — Mark
JP217 Love Letters In The Sand — Joe
JP216 Devil Woman — Joe
JP215 Little Red Wagon — Joe
JP214 Sweet Georgia Brown
— Joe
JP505 Muddy River/Feeling
Good — Hoedown
Bob & Joe
JP402 Four In The Morning
JP401 Tennessee Sunshine

The Late Bob Vinyard
JP114 Yellow Ribbon
JP113 Angry
JP112 Bobby McGee
JP111 Nevertheless
HOEDOWNS
Jopat/Jolee JP110 Once In My Life
JP501
JP502 Country Cat/ JP109 See You In My
Dreams
City Slicker

JP503 Sunshine/ JP108 Matador
JP106 Heartbreak
Moonshine
Mountain
JP504 Uptown/
Downtown JP105 I Don't Know Why
JP103 Selfish
JP102 Rhythm of Rain

Joe Porritt —
Owner/Producer
1616 Gardiner Lane —
Ste. 202
Louisville, KY 40250
(502) 459-2455
Joe Porritt
JP213 You Take The Leaving
JP212 IRoll Out The BarreII
JP211 Fightin' Side Of Me
JP210 Blow Up The T.V.
JP209 Country Wasn't Cool
JP208 Friday Night Blues
JP206 I Feel Better
All Over
ROUNDS (Loehrs)
JP205 Don't Drink
JP301 All Of Me
From The River
JP302 No Love
JP204 Gonna Have
At All
A Ball

Order from: JoPat Records, Denise Benningfield, 217 Glissade Dr. Fairdale, KY 40118 (502) 368-6376

WORLD, continued from page 51
United Cerebral Palsy Telethon on KTTV
Channel 11 by a representative group that
included International President, Ralph Osborn, Regional Director South, Carmen
Glass, Los Angeles Chapter President, Bruce
Reiter and Los Angeles Chapter VicePresident and Fund Raising Chairman, Glen
Popperwell.
The donation was the result of a successful
Cerebral Palsy Fund Raising Dance held by
the L.A. Chapter and attended by most of the

Southern California's B'n'B's plus a few other
clubs. The venture was apparently only the
beginning. There are plans to start earlier next
year and involve all the B'n'B Chapters across
the country, as well as other associations and
clubs.
—Glen Popperwell
New officers for the Southern California
Square Dance Callers Association are Lou
Masters, president, Ron Elder, vice president, Floyd Oppenheimer, treasurer and Art
Daniels, secretary. The Association plans to
spotlight more Mainstream dances in 1984

SQUARE SE ROUND DANCING FOOTWEAR

r
DEERSKINS I
STYLE B

"RINGO"
$25.90

1st Quality
PRANCER
SQUARES

by Coast

MEN & WOMEN I

STYLE A
MEN ONLY

MENS

Black, White,
Red, Silver

I

I

STYLE D
ROUND DANCERS
Reg.
$50.00 I ONLY $16.90
THEATRICAL $19.90
$39.90 I* 2nd Pair - $13.901 "MANDY"

Bldg k, Luggage. Brown. Bone
Size', 7 14 • All Widths

WOMENS $34.90
Bone or
Reg $42.00
Luggage Tan

I
I

mom

by Coast

(Of same size)
White, Black, Smooth Black,
Patent. Gold, Silver, Navy,

i

$34.90

Red, Brown, Bone •
N,M,W Widths
am.

'TAiLrochester
shoe stores
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale, N.Y. 13211
(Syracuse) Ph. (315) 455-7334

84

STYLE G

j Black, White,

STYLE E

Send with order:
Style • Color • Width • Price
Your name, address, city, state, zip.
Add $1.75 per pair for postage &
handling.
Check, Visa, MasterCard Accepted
.
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"RUFFLES" ORIGINALS
9091 E. Kayenta Drive
Tucson, Arizona 85749
(602) 749-9085
Wholesale & Retail

(Manufacturers)

INTRODUCES OUR NEW
"CAMIPANT"
Cased elastic waist

Designed by
VERA HARTMANN
Contour fit
No more unnecessary
bulk around front
and back.

Nylon Tricot.

COLORS
White
Red
Black
Lemon
Blue
Lt. Green
Pink
Beige
Aqua
Lilac
Multi

Stretch "RUFFLES"
for flexibility and
comfort

Also in medium length

6-8-10-12-14-16
Dress sizes
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $7.50 (Reg. $10.00) DURING APRIL WHITE ONLY
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: "RUFFLES"

CAMIPANT

Name

SIZE

Address

COLOR

City

QUANTITY

Add P&H $1.50/Add 750 each additional (Ariz. Res. Add Sales Tax 5%)

State

Send 20 cent postage stamp for FREE BROCHURE. Practice Slips. Petticoats.

Zip

SINGLE? ENTHUSIASTIC?
Interested in starting a SINGLES'
Square Dance Club? LET US HELP!
Become affiliated with the largest
Singles' Square Dance Club in the
World!
Lawrence & Marian Foerster
623 Wadge Ave. S.
Park River, ND 58270

WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW!
BACHELORS 'N' BACHELORETTES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
c/o RALPH OSBORNE, International President
P.O. Box 1214
South Gate, CA 90280

Ph. 701 284-7901

Jewelry, towel holders and metal dancers available.
Wholesale only. Please include your State sales tax
number with catalog request. Dancers, please encourage your local shop to give us a try.

and will hold a series of seminars at each regular meeting. Jonesy Jones held forth on
"One-Night Stands"February 26th and Bill
Peters will be featured with a callers' seminar,
April 29th. 10 callers were graduated from the
Association's Caller Class last November
20th.
Jack Drake
—

Arkansas
Are you eligible for membership in the
Overseas Dancer Association? Requirements
are that a person must have learned to dance
overseas or have been a member of an over-

toa
iko93‘‘c

\,)MV•i•-U

seas' club. Overseas' dancing on vacation or as
a member of a tour group does not qualify. Do
you enjoy square and round dancing at its
best? If so, join the Overseas Dancers at their
22nd Annual Reunion, August 2-5, at the
Ramada Inn, Mountain Home, in the midst of
the beautiful Ozark Mountains. In addition to
dancing, there will be ample opportunity to
swim, golf, boat, fish and sightsee. The callers
and cuers come from the United States,
England, and other countries around the
world. For details write Iry and Pam

BELT BUCKLES

Exclusive Worldwide
Distributor

Colors:
Navy, Ivory, Ebony, Pink,
Sapphire Blue, Carnelian
(Tan), Sardonyx (Dark
Brown) & Lavender
Hunter Green, Garnet

If you see our product
for sale at swap meets,
flea markets, etc., the
source may be questionable. We would
appreciate notification.
im

ws W/a

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN
HANDCRAFTED IN INCOLAY STONE
Only $25.00
J.R. Kush & Co.
7623 Hesperia Street
Reseda, California 91335

86

(Calif. residents add 6% tax)

Makes an
ideal gift!

Exclusive Worldwide Distributor
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Phone (213) 344-9671 or 345-7820
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Pattern Co.
Box 23
Hamlin, Texas 79520
Catalog $1.50
plus 500 postage & handling
Buescher, Registration Chairmen, 272 So.
284th E. Ave., Broken Arrow, Oklahoma
74014.

Oklahoma
Northeast Oklahoma Square Dance Association will hold its 37th Annual Square Dance
Festival on Saturday, April 7, at the Civic
Center in Tulsa. An added attraction will be a
square dance exhibition at the Central Library
in the Civic Center Complex. The exhibition
will continue throughout the month.
—Joe and DeAnn Hutchinson

( Mileposts
Jimmie Straughan: A caller for over 30 years,
Jimmie died suddenly last December. He
was, at that time, club caller for the Hi
Steppin' Squares of North Little Rock, Arkansas but his presence behind the mike as a
teacher and a caller was well known throughout most of the South. Past President of the
Arkansas S/D Federation and of the Arkansas
Callers Club, he influenced much of the area's
dance history. Jimmie Straughan is missed.

ria

Dick
Waibel

Doug
Saunders

HOT NEW RELEASES
RWH-114 A Memory On My Mind by Jim
RWH-113 Game Of Love by Dick
SIZZLING SELLERS

Dale
Houck

I

RWH-112 When You Wore A Tulip by Jim

Shannon
Duck

RWH-111 Second Fling by Shannon
RWH-110 Beautiful Baby by Dale
RWH-109 That Old Gang of Mine by Doug
Jim
Brown

Owner-Manager
Becky Waibel

RWH-107 Show Me The Way To Go Home by Dick
DISTRIBUTED BY CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP., POMONA, CALIF & TWELGRENN INC , BATH, OHIO

RAWHIDE RECORDS • 675 E. Alluvial, Fresno, CA 93710
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

(209) 439-3478
87

Jay Henderson
Owner/Producer
(209) 224-3456

Rick Hampton
Owner/Producer
(209) 896-3816

%,

1

RUS

REC

P.O. Box 574
Kingsburg, CA 93631
New Releases
FT-111 So Fine, flip hoedown by Jay
FT-110 Lovesick Blues
Current Releases
FT-109 Tune Up, 48 Basic Hoedown by Rick
FT-108 Tell Me Baby Why You've Been Gone So Long by Jay
FT-107 Song Sung Blue by Rick

FT-105 Love's Been A Little Bit Hard On Me by Jay
FT-104 Snipe Romp/Flip Hoedown by Rick
Recent Releases
FT-103 Pick Me Up On Your Way Down by Jay
FT-102 Common Man by Rick
FT-101 Pickin' Up Strangers by Jay

Distributed by: Corsair Continental, P.O. Box 644, Pomona, CA 91769

Square Verse — Beryl Frank

On Pot Luck Dinners
By name they declare it
A good pot luck dinner
If the pot weren't so lucky
Then I would be thinner.

Grand What?
At the Club Meeting
Windy Willie talks a lot
His words are dark and deep
I really try to understand
Instead, I fall asleep.

I only stopped
To fix my sleeve
The call was Grand —
Square? Spin? or Weave?
Seven paused
To frown and stare
The call? — Grand Spin
I did Grand Square.

True Love
I'll love you in the springtime
In the summer and the snow
I'll even love you, darling,
When you step upon my toe.

NATURAL GEMSTONES
FOR COLOR COORDINATING SQUARE DANCERS
Very Bright Blue Onyx
Jet Black Onyx
Swirling Crazy Lace
Snowflake Obsidian

}

$8.00

Buckle

$9.00

$6.00

Bob

$7.00

$4.50

Slide

$4.50

f

Sparkling Brown Goldstone
Baby Blue/White Blue Lace
Red/Orange Carnelan
Flashing Brown Tiger Eye

SPECIAL
Mother of Pearl

or

40 x 30 mm Gemstones
in Buckles & Bolos
30 x 22 mm in Slides
Buckles for western
Snap-on belts to 13/4"
Have a favorite
Gemstone or color'?
Just ask, we'll quote.
Gemstone list on request.
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hey hiLLs

262 HOLLY LANE
P.O. BOX 233
1-1 I r'•

I-In1' k I

NA !

t..n..rxn %../14, IVO

08087
(609) 296-1205

Abalone
Buckle $6.00
Bolo
5.00
Slide
4.00
w

Check, Visa or Mastercard
Add $1.50 Postage & Handling
N.J. residents add 6% Sales Tax.
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Western Dress Prints

Great Fit! Great Looks!
GREAT PRICE!
Best pants made for the
Western look with comfort fit.
For years square dancers have
placed special orders at a
premium price for these favored
pants. Now they are priced
moderately and ready to ship to
you.
Western authentic styling
features include: keystone belt

Sug. Ret. $33.00

NOW $21.99

loops, scalloped front pockets,
and snapped flap back pockets.

In 100`)/0 stretch polyester for
easy wear, and easy care.
Available now in 13 colors: Kelly
green, Bright red, Royal blue,
White, Burgundy, Navy, Dark
olive, Sage green, Wheat, Tan,
Dark brown, Charcoal grey,
Black, and Light blue. Waist

sizes 28 to 38 and even sizes 40
to 46, unfinished bottoms.
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with any product
purchased from us, your money
will be promptly refunded.

BILL & ANNE'S
P.O. BOX 4175
West Columbia, S.C.
29171.4175
1 803 794 7015
-

-

a,1QRati Rill R.

-

-

ORDER INFORMATION
This LOW PRICE offer will expire APRIL 30TH 1984, no
orders will be honored after this date!!!

FOR C.O.D. ORDERS ADD $2.00
ADD $2.00 FOR POSTAGE PER ORDER!!

Annn'e

SQUARE
mina
DATE BOOK
You simply sew the side seam and
finish the casing for a perfect fit!
ANWJENL

FLUFF AG-101

SLIGHTLY CRISP NYLON
TRICOT TIERS AND A SMOOTH FLUFFY BOTTOM EDGE
COLORS:

white, red, black, orange, yellow, aqua,
blue, royal, candy pink, purple, orchid,
kelly and fluor. orange, pink and lime.

SWEEP:

40 YD*

80 YD**

120 YD***

DIAMOND FLUFF AG-301 CRISP NYLON DIAMOND
WEAVE TIERS AND A SMOOTH FLUFFY BOTTOM EDGE
COLORS:
SWEEP:

white, red, yellow, blue and pink
40 YD*

8n YD**

120 YD***

DIAMOND MAGIC AG-501 CRISP NYLON DIAMOND
WEAVE TIERS, NON— SNAG CONSTRUCTION AND THE
BOTTOM EDGE BOUND WITH STIFFENED TAFFETA
COLORS:
SWEEP:

white, red, yellow, blue and pink

20 YD*

FULLNESS

KIT

NOT TOO FULL *
FULL LOOK
EXTRA FULL

40 YD**

**
***

60 YD***

CUSTOM MADE
PETTICOAT

$16.95

$24.95

$25.95

$34.95

$34.95

S44.95

STATE WAIST MEASUREMENT AND PETTICOAT LENGTH

PLEASE INCLUDE
$1.00

$2.00

PER KIT FOR HANDLING

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
PER KIT FOR TWO OR MORE KITS PER ORDER

******************************************

Apr. 1 Fairview Benefit Dance, Salem, OR
— 772-6785
Apr. 6-7 — 22nd Iowa State S/R/D Convention, Sioux City Auditorium, Sioux City, IA
Apr. 6-7 — Festi-Gal II, Red Rock State Park,
NM — Wheatley, PO Box 1336, Gallup
87301
Apr. 6-7-- St. Louis Fed. 36th Annual Westward Ho Festival, Belle-Clair Exp. Hall,
Belleville, IL —(618) 234-7512
Apr. 6-7 — Alabama Jubilee, Jefferson Civic
Center, Birmingham, AL — 1023 46th St.
W., Birmingham 35208
Apr. 6-7 — 37th Annual Festival, Civic Center, Tulsa, OK
Apr. 6-8 — Rhythm Records 1st Annual
Sprang Thang, Agricultural Bldg. , Ventura
Co. Fairgrounds, Ventura, CA
Apr. 6-8 — 3rd Annual Advanced & Challenge Spectacular, Centennial Hall,
Hayward, CA (PACE) PO Box 6011,
Hayward 94540
Apr. 6-8 — 10th Annual Round Dance Star
Ball, Prescott, AZ
Apr. 6-15 — Hukilau S/D Festival (A-2 and
above), Waikiki, HI — (516) 221-5028
Apr. 7 — Florida Cypress Gardens 2nd An-

Your pin-on badges need . .
PETTICOAT LAYERS
A NEW AND EXCITING WAY TO

RESTORE THE

FULLNESS AND BEAUTY TO YOUR OLD PETTICOATS
THE LAYERS ARE COMPLETELY GATHERED AND SEWN
WITH FUSIBLE WEBBING ATTACHED TO A SHORT
COTTON TOP. SIMPLY STEAM PRESS AND SEW THE
SIDE SEAM. AVAILABLE IN A NUMBER OF FABRICS.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE WRITE

SEWING SPECIALTIES
7429 4TH AVE. SO ., RICHFIELD, MN 55423
612-869-2650
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• . . to protect clothing from
pin holes and tears
(At Square Dance
Shops and
Vlakers /
Badge
jL....

DEALERS:
Write for brochure and prices

BADGE HOLDERS, INC.
5420 Clouds Rest, Mariposa, CA. 95338
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

Mustang Recordings
Produced by
Chuck Bryant & The Mustang Band
New Releases
MS 191 A&B All I Ever Need Is You
by Chuck Bryant

Bob Shiver

Chuck Bryant

MS 192 A&B Rodeo Romeo by Bob Shiver
Many Previous Releases Now Available
Call or Write A&S Records, 321 Laurie
Lane, Warner Robins, GA 31093
(912) 922-7510

Chuck Bryant & Mustang Recording Co.
April thru Oct. — 2616 Baxter, Austin, Texas 78745 (512) 444-9301
Nov. thru March — P.O. Box 735, San Benito, Texas 78586 (512) 399-8797

nual Spring Swing, Cypress Gardens, FL
Apr. 8 — 3rd Annual Speak Easy Benefit
Dance, Orange County Fairgrounds, Orange, CA — 992-0351
Apr. 8 — Rainbow Ball, Red Jacket Inn, Niagara Falls, NY — (716) 675-0847
Apr. 8 — Promenade Jamboree, University of
Toledo, Toledo, OH
Apr. 10 — Special, Champaign, IL — (409)
588-2364
Apr. 12 — Golden Triangle S/R/D Assn. Annual Spring Dance, Harvest Club,

Beaumont, TX
(318) 527-0394
Apr. 13-14 — 6th Annual Advance and Challenge Festival, Community Center, Venice, FL — (813) 763-6746
Apr. 13-14 — 6th Annual Cabin Fever Reliever Dance, Elko, NV — (702) 738-3666
Apr. 13-14 — Baldwin County Clogging Jamboree, Bay Minette, AL — 5404 Timberline Ridge, Mobile 36609
Apr. 13-14 — Daffodil S/R/D Festival,
Gloucester High, Gloucester, VA
Apr. 13-14 — Spring Roundup, Silver City,

If you Dance all night, and
Stand on your feet all day,
you're gonna love us!
"HAPPY FEET'"
These are the original, patented water and foam cushioned
innersoles designed to massage and comfort your tired feet.
They provide flexible and controlled arch support at all times—and
that's important comfortwise, whether you're working or dancing.
Guaranteed to never spring a leak under normal conditions—and
washable, too.

Women
Please send correct shoe sizes: Men
Calif. rises
side
san
ies
ts taadxd.
Send S4.95 plus .75d shipping and handling to:
STRIEGEL & Associates, Inc. • 1311 Hathaway St. • Yakima, WA 98902
Name

1509) 457-3444

Address
City _.
MASTERCHARGE or VISA #

SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

State

zip
Exp.

SD-1

❑ I would like details on
how I can become a
HAPPY FEET Dealer.
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Keep 'em Squared Up With Hi-Hat & Blue Ribbon Square Dance Records!
Brand New On Hi-Hat
HH 5065 A Cowboy's Dream by Ernie Kinney

HI
HAT
Records

Brand New On Blue Ribbon
BR 236 Swing Low Sweet Chariot
by Jerry Murray

Recent Releases On Hi-Hat
HH 5064 Taste Of The Wind by Jerry Schatzer
HH 5063 I.O.U. by Tom Perry
HH 5062 Old Man River by Ernie Kinney
HH 5061 Waitin' For The Robert E. Lee
by Jerry Schatzer

Hi-Hat Recording Company has in stock Sing Alongs (45 rpm flips) and Square Dance Records with
Harmony Accompaniment available thru the Producer.
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises: 3925 N. Tollhouse Road, Fresno, CA 93726
Distributors: Corsair-Continental Corp., P.O. Box 644, Pomona, CA 91769
Twelgrenn Inc., P.O. Box 216, Bath, OH 44210
CALLERS Record Corner. 16 Angpiim, Memphis
38104

NM — (409) 588-2364
Apr. 13-14 — Myrtle Beach Ball Square and
Rounds, Convention Center, Myrtle
Beach, SC — (803) 285-6103
Apr. 13-15 — New Mexico Swing into Spring
Singles State Festival, Old Mesilla School,
Las Cruces, NM — (505) 522-5606
Apr. 13-15 — The Best Little Weekend in
Square Dancing, Richmond Auditorium,
Richmond, CA — (415) 828-6071
Apr. 13-15 — 26th California State Square
Dance Convention, San Diego, CA — (619)

223-8312
Apr. 13-15 — Cherry Blossom Swing Square
Dance Weekend, Mt. Boucherie Rec.
Complex, Kelowna, B.C., Canada V1Z
2C1
Apr. 13-15 — EAASDC Spring Jamboree,
Kaiserslautern, West Germany
Apr. 13-15 — 40th Annual New England Folk
Festival, Natick High School, Natick, MA
— (617) 235-6181
Apr. 13-15 — Spring Jamboree, Lodi, CA
Apr. 13-15 — B&B Round Dance Festival,

SQUARE DANCE
SKIRT AND BLOUSE PATTERNS
Blouse Pattern includes all
styles shown
Sizes: 5-7-9 6-8-10
12-14-16 18-20-40
#1 Circular Skirt
#2 8-Gore Skirt
#3 Patchwork
All sizes in each skirt pkg.

$4.00

$2.50
$2.00
$3.00

Complete S/D pattern catalog .5W

#1

#3

Add for postage, 1 pattern $1.25
2 patterns $2.00
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Shirley's Square Dance Shoppe
Route 9-D Box 423
Hughsonville, N.Y. 12537
914-297-8504
3 patterns $2.55
4 patterns $2.90
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Square or Round...
Contra or Clog..
CHOOSE 197r
FOR PERFECT COMFORT!
For the comfort and support that makes country
dancing a delight, choose Leo's square and clog
dance shoes. They're masterpieces
of good design, the materials
are of highest grade, and
quality control is absolute.
As manufacturers we make sure that every pair
meets the demanding standards that has made
us a leader in actionwear for over half a century.
LEO'S Square Dance Shoes. Features that
you've been looking for! Supple
leather uppers, cushioned
insoles, and the slightly
raised heel with chrome non-slip
top lift that assures your comfort even after
hours of dancing. Single strap to buckle
shell for strength and good looking
support. Sizes 5 through 10
narrow: 41/2 through 10 medium; 6 through 10 wide. In Red,
White and Black.
LEO'S Clogging Shoes. Specially designed for
clogging as well as for country, western, folk
or any kind of square dancing. Supple leather
uppers with rugged 114" and 1'/8"
heels. Comes in white or black.
Sizes 4 through 10, medium.
Sizes 6 through 10, narrow.
For that extra sound add Stereo II double
action Toe Taps, with Jingle Heel Taps.
Call or write for the
name of the dealer nearest
you. Inquiries invited.

i•gor

CLOG 447

SQUARE
DANCE
455

Leo's Advance Theatrical Co
1900 N Narragansett
Chicago. IL 60639

A leader in dancewear since 1924

SWING YOUR PARTNER TO
THE DANCER'S CORNER!
Square Dance fashions at their best!
• Petticoats
• Pettipants
• Dance Shoes

• Dresses
• Records and Accessories
• Skirts and Blouses

Brochures available on request. Mail and
Phone Orders filled promptly! Bank Cards
Welcome!
2228 Wealthy S.E.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49506
616-458-1272

Balloons for Hoedowns
Balloons for Special Events

Rubber Balloons
Mylar Balloons
Helium
Inflators

We at Balloon Baron not only sell and print
on balloons—we also
manufacture a wide
selection of BALLOON
INFLATORS for any application—Send for our free
catalog showing the
accessories we manufacture
and sell. Become acquainted
with our "Easy Tie"
"Spin-On"
and "Gas Saver."

liallonit Baron
A Division of
WILLIAMS PRODUCTS, INC.

1279-E West Stowell Road
411111111,
Santa Maria, California 93454
For full information call: CA 800-592-5925 • USA 800-235-4112

SOUND

—

—

Balloons
Are Our Business

JNB

Longview, TX
Apr. 14 — 1st Annual Clogging Festival, Cypress Gardens, Orlando, FL — 5750 Major
Blvd. , Suite 106, Orlando 32819
Apr. 18 — Peoria Special, Robein School,
East Peoria, IL
(309) 266-9870
Apr. 20-22 — Silver Jubilee 25th Australian
Nat. Cony., Camberra, A.C.T., Australia
(062) 88-1911
Apr. 20-22 — 2nd Annual Possum Holler
Clogging Workshop, Fontana Village, NC
3452 Summit Ridge Dr. , Doraville, GA
30341
Apr. 24-27 — 1st Senior Citizen S/D Festival,
Brown's Resort, Loch Sheldrake, NY
(212) 868-4970
Apr. 27-28 — Roadrunner Romp, Missouri
Southern State College, Joplin, MO —
1808 Wynnwood Dr. , Carthage 64836
Apr. 27-28 — State Convention, City Auditorium, Minot, ND — 1118 NE 4th St.,
Minot 58701
Apr. 27-28 — Piedmont S/R/D Festival,
Jamestown Middle School Gym, Jamestown, NC — 704 Gatewood Ave., High
Point 27260 (919) 885-0849
Apr. 27-28 — 26th Annual New England
S/R/D Cony., Burlington, VT — (802)
888-5054
Apr. 27-28 — Spring Festival, Convention
Hall at Century II, Wichita, KS — 928 W.
47th, So. Wichita 67217
Apr. 27-28 — Spring Fest, Trace Inn Motel,
Tupelo, MS — PO Box 2406, Muscle
Shoals, AL 35660 (205) 383-7585
Apr. 27-28 — Music City Festival, Nashville,
TN 2020 Hickory Ln. , Hermitage 37076
Apr. 27-28 — Riptides Azalea Festival Square
Dance, Norfolk, VA
(804) 420-8168

4s

,

Lazy WM
ENTERPRISES

HEAVY DUTY PROFESSIONAL P.A. SPEAKERS
JNB - 2RB(S) - 60 WATTS, 18"x7"x6", 4/16 OHM, 8#
JNB - 1 - 100 WATTS, 28"x8"x6", 12/40 OHM, 15.5#
JNB - 1 (5.3) - 100 WATTS, 28"x8"x6", 5.3 OHM, 15.5#
JNB - 3 (SOS) - 120 WATTS, 2 STACKABLE, 18"x7"x6", 8
OHM, 16#
JNB-4 - 120 WATTS, 28"x10"x8", 8 OHM, 16.5#
SPEAKER CORDS - $7,00
SPEAKING OF SPEAKERS — by John Mooney &
J. Beaird

If Not Available Locally
Order Direct:
Dealer 8 Retail Prices

NEW RELEASE
L8-15 I'M BEGINNING TO FORGET YOU by Marvin Boatwright
LB-3 THE ONLY HELL, Johnnie

RECENT RELEASES
L8.9 ON THE ROAD AGAIN, Johnnie
L8-13 14 KARET KIND, Johnnie
L8-14 MY JOURNEY GETS SWEETER, Johnnie

INTRODUCING SING-A-LONG SOLO RECORDS
L8-15 ONE DAY AT A TIME, Vocal by Johnnie/Flip Inst.
Write for complete List of Records Available.

SPEAKER: Design by "Mooney" Distributed Only by: LAZY EIGHT ENTERPRISES & JNB SOUND, P.O. Box 401695, Garland, TX 75040
Prices are subjected to change without notice & do not reflect shipping or taxes (where applicable).
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#972 Swiss Look JUMPER
Laced front 8-18 $3 9 . 9 8
PERKY!
Solid
Wear with Blouse
Red, Navy
or NEW Dickey
or Brown
White or Print

THE

..0144 P

$4.98
RUTH & REUEL deTURK
Send for our free mail order catalog.
Are you tired of STIFF, SCRATCHING PETTICOATS? 1606 Hopmeadow St. Men's
(Men are!!!) Join the lovers of the NEW LOOK. A 35 yard Simsbury, Ct. 06070
double skirt Petticoat in floating nylon chiffon with super Phone: 203-658-9417 Matching
shirts $19.98
soft ruffle on bottom. S — M — L.
Mon. thru Sat. 11-5
3040-i- White-Black-Red-Brown-Mint-Peach-Lt. Pink-YellowFri. 11-9
Size 20 or above, or tall length
Purple-Navy-Lavender-Cranberry-Rust-Beige
June-July-Aug.
Add $5.00
Shipping Chg. Single item $3.00
X-Lg and Multi-Pastel — add $2.00
Fri. & Sat. Only 11-5
Other
times
by
appointment
"TrakShun" for slippery floors $4.50/can + $1.50 UPS
2 or 3 items $4.00

Do It On The River, Bullhead
Apr. 27-28
City, AZ
Apr. 27-28 — 3rd Annual Spanish Trail Festival, Crestview, FL — (904) 682-3566
Apr. 27-29 — Tremonia Dance, Soest, West
Germany
Apr. 28 — 34th Pre-Convention Meeting and
Kick-off Dance, Coliseum, Birmingham,
AL
Apr. 28 — Northwest District Spring Festival, Hoover Bldg., Garfield County Fairgrounds, Enid, OK

Apr. 28
34th Annual S/R/D Festival,
Omaha Civic Auditorium, Omaha, NE
(402) 292-8399
Apr. 28 — Mississippi Spring Festival,
Greenville, MS
Apr. 28-29 — 1st Annual No. California
Cloggers Convention, Placer County Fairgrounds, Roseville, CA — 6950 Long Valley Spur, Castroville '35012
Apr. 28-29 — Flower Dance, Haarlem, The
Netherlands
Apr. 28-29 Spring Festival, McCook, NE
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2500 South 384th, Space 103
Federal Way, Washington 98003
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NEW RELEASES
P-001 Jackson by Johnny, Mike & Wayne
P-002 Sweet Baby's Arms by Mike
P-003 You Do Something To Me by Johnny
P-004 Good Times by Mike
P-005 Paradise by Mike
P-006 Misty by Johnny

Doug Davis

in

in
B

100
I
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t Distributed by
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Twelgrenn, Inc.,
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COMING RELEASE
P-007M Ponderosa Patter #1 by Mike
BZ-001 First Taste of Texas by Doug Davis
BZ-003 Hard Dog by Al Saunders
BZ-101 Watching Girls Go By by Steve Edlund
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big mac records

presents Scope 19

Left Footers One Step/Happy Polka — Rounds
John Eubanks

Ron Mineau

(New Music)
Favorites
Jeanne Briscoe
Big Mac 061 Love Letters
BM 059 That's Livin' by Mac
by Ron Mineau
BM 058 You're Out Dancing by Ron
Big Mac 062 Fireball Mail
BM 057 Highway 40 Blues by Mac
by John Eubanks
BM 055 You Can't Take The Texas Out
Big Mac 063 Fireball Hoedown Jeanne
Of Me by Jeanne
Briscoe calls Mainstream
BM 053 Who's Sorry Now by Mac
Recent Releases
BM 052 Basin Street Blues
BM 060 You Don't Care
If you are unable to get our records, please write to us.
by Mac McCullar
Ile• na-alimirt....
Rny‘1448 CAM
PO
.

Apr. 29
Spring Contra Festival, Sor-rell's
Courtyard Dance Hall, Miamisburg, OH
—(513) 294-1647
May 3-4 — Turkey Trotters Fanfest, Mt.
Home, AR — Bramell, Rt. C, Box 134,
Yellville 72687
May 4-5 — Stardusters Spring Fling, Civic
Center, Salem, VA — 1150 Mountain
Ave., Salem 24153
May 4-6 — 25th Buckeye State Dance Convention, Dayton, OH
May 4-6
Royal Interlaken, Lake Geneva,

IT'S HERE!!!!!

9

.

SAN

L.a/1.7

volorki,

VizeUb

WI
May 5 — 16th Annual Rose City S/R/D Festival, St. Clair College, Windsor, Ontario,
Canada — (519) 966-2916
May 5 — Dance-O-Rama, State Univ. College, Brockport, NY
May 5 — 3rd Annual National S/D Directory
Dance, Southwest YMCA, Jackson, MS
(601) 825-6831
May 5 — Annual S/D Festival, Lincoln, NE
(402) 477-9836
May 10-12
Callers' Appreciation Dance,

IT'S HERE!!!!!

IT'S HERE!!!!!

The newest book of the Singing Thru series by Gene Trimmer

fayay

g7iptb

v/610OffiCed 67/W
If you are looking for ways to make your ADVANCED ONE dance or workshop
easier and more fun for the dancers this book is for you!!
200 singing call figures that will fit any standard 64 beat singing call you like.
They start with Acey Deucey and are in the Callerlab Advanced One recommended teaching order. The singing calls are in bold type so you may easily
read them from a distance.
Send for your copy today!!! $10.00 Postpaid U.S. and Canada. Add $3.00 for
foreign Air Mail to Europe; $4.00 for Air Mail to Far East area. Personal checks
drawn on U.S. Banks only. All others use Bank Draft or Postal Money Order
marked U.S. dollars. Mail to:

Gene Trimmer • 103 Rosewood • Paragould, AR 72450
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SQUARE DANCE

SHOES

444wAtxkooeskoo*OrAki:ff.
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THE MISSY

............

CWIST SHOES
Ghtc.
7INGELES. GA
cLOS c

6870A Newell Hickory Grove Rd.
Charlotte, N.C. (704) 537-0133

Dwight Moody, Producer
Bill Wentz, Executive Producer
Aaron Lowder, Executive Producer

RECORDS 19

Recorded at Lamon Sound Studios
by Staff Musicians

(Founded 1962)

Callers — Want to make a recording? —
Contact us for rates.

Panhandle Records A division of Lamon

Singing Calls

PH 100 Shaking A Heartache — Bill Barnette
LR 10078 Ya'll Come — Bill Wentz
PH 101
Ruin My Bad Reputation — Jim Snyder
LR 10079 Wandering Eyes — Aaron Lowder
PH 102 Nadine — Gary Stewart
LR 10083 It'll Be Me — Aaron Lowder
PH 103 Schools Days — Gary Stewart
LR 10085 Wooden Horses — Bill Wentz
Hoedowns
LR 10087 I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus Bruce Williamson LR 10076 Blue Ridge Mountain Memories
LR 10091 Light In The Window — Grady Humphries
(Clog) B/W Melody Hoedown
LR 10092 That's The Way Love Goes — Aaron Lowder
LR 10077 Cotton Eye Joe (Texas Style)
LR 10093 Cornbread Beans & Sweet Potato Pie — David Moody
B/W Long Journey Home
LR 10094 Sentimental 01' You — Will Wentz
LR 10097 Golden Slippers
LR 10095 Easter Parade — Bruce Williamson
/Tennessee Wagner (Clog)

Distributed by: Tweigrenn, Corsair-Continental,
EN.str;butor5. Tape Service: Hannurst's
Ok..1

Line Ddnce LI-R-1U096 Raggae Cowboy — Carlton Moody

Anchorage, AK
May 10-12 — 23rd International S/R/D Convention, McMaster University, Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada — 71 Roywood Dr. , Don
Mills, Ont. M3A 2C9
May 11.-12 — Hickory Knob Resort Spring
Festival, McCormick, SC — 501 Ponce
DeLeon Ave. , N. Augusta 29841
May 11-12 — 6th Annual Festival, Pahrump
Valley High School, Pahrump, NV
May 11-12 — Mountain-Town Hoedown,
Riverside Motor Lodge, Gatlinburg, TN

1206 Oak Park, Maryville 37801 (615)
984-3129
May 11-13 — 1st Annual Sunriver Sashay,
Great Hall, Sunriver Resort, Medford, OR
(503) 779-7280
May 11-13 — 37th Annual New Mexico S/D
Festival, Farmington, NM — 2106
Cochiti, Farmington 87401
May 11-13 — Cloverleaf Dance, Hannover,
West Germany
May 11-13 — 17th Annual Dam Hot Foot
Daze, Selkink High School, Metaline

eanoe
ttel
l

Southwest
Originals
•

•

In business since 1949.

Square Dance,
Western,
Fiesta & Casuals
#669

Brochure $1.25 \,
($2.00 Foreign)

3103 Central N.E.
(Richmond & Central)
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Phone: (505) 255-8961
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THE

YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE
SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
AND ACCESSORIES

FASHIONS BY MARILEE
SKIRTS AND BLOUSES

NASHVILLE SOUND & YOU LP'S

VISA

TO MIX AND MATCH

Send $1 For Catalog (Refundable With 1st Order)
P. 0. BOX 635

MESQUITE, TEXAS 75149

Falls, WA 99139
May 12 — Guys and Dolls Special 25th Anniv.
Dance, Terrier Hall, Redlands High
School, Highland, CA — (714) 862-0991
May 12 — Central District 38th Annual Jamboree, Myriad Convention Center, Oklahoma City, OK
May 12 — Mother's Day Dance, City Auditorium, Jasper, AL
May 12 — Ramona Pageant S/D, Hemet, CA
25444 Jerry Lane, Hemet 92343 (714)
927-6355

214/288-6692

May 12
Eloise Jalles Memorial Fund
Dance, Civic Center, Dothan, AL — 1215
Denton Rd., Dothan 36303
May 12-13 — 11th Maypole Dance, Muenchen, West Germany
May 17 — Wichita River Festival, Century II,
Wichita, KS
May 18-19 — Star Twirlers Mini-Fest, Nobles
Shrine Hall, Gulfport, MS
May 18-19 — 1st Alabama R/D Festival,
Boutwell Auditorium, Birmingham, AL
Please see DATES, page 102

Keep your beautiful Square Dance Clothes DRY in a Daisy-Q "Princess"
Cover-up. The wrap front coat has a Fashion Collar with ties, or a Hood, and
is full enough for the largest petticoat. Constructed from "London Fog"
poplin or "Nike" nylon, it is packaged in a PETTICOAT BAG of the same
fabric, folded for easy tote.

COLORS: Poplin-Black, Navy, Gray, Beige, Brick Red, Lt. Blue, White
Nylon-Black, Navy, Gray, Beige, Burgandy, Brown, Lt. Blue, White,
Red, Orange
* REVERSIBLE Hooded styles available from $59.95.
Please include $2.00 for postage and handling.

"First in Quality, Design, and Comfort"
P.O. Box 9597
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Knoxville, Tenn 37920

SATISFACTION GUAR
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The Cheyenne

THE CHEYENNE
For casual dress or work the Cheyenne is
designed to meet your footwear needs. The
full leather upper is especially tanned to ensure softness, strength and good looks in
every pair. The Cheyenne has a cushion insole, double ribbed spring steel arch and
cushion outsole.
Available in Bone, White, Brown.
$36.00
Bone in Stock, M, W
Add $2.00 Shipping Fee

NEW MAN'S SHOE FOR DANCING
THE WESTERNER
Leather, Elastic Side Gores, Chamois Sole,
Available in Black/Brown C, D, E, 6 1/2 thru 13
In Stock— Black D & E
$49.00
Add $2.00 Shipping Fee

Dixie Daisy Traveler
In response to popular demand, we again
offer you a versatile and attractive garment
bag of strong vinyl. It features a zipper
bottom to top and a holder for identification card. This bag measures 24" x 54" and
comes in black with yellow printing.
Price: $5.00

Dixie Daisy Petti-Tote
A yellow with black printing drawstring
bag for your crinolines is made of double
thickness polyurethane with a small tag for
identification card. It will hold 2-3 crinolines for travPling.
Price:L $1.25
DIXIE DAISY * 1351 Odenton Road * Odenton MD 21113

DIXIE DAISY
THE STORE WHERE SQUARE DANCERS LIKE TO SHOP

Panty-Blouse
Cottonpoiy broadcloth
White, Red, Black,
H-Pink, Turquoise
P-S-M-L-XL
$16.50

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers; 11/2" Heel,
All Leather, Cushioned Insole for
Comfort. 5-10 Narrow; 4.10 Medium;
5.10 Wide.
$31.95
White/Black
$31.95
Red/Navy/Brown
$34.50
Silver/Gold

WESTERN STYLE SHIRTS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
$14.50 And Up
WESTERN DRESS PANTS
BY "RANCH"
$27.50

DRESSES
PATTERNS
CRINOLINES

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
lined, 5 thru 12 Narrow, 4 thru 12 Med.
5-10 Wide, Half Sizes.
Black 1/2 White
$27.50
Red/Navy/Brown
$27.50
Gold/Silver
$29.50

THE FOUR B'S
BOOTS
BELTS
BUCKLES
BOLOS

N-24
Nylon
Shorty length
S-M-L-XL
$9.75
N-20 SISSY Nylon
n-29 SISSY Cotton
S-M-L-XL
$8.50

$1.85 postage
& handling

SCOOP
3/4" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
lined, sizes 4 thru 10 Med., 5 thru 10
Narrow, also Wide, Half Sizes.
Black/White
$29.75
Red/Navy/Brown
$29.75
Gold/Silver
$30.50
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1351 Odenton Rd.
Odenton MD 21113
Maryland Residents add 5% tax

.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
NAME & NO. OF ITEMS
far;" ∎
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SHIPPING & HANDLING
TOTAL

ZIP

SINGLE
SQUARE DANCERS
USA

Single Square Dancers USA
(SSDUSA) is a national organization of single square dance clubs
and single dancers. The objectives of SSDUSA are to promote
and stimulate square dancing
among unmarried adults of all
ages by assisting any group who
wishes to start a new singles
square dance club, publishing a
newsletter four times a year called the INTERCOM, which is mailed to all members, and publishing the YELLOWROCK, a directory of singles square and round
dance clubs throughout the USA
and Canada. Promoting and
overseeing the DANCE-A-RAMA,
a national singles festival held
each year over Labor Day weekend and hosted by a member
club in a different city throughout the U.S. is also a prime
objective of SSDUSA.
For further information, contact
SSDUSA DIRECTOR: Betty Webster, 7421 Lyndale Ave. So. #73
Richfield, Minnesota 55423
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California Single Squares ConMay 18-20
vention, Monterey, CA
May 18-20 — Chunk of Coal, Turlock, CA
May 18-20 — Las Vegas Annual Spring Fling,
Cashman Convention Complex, Las
Vegas, NV — (702) 363-1934
May 18-20 — 1st Annual Country Jamboree,
R Ranch, Hornbrook, CA — (916) 475-3495
May 18-20 — 3rd Spring Festival, Murray
State Univ., Murray, KY — 1506 So. 10th
St., Mayfield 42066
May 19 — Penn. State Cony., Kutztown, PA
May 19
Georgia-Singles Assn. 2nd Annual
Convention, Macon Coliseum, Macon —
(912) 986-3100
May 19 — Central District's Annual Dance,
Convention Center, Little Rock, AR
May 19 — Quitchers Spring Festival, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg, VA — 7136
Meadow Brook Rd. , Lynchburg 24502
May 19-20 — 29th Annual Spring Festival,
Traverse City, MI — (616) 947-7689
May 24 — Peach Blossom Festival,
Canajoharie, NY
May 25-26 — Cowtown Hoedown, Woodland
Park School, Sheridan, WY — (307) 6744983
May 25-26 — 1st Annual ESP Memorial Day
Special, Holiday Inn Convention Center,
Gainesville, GA — 4346 Angie Dr. , Tucker
30084 (404) 934-4090
May 25-26 — By the Sea Clogging Festival,
North Myrtle Beach, SC — (803) 249-3235
May 25-26 — Arkie Stars 6th Annual Festival,
Henderson State University Student
Union Bldg., Arkadelphia, AR — 1611
Phillips St. , Arkadelphia 71923 (501)
246-2287
May 25-27
Memorial Classic, Ventura

The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
P.O. Box 696
Canby, Oregon 97013
SQUARE DANCING, April, '84
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NATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE
DIRECTORY

24K Gold-Plated Enameled

DANC:
P. Earrings or Pendant $3.95
Both for only $6.95
plus $1.00 ship. & handling

1984 Edition
The 5th Edition will be published March 1, 1984. The Directory includes
information and contacts on over 10,000 square, round, contra and clogging clubs in the U.S., Canada and around the world. Also information on
major festivals, organizations, publications, products and services.

(Calif, res. add 6% sales tax)
When ordering specify dress color:
red, blue, or black.
Send check or money order to:
Charmz-Reaction
P.O. Box 6529
Woodland Hills. CA 91365

A MUST FOR EVERY DANCER
$7.00 per copy (plus $2.00 postage)
Available March 1,1984

Send to: National Square Dance Directory
(601) 825-6831
P.O. Box 54055, Jackson, MS 39208

County Fairgrounds, Ventura, CA — (714)
838-3013
May 25-27 — Kansas City Chaparrel Convention, Radisson Muehlebach, Kansas City,
MO — 1425 Oakhill Dr. , Plano, TX 75075
May 25-27 — Golden State Round-Up, San
Francisco, CA
May 25-27 — 31st Annual Florida State Convention, Lakeland Civic Center, Lakeland,
FL
May 25-27 — Memorial Day Weekend, Mt.
San Antonio College, Walnut, CA — (213)

Joe
Saltel

Kim
Hohnholt

Bob
Stutevous

Dan
Nordbye

443-3422
May 25-28
Montana State Festival,
Eastside Junior High School, Great Falls,
MT
May 31-June 2 — 25th International S/R/D
Cony. Silver Jubilee, Keystone Center,
Brandon, Manitoba, Canada — (204) 7271630
Send your datebook listings to — Editor,
SQUARE DANCING Magazine, 462 N.
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048.

C-058 I CAN LOVE YOU by Jim
C-057 JUST BECAUSE by Daryl
C-056 WHEN I'M 64 by Daryl
C-055 I'VE GOT YOU TO THANK FOR THAT by Joe
C-054 YEARS by Daryl
C-053 SMOOTH TALKING BABY by Joe
C-052 WIZARD ON THE HILL by Daryl

Daryl
Clendenin

Jim
H attrick

ROUNDS
C-1006 CREAM & SUGAR by Ernie & Mary Hovey
HOEDOWN
C-508 "D"s RHYTHM by Daryl
C-507 HOME GROWN by Bob

Bill
Sigmon

Gordon
Sutton

HOEDOWNER LABEL
H-112 SIDESTEP by Gordon
H-111 SOMEONE COULD LOSE A HEART by Kim
H-110 THE STEAL OF THE NIGHT by Bill
H-109 YOU DON'T KNOW ME by John
H-108 YOU'll BE BACK by Dan
H-107 THINKING OF YOU by Bob

Order Direct or from your nearest Record Dealer

John
Reitmajer

PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland, OR 97203
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LET YOUR
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHIER
HELP YOU

.
\/4

You'll look your best outfitted from head to toe by those who carry the finest in square dance
apparel. Look for a store in your area. Keep the list on hand for easy reference when traveling
away from home. You can count on being clad in the very best when you allow square dance
clothing dealers to help you Dress for the Dance.
* ARIZONA
BUTLER & SONS
8028 North 27th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85021
(602) 995-8480

* CALIFORNIA
AUNTIE EMM'S S/D APPAREL

PROMENADE SHOP
4200F 62nd Ave. N.
Pinellas Park. Fl. 33565

QUALITY WESTERN SHOP

NEBRASKA

1894 Drew St
Clearwater, FL 33575

SQUARE COUNTRY WESTERN

.

9244 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

ELAINE'S OF CALIFORNIA
11128 Balboa Blvd.
Granada Hills, CA 91344

THE JUBILEE S/D &
WESTERN WEAR SHOP
71 N. San Tomas Aquino Rd.
Campbell, CA 95008

MORRY'S — CLOTHING

11911 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213) 478-9595

PETTICOAT JUNCTION

1232-42 High Street
Lincoln, NE 68502

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7408 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, Fla. 32211

* GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, Georgia 30340

• ILLINOIS
BEV'S BARN SHOP

3720 Easton Drive, Ste. 6
Bakersfield, CA 93309

23E Crystal Lake Plaza
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
Free Catalog Available

ROMIE'S S/ D& WESTERN

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE

3827 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, Calif. 92105
Phone (619) 280-2150

WARD'S WESTERN WEAR
1045 W. Philadelphia
Ontario, CA 91761

* COLORADO
CHRIS' S/D CORRAL

2990 Roche Drive South
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

SQUARE DANCE REC. ROUNDUP

957 Sheridan Blvd_
Denver, CO 80214

4 Glastonbury Ave
Rocky Hill, CT 06067

* FLORIDA
CHEZ BEA S/D

7215 W. Irving Park Rd,
Chicago, IL 60634

* KANSAS
BUTTONS 'N BOWS S/D SHOP
3167 So. Seneca
'(316) 524-6235
Wichita, KS 67217
Send $1.00 for catalog.

DOROTHY'S SQ. DANCE SHOP
3300 Strong Ave.
Kansas City, Ks. 66106
Catalog $1.00 — refund with 1st order

MAINE

* CONNECTICUT
CRAFTY CLOTHES HORSE

WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP, INC.
Rt. 115, Yarmouth Rd.
Gray, ME 04039
Catalog $1.00—refund with 1st order

MICHIGAN
011QCATIARiC•
Ula."11UPIJ

ARROWHEAL) 'WESTERN

650 N.E. 128th St.
North Miami, FL 33161

433 North Washington
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

LENORE'S PETTICOATS

THE DANCERS CORNER

P.O. Box 607
Deland, Fl. 32720

RUTHAD PETTICOATS

8869 Avis
Detroit, MI 48209

2228 Wealthy SE
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

HILLTOP FASHIONS
6246 Decatur St.
Omaha, NE 68104 (402) 553-9601

NEW JERSEY
THE CORRAL, John Pederson, Jr.
41 Cooper Avenue., (201) 229-2363
W. Long Branch, NJ 07764
Member NASRDS; Visa & MC
MADELYN FERRUCCI

Creations

Brewster & Lake lids.
Newfield, N.J. 08344

* NEW YORK
IRONDA S/D SHOPPE
115 Catalpa Rd.
Rochester, NY 14617

ROCHESTER SHOE STORE

K-Mart Plaza
Mattydale, NY 13211

* NORTH CAROLINA
PEARL'S OF RALEIGH
2109 Franklin Rd.
Raleigh, N.C. 27606

SOPHIA is
Rt 9, Box 273A, Hwy. 70E.
Goldsboro, NC 27530

* OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
419 So. Arlington St.
Akron, Ohio 44:3Uti

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave
Toledo, Ohio 43609

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave
Cleveland, Ohin 44111

Brall'ARE BANCM
MAGAZINE
MAY BE PURCHASED
AT THESE STORES

STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
SQUARE DANCING regarding a listing on this page.
* SOUTH DAKOTA

ZITTERICH'S S/D SHOP
SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241

• OKLAHOMA
C BAR S TOO, Inc.

4526 N.W. 50th St.
Oklahoma City. OK 73122

2412 W. Brookings
Sioux Falls, SD 57104

* TENNESSEE

MISS MARIE'S FASHIONS
1506 Old Waynesboro Rd.
Lawrenceburg, TN 38464
Catalog $1.00 — Refund with 1st order

* TEXAS

THE CONGLOMERATE

* OREGON

PROMENADE SHOP
11909 N.E. Halsey
Portland. Or. 97220

* PENNSYLVANIA

* SOUTH CAROLINA

THE SILVER SPUR
8027 Greenville Hwy.
Spartanburg, SC 29301

Rt. 4, Box 19
Elkton, VA 22827
Phone (703) 298-8676

PETTICOAT CORNER
8816 Hwy. One No., Richmond
(Mail—Glen Allen, VA 23060)

THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth Street
Wichita Falls, Tx. 76301

YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE
C BAR S

84 Jackson Ave.
Meadville, PA 16335

LIW WESTERN APPAREL

250 W. Broad St. (Rt. 7)
Falls Church, VA 22046

1630 Lilac Drive
W. Middlesex, PA 16159

BOBBIE SHOP

* VIRGINIA

TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR

FORD'S FLUTTER WHEEL

1359 East College Avenue
State College, PA 16801
Phone: (814) 237-8725

1602 S. Monroe
Amarillo, Tx. 79102

2105 Avenue B
Wichita Falls, TX 76309

315 Mockingbird Trail
Mesquite, TX 75149

HAT TA BOOT WESTERN WEAR

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP

5632 E. Mockingbird Ln.
Dallas, TX 75206
(214) 823-5712

FAWCETT'S S/D SHOP
412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, TX 78577

TERESA S/D APPAREL
4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79413

TERESA S/D APPAREL
3204 Uranus Ave Rt. 4, Box 1560
Odessa, TX 79763

* WASHINGTON

CIRCLE UP FASHIONS
8229 South Park
Tacoma, WA 98408

PONDEROSA SHOP
15227 Maple Valley Hwy,
Renton, WA 98055

* WISCONSIN
PETTI-PANTS UNLIMITED
4400 Windsor Road
Windsor, WI 53598

* CANADA

LOU-ANN S/D ACCESSORIES

12348 Fort Road
Edmonton, Alberta T5B 3A8

Dealers: LOOKING FOR A GOLD MINE?
The big question is, "Could you handle more business?"
There are literally thousands of square dancers scattered
HELP
across North America and around the world who are in the
fog ./ market for square dance clothing. Your listing on these pages
each month will bring you in direct contact with anywhere
from 60,000 to 75,000 of them. If you can handle a greater
volume of business each month write us for rates and information listings cost only a fraction of a penny per reader —
you'll be amazed!
SQUARE DANCING MAGAZINE advertising
462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048.

KALOX- Seize-Longhorn
C.O. Guest

New on Kalox
K-1292 Snowbird
Flip/Inst. by Jon Jones
K-1291 The Sun's Gonna Shine
Flip/Inst. by Art Springer
K-1290 Snowdeer #2/Red Hot Cabbage
Hoedowns— Instrumental only

New Rounds on Beico
B-315-A Valley of the Moon Waltz by Ken Croft &
Elena de Zordo; 1st band music: 2nd band
cues by Norman Teague
B-315-B Strollin' Dance by C.O. & Chris Guest;
1st band music; 2nd band cues
by Norman Teague

Recent Releases on Longhorn
LH-1042 Betcha My Heart
Flip/Inst. by Francis Zeller
LH-1041 I'm Only In It For The Love
Flip/Inst. by Mike Bramlett

New Square on Crow Records
Oklahoma Hills by Bill Crowson
C-002
C-001
Calendar Girl by Bill Crowson
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A-Z Engraving, 72
Anderson, Carl, 70
Anina's, 86
Armeta, 102
Authentic Patterns, 69
Balloon Baron, 94
B 'N' B's International, 86
B & S Square Dance Shop, 66
Badge Holders, 90
Bill & Anne's, 6, 89
Blue Engravers, 63
Bonnie's Stitchery Boutique, 68
Boot Hill, 62
Bounty Records, 71
Brahma Records, 76
C & C Originals, 81
Callers' Cuers' Corner/Supreme
Audio, 72, 80
Callers Record Corner, 74
Calico House, 63
Canadian 4th National, 65
Charmz-Reaction, 103
Chicago Country Records, 67
Chinook Records, 103
Coast Shoes, 97
Dance Ranch, 7
Dancer's Corner, 94
Davis, Bill, 65
Dell Enterprises, 66

P.O. Box 8069, Lowell Ma. 01853
News + Views of New England
Square and Round Dancing
Subscribe Now! $8.00 per year, 12 issues
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Dixie Daisy, 100, 101
Dress for the Dance, 104, 105
El Dorado Gold, 74
ESP Records, 83
Fann Burrus, 99
Fine Tune Records, 88
Fun Valley Resort, 5
Golden, Cal, 77
Gordon Bros. Shoes, 112
Grenn Records, 81
Hanhurst's Tape
& Record Service, 75
Happy Feet, 91
Hi Hat Records, 92
Hilton Audio, 52
Holly Hills, 88
Jackpot Festival, 4
Jeanettes Originals, 98
JNB/Lazy 8, 94
JoPat Records, 84
Kalox Records, 106
Kush, JR, 86
Kopman, Lee—Tapes, 69
Lasry, Jack, 71
Lamon Records, 98
Lane, Frank, 70
Leo's Advanced Theatrical, 93
Local Dealers, 73
M & W Records, 68
Mail Order Record Service, 70
Murtha, Jack, 82
Maverick Enterprises, 76

THE NEW ENGLAND
Square Dance CALLER Magazine

Bill Crowson

Merrbach Record Service, 107
Mustang Records, 91
Micro Plastics, 74
Miltech, Inc. 61
New England Caller, 126
National S/D Directory, 103
National S/D Campers, 80
Obercruise, 8
Old Pueblo Trader, 76
Ox Yoke Shop, 95
Ponderosa Enterprises, 95
Peters, Bill, 67
R. J. Specialties, 82
Rawhide Records, 87
Rochester Shoe Store, 84
Rocket Records, 77
Roofer's Records, 62
Ruff, Bob/Wagon Wheel, 75
Ruffles Originals, 85
Scope Records, 96
Sewing Specialties, 90
Shirley's S/D Shoppe, 92
Shopper's Mart, 108, 109
Simkins, Meg, 64
Singles USA, 102
Smith, Nita, 111
Square Dance Record Roundup, 2
Thunderbird Records, 64
Trimmer. Gene, 96
Vee Gee Patterns, 87
Weber Shoes, 78, 79
Yellow Rock Shoppe, 99

LINE DANCE MANUAL VOL 1
by Grant F. Longley Ph.D
45 Line Dances including all the Favorites

SOLO DANCE MANUAL

VOL II
Continuation of Line Dance Manual

$5.00 ea. +.75 post./hand./$8.95 for both + $1.00 post/hand

VOLUME I: Sewing help for new and experienced dancers. A practical guide to
homemade Square Dance clothes. $5.00 + .75 post + hand Mass. + .25 tax.
VALUME !!: Fifty-two new articles on how to Create, Make Changes and Solve
Special Problems when making or designing Square Dance attire.
$7.50 postage paid (Mass. res. add .37 tax)
Order from: The New England Caller P.O. Box 8069 Lowell, Ma. 01853

SQUARE DANCING, April, '84

CALIFONE PA SETS
1815K, One speaker in lid. 10-18 watts
$239.95
1925-03, One speaker in lid. 40-60 watts
$359.95
1925-04, 2 separate speakers in case. 60-100 watts
$439.95
1155K-12, 2 speakers in case, stereo 5-9 watts/channel $437.95
2155-04, 2 speakers in case, stereo 40-60 watts/channel $549.95
1925-00, amplifier only
$299.95
ASHTON AMPLIFIER "S" SERIES
AS 50S 50 Watt Single Channel Amp_ Only
AS 100S 100 Watt Single Channel Amp. Only
AS 150S 150 Watt Single Channel Amp. Only
AS 200S 200 Watt Single Channel Amp. Only
ASHTON AMPLIFIER "0" SERIES
AS 100D 50 Watt Dual Channel Amp. Only
AS 200D 100 Watt Dual Channel Amp. Only
AS 300D 150 Watt Dual Channel Amp. Only
AS 400D 200 Watt Dual Channel Amp. Only

$624.75
$743.65
$874.50
$984.50

OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR ASHTON AMPLIFIERS
#1 Digital Speed Indicator $147.00
#2 LED Power Meter (1 on S" Unit, 2 on "D" Unit) $51.00 Ea.
#3 Automatic Tape Recorder $195.00

$834.75
$1064.65
$1265.00
$1644.50

PLUS FREIGHT ON
ALL ABOVE PRICES

HAWKINS RECORD CASES
RC 700 Wood Case, 120 records
RC 710 Wood Case, 120 records with mike compartment

$28.95
$35.95

ASHTON RECORD CASES
RC-4
RC-5
RC-4
RC-5

Metal record case, holds 120 records/mike compartment
Metal record case, holds 150 records/no mike compartment
Wood record case, holds 120 records/mike compartment
Wood record case, holds 150 records/no mike compartment

$33.54
$33.54
$44.62
$44.62

Record Case Shipping—$5.00/Metal—$6.00/Wood
We also carry Yak Stacks, Supreme
PLASTIC QUICK LOAD 45 RPM Speakers, and Mity Mite Speakers,
ADAPTER $7.50
Ashton, and Halpo Speaker stands
plus $1.00 shipping
from $89.95.

MIKE COZY

$9.90

Trak-Shun Slodown Now Available
$5.00 per can + 50(z per can shipping

plus $1.25
shipping

ALL shipping charges
quoted are for U.S. only

CAR CADDY — A new concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs., 40" folds to 20". Tubular

steel weighs 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for sound equipment, luggage, etc. $31.95
plus $4.00 postage USA. Shock cord for Caddy $2.00 each plus $1 shipping.

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS

BLUE STAR RELEASES
2226—Blue Eyes Don't Make An Angel,
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst
2225—Cab Driver: Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst
2224—Me And My Gal, Caller: Johnnie
Wykoff, Flip Inst
2223— Paradise Called Tennessee, Caller:
Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst
2222—Wanted Man, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff,
Flip Inst
2221—Oh Baby Mine, Caller: Rocky
Strickland, Flip Inst
2220—Morning Glory Do, Caller: Nate Bliss,
Flip Inst
2219—I'm Busted, Cued by Hal & Helen
Petschke, Flip inst; (Round Dance)
2218—Friday Night Blues, Caller: Johnnie
Wykoff, Flip Inst
2217—Summer Vacation, Caller: Marshall
Flippo, Flip Inst
DANCE RANCH RELEASES
678 —There's A Song In The Wind, Caller:
Frank Lane, Flip Inst
677 —I Keep Putting Off Getting Over You,
Caller: Stan Russell

BOGAN RELEASES
1348—If I Were A Rich Man, Callers: Tommy
White, And David Davis, Flip Inst
1347—Juanita Jones, Caller: Tony Sikes, Flip
lnst
1346—Ghost Written Love Letters, Caller: Pat
Grymes, Flip Inst

BEE SHARP RELEASES
123 —Johnny Cash Medley, Caller:
Sheldon Kolb, Flip Inst
122 —American Made, Caller: Wayne
Spraggins, Flip Inst
121 —Give Me 40 Acres, Caller: Sheldon
Kolb, Flip inst

LORE RELEASES
1213—Smile Away Each Rainy Day, Caller:
Johnny Creel, Flip Inst
1212—In Mexico, Caller: Bob Graham, Flip
Inst
1211—My Front Door Is Open, Caller: Dean
Rogers, Flip Inst

PETTICOAT PATTER RELEASES
115 —Bright Lights and Country Music,
Caller: Toots Richardson Flip Inst

We carry all square dance labels.

Dealers: Please write for your
inquiries concerning starting

ROCKING A RELEASES
1374—James, Caller: David Cox, Flip Inst
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES
2379—Should I Do It, Caller: Robert Shuler,
Flip Inst
C/W RECORDS (NEW COMPANY(
2001— l've Tried To Find A Partner, Caller:
Holger Willm, Flip Inst
Note: Holger is from West Germany
and his first call on his own label for
the US market.

a dealership to:

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 7309, Houston, Texas 77248-7309
323 W. 14th — Houston, Texas 77008 — (713) 862-7077

The S/D Shopper's Mart
PLUS

BASIC and MAINSTREAM

Mosemenh

SUM

DAVAO

SQUARE DANCING

The Illustrated

,:11.4ir,ito:

1. Basic/
Mainstream
Movements

See box at far right for separate postage charges on
most of these items.

INDOCTRINATION
HANDBOOK trimstKil

2. Plus
Movements

Movements

UrLIT. :0=

4 Indoctrination
Handbook

(30v each, $20.00 per 100)

75¢ per copy
$60.00 per hundred

35 per copy
$30.00 per hundred
Special Interest
Handbook Library
($1.00 each - 6 for $5.00)
5. Club Organization ($1.00 each)
6. One-Night Stands ($1.00 each)

5

6

7

8

9

10

7. Party (Planning) Fun ($1.00
each)
8. S/D Publicity ($1.00 each)
9. The Story of Square Dancing Dorothy Shaw ($1.00 each)
10. Youth in Square Dancing
($1.00 each)

11

11. Plastic Record Sleeves $15.00 per 100, plus $2.50 postage)

ANIMITRIMI MAAR
sam

16
13.
HEY! WHERE'S MY CORNER?
• 1 MIN141 A.m.

LETS DANCE!
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NOM

•
14
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OMNI*
The 0441(.10
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Mag.,

15
13. Non-Dancer Promotional Four-page Flyer ($5.00 per 100 Min order)
(Postage $1.75 per 100)
14. SQUARE DANCING Magazine Binders in durable bright red vinyl ($4.25
each plus postage - 1 or 2 binders $1.75; Add 50c for each additional
binder)
15. Basic Check Lists - Corresponding to the Basic Handbook $1.00 per
dozen) (Postage 60C)
16 & 17. Temporary Name Tags indicate 16 or 17 ($3.25 per 100; minimum
order 100) (Plus 70c postage per 100)
18. Learn to Square Dance Poster (blue & red ink) ($1.60 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 70c postage per dozen)
19. Learn to Square Dance Poster (black & white) $1.10 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 70' postage per dozen)
20. Learn to Square Dance Cards ($4.00 per 100; minimum order 100) (Plus
$1.00 postage per 100)

20
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NEW BEGINNERS GLASS STARTING
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IMPORTANT: Pay the amounts listed below and
we will adjust each order and bill customers for
the actual postage.
IMPORTANT — POSTAGE COSTS
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Please add the following postage on items listed:

. 1111'1;F: .4013.71

CAILER/TEArkr MANuit

BASIC/MAINSTREAM HANDBOOKS 1 to 6 books 75V;
7-12 $1.00; 13-26 $1.60; 27-50 $2.20; 51-100 $3.50.
ALL OTHER HANDBOOKS 1 book 37v; 2-10
65v; 11-25 $1.10; 26-50 $1.45; 51-100 $2.30.
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Mainstream Caller/Teacher Manual $4.00 each,
all other manuals 65C each.

3 , 30;3W414/1k0g1E4",
!Id ifel3A

DIPLOMAS (either Square or Round Dance) 1-10 70v:
11-20 95C; 21-50 $1.50; 51-100 $1.85.

23

RECORDS (Bob Ruff Teaching Series 6000 &
6501) Add 90c for 1 or 2; $1.10 for 3; $1.35 for 4. Add
15v additional postage for each record over 4.

22
25

22. ALL NEW Caller/Teacher Manual thru Mainstream. Expandable loose-leaf edition ($29.95)
23. Caller/Teacher Manual for Contra Dancing
($6.00)
25. Round Dance Manual — Hamilton ($6.00)

NOTE: In many cases it is far less expensive and much
faster to ship by United Parcel. We would have to have
your street address rather than a post office box number
to ship via UPS.
ALL OVERSEAS Shipments: actual postage will be
charged on all foreign shipments.

26
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Square Dance Diplomas — for your graduates. Min order 10 (15C each)
Round Dance Diplomas — Minimum order 10 (15V each)
Microphone Cozy ($9.90 plus $1.15 postage)
The Bob Ruff Teaching Records (with calls and written instructions) 4
LP
records in this series $8.95 each. LP 6001-Level1; LP 6002-Level
6003-Level 3; LP 6501-Party Dancing to Level 1

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
SUBSCRIPTION AND ORDER FORM
E
No. Qty

462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048 • (213) 652-7434
Description

Please send me SQUARE DANCING
Magazine for 12 months. Enclosed is
my membership fee of $10.00 to The
SETS IN ORDER AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY.

New

Renew ri

Cost
Each

Total

No.

Cost
Each

Qty

Please include postage. See box above
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Calif. add 6% Sales Tax (on purchases other than subscriptions)

ZIP

Total (Enclosed) $

Total

Looking ahead toward warm
weather, Patti Acton designs a cool
dancing. dress. The basic navy
color is highlighted with a navy,
red and white floral print. Her
wide, square collar is split at the
front and back and drapes softly
just over the shoulder edge. The
comfortable cummerbund, stitched
at the lower edge, is wider at the
front, and gathers down to 5" at
the J3lack where it is attached on
either side of the hack zipper.

information out our
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CLOUD NINE
Nylon Sh rg za
The Bouffant everyone h s been waiting for — it is wonderfully comfort0
colors — any size.
40 yd sweep ....$34.50
50 yd sweep ....$37.95
70 yd sweep ....$45.95
80 yd sweep
$51.95
Solid Colors
Beige
White
Lime
Maize
Brown
Black
Apple Green
Peach
Peacock
Candy Pink
Blue
Aqua
Yellow
Royal
Cerise
Gold
Hot Pink
Purple
Ivory
Red

Light and airy — brilliant theatrical
60 , sweep . ...$39.95
100 ' sweep ...$65.95

Mint Green
Pink
Orange
Fluor. Cerise

Fluor. Lime
Fluor. Orange
Fuchsia

Kelly Green
Lilac
Navy

NEW DC-9 (ABOVE THE CLOUDS)
Double Layer Petticoats — two layers of nylon organza proportioned to please the most discriminating dancer!!
40 yd sweep
$36.95
50 yd sweep
$39.95
60 yd sweep
70 yd sweep
80 yd sweep
$49.95
$55.95
100 yd sweep
Available in all of the above colors listed.

$44.95
$71.95

PARTY PETTICOATS OF NYLON MARQUISETTE
Colors: White, Black, Red, Navy, Purple, Pink, Lilac, Coral, Orange, Br. Yellow, Kelly Green, Brown, Lt. Blue. Royal Blue, Shocking
Pink, Yellow Gold, Lime Green, Mint Green, Turquoise

30 yd sweep . ..$18.95 35 yd sweep . . .$21.95 50 yd sweep . ..$25.95 75 yd sweep . ..$38.95 100 yd sweep . .$45.95
Handing charge on all petticoats — $2.00 (covers insurance, mailing, etc.)

GRUNDEEN'S WORLD of SQUARE DANCING

"They're protesting 'all-position' dancing."

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in All America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
Colors — Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere

All Leather — Top Quality

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE.

BOX 841 - HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33011

